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PREFACE

The materials embodied in this volume were collect-

ed by the writer from November, 1926, to July, 1927.

They are no more than a small sample of materials

which might be obtained. They are far from consti-

tuting an ethnographic monograph on the people of

TepoztUn. Eight months is too short a time within

which to secure the data for such a monograph. One
would have to spend a considerably longer period, and
one would need a command of both languages spoken
in the community, not merely a fair knowledge of one

of them. Eight months is not even time enough to

correct all one's initial blunders. That this report still

contains some positive mistakes the writer knows is

likely. The materials are now published only because

it seems improbable that he will soon be able to return

to Tepoztln to continue the study here only intro-

duced. In order to indicate some of the limitations of

the materials, statements derived, not from the direct

observation of the flow of custom in the village, but

from accounts, insufficiently corroborated, of infor-

mants, are so indicated in footnotes.

The study was initiated under the encouragement
and direction of Dr. Fay-Cooper Cole, and was made

possible by a fellowship granted by the Social Science

Research Council. The writer has had much oppor-

tunity to learn from Dr. Robert E. Park, and has like-
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wise received, stimulus and suggestion from Dr. Ed-
ward Sapir. In Mexico, Dr. Manuel Gamio extended
invaluable advice and practical aid. Acknowledgment
is also to be made of the courteous assistance of Dr.

J. Reygadas V6rtiz. Sefiorita Elena Landazuri helped
largely in recording musical notation. A small part of

the help received from Margaret Park Redfield, both
in collecting and presenting materials, is specifically

acknowledged in the following pages. Finally, the

writer feels a great obligation to the Tepoztecans
themselves, whose friendly co-operation made this

stay pleasant and showed the possibility of some day
making an intensive study of Tepoztldn. Many
names might be mentioned, but particularly those of

Don Cruz Villamil, barrio of Santa Cruz; Dona Sole-

dad Villamil, barrio of Santa Cruz; Don Jesus Bal-

derrama, barrio of Santo Domingo; Don Ignacio

Cortez, barrio of San Sebastian; Don Gilberto Gaillar-

do, barrio of San Miguel; and, most especially, Don
Jesus Conde, barrio of San Miguel.

Chapters ii and iv have already appeared, in a some-
what different form, in the American Anthropologist.

ROBERT REDFIELD
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INTRODUCTION: THE MEXICAN FOLK
The terms "folk lore," "folk song," and even "folk

ways" have a meaning in considering Mexico which

they lack in connection with a country such as ours.

The ways of the folk, largely unwritten and unre-

marked, constitute the real Mexico. "In few coun-

tries," says Gruening, "is political history less signifi-

cant than in Mexico, yet its historiographies are pre-

eminently political."
1 The formal institution, the ex-

plicit statement of program or policy, the bulk of con-

temporary documents, lie remote from the ways of the

masses and record their history almost not at all. The
world of the cultivated classes, who alone are articu-

late and who alone communicate freely with us, is a

world apart from that of the folk. To learn and to

set down the ways of the folk, one must encounter

them directly and intimately; they are not otherwise

to be found. Ethnology is the form which any careful

study of contemporary history tends to take in Mexi-

co.

I

What is the "folk" ? If its meaning be reached back-

ward from the terms which begin this page, it is a

group which has folk lore and folk songs. For such

material the collector goes to the primitive tribes or

to the simpler peasant peoples enclaved within the

1 Ernest Gruening, Mexico and Its Heritage^ page x.

I
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borders of civilized nations. These are "folk" peoples.

What characteristics distinguish them? Such peoples

enjoy a common stock of tradition; they are the car-

riers of a culture. This culture preserves its continuity

from generation to generation without depending upon
the printed page. Moreover, such a culture is local;

the folk has a habitat. Wandering folk, as, for ex-

ample, the gypsy, do occur, but then special factors of

social isolation cause them to preserve their folk char-

acter among a people who are not folk. Within the

folk group there is relatively small diversity of intel-

lectual interest; attitudes and interests are much the

same from individual to individual, although, presum-

ably, there is the same range of inherent temperament
as in any other group of the same size. And finally, the

folk peoples are country peoples. If folk lore is en-

countered in the cities it is never in a robust condition,

but always diminishing, always a vestige.

There are plenty of such folk peoples in Mexico.

Some, like the Lacandones and (until perhaps recent-

ly) the Tarahumares, are as truly primitive, as truly

preliterate, as a Melanesian tribe. More, however,
have long since reached an adjustment with Western

civilization, as represented by the upper and govern-

ing classes; and now the complex of their culture is in-

terwoven with the modern social and economic order.

They use money, wear commercial textiles, perhaps
know how to read and write, and employ at least the

terminology and some of the ritual forms of Catholic

Christianity. They are much like isolated, illiterate
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peasant peoples everywhere. The former class of peo-

ples have been regarded as the subject of ethnology
(Volkerkunde)\ the second of what has conventionally
been distinguished as "folk lore" {Volkskunde)* Both
sorts of groups are folk peoples.

But the series of culture types to be found in Mexico

does not end with these simple societies. Mexico is in

no small part modern; every year it becomes more so.

In the more sophisticated villages of the north, in the

middle classes in the cities everywhere, are to be found

a people much like the masses in our own country.

They not only can read, but they do read. The folk

hear rumor; these people read news. Through the

newspaper and its closely related organs of informa-

tion and popular interest, the popular magazine and
the moving picture, these latter people come to share

in interests which are not local but are even inter-

national. Communication by way of oral tradition

with the preceding generations has with such people
come to play a smaller part in determining the pat-
terns of their thinking; they are communicating with

contemporaries like themselves in other cities and in

other lands; and through printing and pictures they
draw upon the accumulated experience of groups geo-

graphically and historically remote. They are ceas-

ing, or have already ceased, to be a folk people.

Apparently there are people in Mexico who are folk

peoples, with folk lore and folk songs and folk ways
which are often indigenous and local to the particular

community, but there are also people, largely in the
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towns, who are no more a folk people than are the

citizens of Grand Rapids or Bridgeport. And appar-

ently the "modernization" of Mexico is the gain of

this second kind of people at the expense of the first.

Yet in spite of this change, the bulk of the Mexican

population are folk. With us it is the other way. The
southern negro is our one principal folk. He has a local

tradition orally transmitted; he makes folk songs. Ex-

cept for him we have to search for folk peoples in the

United States. In the mountains of the South and

Southeast we have a sort of vestigial folk. And here

and there, in such occupations as involve long periods
of isolation and a relative independence of the printed

page as, for example, among lumbermen or cowboys
a sort of quasi-folk develop, who write anonymous

folk songs and sometimes build up, around campfires,
folk sagas of the Paul Bunyan variety.

II

How are we to define the difference between the

Mexican masses and our own? What are some of the

characteristics of the folk that set them off from "the

common people" who are not folk? It may be sug-

gested that the difference is made clear in the dis-

tinction between folk song and popular song, folk tale

and popular literature. It is, at the extremes, the dif-

ference between the animal tales or witch stories of

tribal Indian or simple peasant, and the American

magazines of the "true confessions" type. Or it is the

difference between the traditional chant to accom-
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pany Indian or African ritual, or the equally tradi-

tional folk song of Mexican peSn or Roumanian peas-

ant, and "Singin' in the Rain" or "You've Never Been

Blue."

It perhaps needs to be pointed out that these two

sorts of songs, two sorts of literatures, are alike at all.

But alike they certainly are. They belong together

when contrasted with the sophisticated art and litera-

ture of the more self-conscious intelligentsia. They are

quite different, and different in the same way, from

Proust or Stravinsky. They are both, folk song and

popular song, written because they will be sung; they
are both, folk tale and popular story, composed be-

cause they will be heard or read. The sophisticated

art is formed in conformity with self-conscious canons

of taste. It is composed not to be read by everybody,
but to be appreciated by the few. It is written not in

the widespread and easy images of the folk, but in

more deliberately constructed forms. It has a horror,

for example, of clichh.

This is the difference which Sumner1
speaks ofwhen

1 "It is a question of the first importance for the historian whether the mores

of the historical classes of which he finds evidence in documentary remains pene-
trated the masses or not. The masses are the real bearers of the mores of die

society;. They carry tradition. The folkways are their ways. They accept in-

fluence or leadership and they imitate, but they do so as they see fit, being con-

trolled by their notions and tastes previously acquired. They may accept stand-

ards of character and action from the classes, or from foreigners, or from litera-

ture, or from a new religion, but whatever they take up they assimilate and make
it a part of their own mores, which they then transmit by tradition, defend in its

integrity, and refuse to discard again. Consequently the writings of the literary

class may not represent the faiths, notions, tastes, standards, etc., of the masses

at all. The literature of the first Christian centuries shows us scarcely anything of

the mores of the time, as they existed in the faith and practice of the masses.
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he distinguishes the "masses" from the "classes." The
"classes" are the minority of sophisticated people who
at least in literate society tend to occupy a mental

world apart from that of the masses. The "masses,"
on the other hand, include both "folk" peoples and

the common people of civilized and completely liter-

ate countries. For this second kind of "masses" there

appears to be no name available,
1 and inventing new

terms is of doubtful wisdom. Completing the propor-
tion: "folk" is to "folk song" as "popular song" is to

x one might suggest populus, or better, demos.

The differences between folk song and popular song,
or folk tale and popular literature, afford an approach
to the difference between "folk" and demos. The pop-
ular song is obviously more sophisticated. It is writ-

ten deliberately, for sale. The folk song is more "art-

less." The popular song has an author; the folk song

easily loses its composer. The question of communal

composition does not arise in the realm of popular
literature as distinguished from folk literature. The

popular song or story is written in order that it may

Every group takes out of a new religion which is offered to it just what it can

assimilate with its own traditional mores. Christianity was a very different thing

amongst Jews, Egyptians, Greeks, Germans and Slavs. It would be a great mis-

take to suppose that any people ever accepted and held philosophical or reli-

gious teaching as it was offered to them, and as we find it recorded in the books

of the teachers. The mores of the masses admit of no such sudden and massive

modification by doctrinal teaching. The process of assimilation is slow, and is

attended by modifying influences at every stage" (Folkways, p. 46).

Sumner did not distinguish between the folk, a country people among whom
culture is built up, and the urban proletariat, among whom it tends to break

down.

1 "Proletariat" appears to be a related term.
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be sold; the composer earns a living out of it, or hopes
to. And finally, there is the obvious and important
difference between a composition that depends upon
writing and one that needs only singing or speaking
and hearing. And from this difference flow a number
of significant correlaries. The folk song is much more

local; it is commonly expressed in local terms; it has

local allusions. The popular song refers to a much
wider community of experience. The popular song,

being written, is standardized; of it one does not col-

lect "versions." Popular songs that develop versions

are passing into folk songs. But the Saturday Evening
Post appears in almost three million identical versions

every Thursday. And the popular song, the popular

story, exist in the world of fashion and fad. Among
the folk, where communication is much slower, there

is much less fashion; at least, in folk literature, there

are probably no "rages." The "rage" is a trait of the

demos.

If we turn to the songs and to the literature which

are current in Mexico, we find examples of all three

sorts: sophisticated, popular, and folk. That type of

song and story which has widest currency, however, is

in .many respects transitional between folk literature

and popular literature, folk song and popular song.

The more primitive village peoples still sing the an-

cient traditional songs and tell the old traditional

tales. The peoples of the towns and cities, at.least the

middle and upper classes there, sing sentimental songs,

which are locally Mexican, and even the jazz ditties of
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ephemeral favor in New York or London. But in be-

tween lies a great mass of transitional literature, a

sort of "folk-popular
"

literature, which expresses the

fact that in Mexico we have a collection of folk peoples
who are becoming demos.

This intermediate literature is best known from its

outstanding form, the ballad known as corrido? The
corrido is in first instance orally transmitted. The com-

poser, a singer of local prestige, communicates it to

the circle of listeners; it tends immediately to become

anonymous. But it is not wholly independent of writ-

ing. In the rural districts it may be set down in pri-

vate copy-books, and in the cities it sometimes circu-

lates on cheap printed leaflets just as did the "broad-

side ballad" of Elizabethan England.
1 "The commonest form of musical expression is the corrida> literally, 'cur-

rent happening/ Any event that touches the people immediately finds its way
into this form of ballad. Its words are printed on a gaudy sheet of paper, usually

green or pink, embellished often by a lurid wood cut. The verse is doggerel and
the music a 'catchy* refrain. But the corridas are a valuable index to popular
thought. During the Revolution Zapata outranked all other figures in the variety
and number of corridas about him. Villa, pictured as 'muy hombre,' the hero of

gigantic exploits, came next. Carranza did not figure in corridos he made no

appeal to popular imagination. 'The arm of Obregon' the arm lost on the field

of battledid. Heroic, tragic, gruesome, pathetic themes prevail. Deeds of val-

or, floods, earthquakes, famines, calamities generally,which affect the people, are

instantly sung. The writer usually begins by announcing the subject of his verse

as if addressing an audience, and in concluding often takes leave of it. He is a

modern troubadour but instead of offering his vocal wares to the mighty, as of

old, the people are his patrons, for the corridos are sold for a centavo or two in

the markets.

"An essential quality of the corridos is their ingenuousness: The writer is

wholly frank. He tells not only of his hero's prowess, but of his weaknesses his

drunkenness, his offenses against law and order, his fickleness to his sweethearts,
as well as their faithlessness. And just as he views the hero of his theme without
illusion he applies similar measurements to the great and near-great of his coun-

try the generals and politicians" (Gruening, op. cit.y pp. 647-48).
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The subject matter of this popular literature is al-

ways what interests the Mexican masses: war, crime,

catastrophe, and especially popular heroes and popu-
lar scapegoats. And in its constantly shifting content,

as the old corridas die and the new corridas are com-

posed, it constitutes a sort of collective diary of the

Mexican masses. At its lower margin, in the more

traditional songs that persist in local communities for

generations, this literature merges with the typical

folk literature of primitive peoples. Its upper margin,

the news ballad of crime or passion, passes into the

lower margin of our own popular literature the dog-

gerel verses about Floyd Collins or the Hall-Mills case

now circulated on mail-order phonograph records.

The essential difference between the corrido and the

folk song of a truly primitive people appears to lie in

the tendency of the corrido to enter into the realm of

news, public opinion, and even propaganda. The cor-

rido is a news organ. It informs what comes to be a

public of the events which concern it, and especially

of the excitements which nourish its interest. It tends,

one would venture, to become a mechanism for con-

flicting local attitudes. A man sung as a bandit in one

community may be sung as a redeemer in another; the

circulation of these songs tends to define his position

in more generally accepted terms. In this relation of

the corrido to a discussion which is more impersonal

than the intimate interchange of ideas in a completely

self-sufficient folk community, the corrido is related to

that rise of nationalistic feeling which begins to give
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to the changes which are going on in Mexico a special,

and at the same time a characteristic, form.

Ill

The change which is obviously going on in Mexico

can be described, it may be, in terms more fundamen-

tal than "the spread of education" or "economic de-

velopment," although these are of course important

aspects of that change. To the social anthropologist
the change is that which is represented by the gain of

popular literature at the expense of folk literature. It

is a change in type of culture. It may furthermore be

provisionally assumed that this change has elements

in common with others which are taking place in

countries similarly placed with respect to the widening
influence of modern Western industrial civilization.

Mexico is but one of the peoples on that frontier of

contact. Modern industrial civilization appears, off-

hand, to reach these marginal peoples as a sort ofcom-

plex; those peoples that survive tend to react, it

would seem, in ways different yet often comparable.

Perhaps tractors, newspapers, linguistic revivals, tech-

nical manuals of craftsmanship, and a strong emotion-

al attitude toward foreigners, compounded at once of

admiration and contempt, represent recurrent ele-

ments in a describable process.

There is a growing disposition on the part of cul-

tural anthropologists to study social processes as such,

rather than to rest content with the mere description of

cultures or the solution of specific historical sequences.
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In large part ethnologists remain geographers and

historians; they describe what is or was in that par-
ticular place, and tell how it got there. With many
the scientific interest comes to rest in history, in the

unraveling of another thread in the web of the past.

Archaeologists and ethnologists together, by many de-

tailed researches into the preliterary periods, have

helped to make possible the "new history" of today.
Nevertheless the return to an interest in processual

generalizations in the field of social anthropology, and
the re-employment ofwhat is essentially the compara-
tive method, has in recent years been clearly marked.

Anthropologists once more seek generalizations upon
social change. With some, as with Wissler,

1

inquiries

into the diffusion process have been made, not in order

to sharpen tools for historical research, but in order to

achieve control of contemporary and future change.
Kroeber's more ultimate aim is at least in part that

cultural anthropology shall cultivate "pure science,"
8

and the interest in culture process as distinct from cul-

ture history
3 is unequivocal in Malinowski.4

1 Man and Culture, especially the chapter on "The Rationalization of the

Culture Process"; also The Relation of Nature to Man in Aboriginal America.
* Address delivered before the Social Science Research Council, at Hanover,

N.H., August 25, 1927, under the title "Study of Cultural Phenomena" (un-

published).
3 The logic of this distinction is presented in A. L. Kroeber's "The Possibility

of a Social Psychology." Radcliffe-Brown (art., "The Methods ofEthnology and

Social Anthropology") makes the distinction quite clear, suggests a number of

significant implications, and proposes the term "ethnology" for the historical

discipline and "social anthropology" for the interest in arriving at natural laws

of social change.

"Whatever might be the value of an interest in origins of culture, it is ob-

vious that unless these data bear in one way or another upon modern conditions,
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If the interest of the student lies in an investigation

of social processes in general terms, it would seem a

more direct procedure to study such processes as they

actually occur, rather than to content one's self with

comparing the historical sequences so laboriously de-

termined by historical methods of the ethnologist, who
works without the direct sources of written records.

In sequences of the latter sort only a small part of all

the facts can ever be recaptured. If one is interested

in studying what happens rather than what happened,
one moves more directly if one studies it as it happens.
Now that the power and personnel of anthropology
has grown, it can undertake such investigations and

still continue its work of preserving the record of the

dying cultures.

That it is still possible to study the more isolated

groups of Mexico in order to learn something about

the pre-Columbian cultures, and about the changes

the purely antiquarian anthropology cannot be of great utility, and so far very
little effort has been devoted to make evolutionary anthropology bear upon the

actual problems of modern life.

"Again, the diffusionist writings, the reconstructions of past history of the

various primitive races, is of no obvious or direct importance in modern ques-
tions. Whether mother-right has moved on the American continent from south-

east to northwest, or whether moccasins were first discovered among the Algon-

quins of the northeast and gradually moved towards Mexico, this important
historical fact has a theoretical significance perhaps, but it cannot very well be

used by the social student in discussing prohibition, the negro problem, the ques-
tion of divorce, of sexual morality, and so on.

"The recognition that social process is submitted to definite rules exactly as

natural process is subject to the laws of physics, chemistry and biology, finds a

very tenacious opposition in the science of society" (address under die title

"Anthropology as a Social Science" before the Social Science Research Council

at Hanover, N.H., August 10, 1926 [unpublished]).
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which they underwent when they came in contact with

the Spaniards, is not to be denied. Such a study would

be a study of a dead culture and of a past change. It

is merely to be pointed out that such was not the in-

terest which took the writer to Mexico. To learn as

much as can be learned as to the history of the present

culture ofTepoztldn is a part ofany thorough study of

that culture. But the interest in the following pages

lies more particularly with the current changes. The
task was not conceived to be the rescue of survivals

from aboriginal culture. There was no attempt to col-

lect, for example, folk songs persisting in the memory
of any individual which might most closely preserve

pre-Columbian characteristics, but rather to study

those songs which are today vivid and meaningful in

the lives of the contemporary folk. That these songs

are almost entirely European in character is interest-

ing, but in no way limits their importance.

The Mexican folk are not necessarily Indian. The

folk culture is a fusion of Indian and Spanish elements.

The acculturation which gave rise to this mixed cul-

ture took place three hundred years ago, largely with-

in the first few generations after the Conquest. The

analysis of the Mexican folk culture into Spanish and

Indian elements is one problem a historical problem.

The description of changes occurring in that folk cul-

ture due to spread of city ways is another problem a

study of a contemporary change.

The disorganization and perhaps the reorganization
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of the culture here considered under the slowly grow-

ing influence of the city is a process a diffusion proc-
ess which can and will be studied. It is, the writer

assumes, an example, within convenient limits, of the

general type of change whereby primitive man be-

comes civilized man, the rustic becomes the urbanite.



CHAPTER I

THE VILLAGE OF TEPOZTLAN
The conspicuous fact in the social geography of

Mexico is the dominance of the center over the mar-

gins. The great plateau in South-Central Mexico in-

cludes only one-sixth of the country but it contains

two-thirds of the cities and nearly two-thirds of the

population.
1

The spider's solid body is held up in the center of a far-reach-

ing circle of thin legs. Similarly the central plateau of Mexico,

heavy with people, the center of population and government,
looks out in all directions to thinly peopled corners of the coun-

try empty Quintana Roo, scanty Chiapas, desert Sonora, and
Lower California, unexplored western Sierras, dusty Chihuahua
and Tamaulipas with its chaparral.

11

Geographic factors in the first instance determine

this distribution of population and of culture. The
most favorable region in Mexico is that which is high

enough to be healthful, where the rainfall is heavy

enough to permit agriculture but not so heavy as to

produce swamps, and where the relief is such as to

allow the accumulation of level areas of fertile soil.

This region is the central plateau; there the three geo-

fcgraphic factors altitude, rainfall, and relief are con-

jointly favorable.

The Spanish-Indian civilization which occupies
x Suxnner W. Gushing, art., "The Distribution of Population in Mexico."

8
J. Russell Smith, North America, p. 777.

15
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Mexico, like the Indian civilization which preceded it,

depends on one subsistence crop maize; and a map
of the distribution ofmaize harvested in Mexico shows

that production falls sharply away as one goes out

from the central plateau.
1

The plateau is the center of civilization, while the

lowest cultures are found in isolated corners of the

periphery. Mexico City, on the plateau, contains four

times as many inhabitants as the second largest city

(Guadalajara), and in it dwell a large majority of the

professional men, scientists, and scholars of Mexico

most of those Mexicans who share in cosmopolitan
culture. Those remnants of primitive peoples, on the

other hand, that survive, are to be found in the ex-

treme north where it is too dry, the extreme south

where it is too wet, or in the isolated and precipitous
western Sierra. The Tarahumare and the Tepehuane,
the Cora and the Huichol, of the northwest, and the

Lacandones and other tribes of the south, occupy the

periphery, both geographical and cultural.

These aboriginal remnants and the sophisticated mi-

nority in the capital represent the two extremes of

Mexican culture: the one urban in character and Eu-

ropean in origin, and the other Indian and tribal. But
the vast middle ground is occupied by people whose

culture is neither tribal nor cosmopolitan. Their sim-

ple rural way of life is the product of ancient fusion

between Indian and Spanish custom.

1 C. C. Colby, Source Book /or the Economic Geography of North America,

p. 384.
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This opposition between center and periphery exists

also in political affairs. The plateau the government
in power seeks always to protect itself against at-

tacks directed inward against it from the margins of

the country. Revolutions rarely have their origin on

the plateau, but begin, as did the revolt of Diaz, in the

south, or, as have most of the revolutions since, in the

arid north.1 The railways, and later the roads, reached

out to connect the thinly settled parts of Mexico with

the plateau.
2 Public security, along with thin popula-

tion and low civilization, occupies a marginal position.

.
The central plateau is bounded on the north by a

tableland which dips down northward into a region

where the rainfall is too slight for agriculture. The

aboriginal population here was sparse, and consisted

chiefly of nomads. The settlements in this region are,

therefore, nearly all post-Columbian. They are made

possible by two changes which the Spaniards effected

in the natural environment; the invaders found a use

for the minerals there abundant and they introduced

cattle.

On the other three sides the plateau is hemmed in

by steep escarpments which rise three thousand feet

above the plateau before falling sharply away to the

sea. The eastern and western Sierras come together

as the triangle which is Mexico north of the Isthmus

1 Of course revolutions (except the Yaqui rebellions) originate among peoples
of middle and upper culture, and are able to gain momentum because remote

from the central power.

8 Alexander Dye, art., "Railways and Revolutions in Mexico."
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of Tehuantepee narrows toward the south, forming a

complex mountain system which largely occupies the

states of Michoacan, Morelos, Puebla, Guerrero, and

Oaxaca. The deep dissection of the highlands effected

by the Rio Papaloapam and the Rio de las Balsas

forms the third escarpment, having an east-west trend,

and bounding the plateau on the south.

The plateau and the three abutting escarpments
were the habitat of sedentary Indian tribes, of which

the Aztecs were the most conspicuous at the time of

the Conquest. The distribution of population in this

region, as contrasted with the north, has the same

character that it had in pre-Columbian days; and

many of the settlements continue in the new civiliza-

tion a history and a locus which they already had in

the old.

The population of present-day Mexico, as was that

of aboriginal Mexico, is a village population. There

are almost no people living on scattered farms. Geog-

raphy and history made this so. The generally arid and

mountainous nature of the country and the need for

common defense drew people together in close settle-

ments. With this village tradition, developed among
agricultural tribes, the tradition of sixteenth-century

Spain was in accord. The Indian and the Castilian

pueblos were much alike; they blended easily into the

Mexican village of today.
1

The villages are places out of which people go to

work and into which they go to trade. To fulfil their

1
McBridc, Land Systems of Mexico.
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daily tasks, whether on their own milpaf on the mar-

gins of the town or in haciendas, mills, or mines still

farther away, the male inhabitants scatter outside the

village, returning at the end of the day, the week, or

the season. But while the villagers live by agriculture,

the village lives by trade. It is essentially a market,
and the central plaza, where occur the periodic mar-

kets attended by people from other villages and where

are situated all the public buildings and the private

dwellings of size and importance, dominates and af-

fords a focus for the town. The village, like Mexico

itself, has a center and a periphery.

The state of Morelos lies upon the southern escarp-

ment. It is the only state which lies entirely upon the

slope; it forms one steep stairway up to the tableland.

It is a small state, about the size of Delaware, but in

its brief extent there is a descent of eight thousand

feet. Its northern margin, the Sierra of Ajusco, which

forms the southern rim of the great central basin, is a

region of pine forests, chill winds, and charcoal-burn-

ers, while in the southern part of the state are tropical

lowlands which produce coconuts and malaria.

Although only a small part of the state contains

arable land,
2 nevertheless among the steep confusion

of the mountains there are many sloping valleys which

contain good soil and either receive sufficient rain or

are watered by streams which arise in higher and wet-

1 Small agricultural tracts cultivated by individuals for their own benefit

a About 10 per cent, according to Francisco Bulnes, The Whole Truth abort

Mexico, p. 88.
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ter regions. Therefore there are many villages, walled

away one from another by the complicated mountains
and lying one above the other on the steps of the

stairway. Morelos is, indeed, one of the most densely

populated states of Mexico. 1 But the population is one

of small villages; there is no town with more than ten

thousand inhabitants, and three-quarters of the peo-

ple live in villages of less than two thousand.3

The state is entirely agricultural; there is practically
no industry. Before the Conquest it was the seat of

many Indian villages; these were united in loose eco-

nomic and political federations, but each had its own

patriotism and its own communal lands. The hacienda

system, which had for its excuse in the north the geo-

graphic facts of an unpopulated region with few re-

sources of water supply, lacked similar excuses in

Morelos until the introduction of sugar cane. Sugar
cane demands the construction of irrigation works and

crushing machinery and so requires large-scale pro-
duction. Because of this (and because of the early as-

signment of large groups of villages to individual con-

querors as encomiendas), by 1910 the hacienda system
had developed further in Morelos than anywhere else;

indeed practically all the land belonged to the large
estates of a few individuals.3

Sugar made Morelos a
1 In 1910, 84.7 inhabitants per square mile, and seventh in density of popula-

tion among Mexican states, according to the computation from census figures
of Wallace Thompson, The People ofMexico, p. 72.

a
McBride, Land Systems of Mexico^ p. 144.

3 McBride says that only 140 of 28,000 heads of families were individual

property-holders. One large hacendado owned seven times as much land as there

was in ail the small farms (under 1,000 hectares)^ in the state (op. /., pp. 143-44).
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contributor to the wealth of Mexico, but it reduced

the population to landless peonage. The revolution

which began in 1910, especially in Morelos, may be

regarded as the conflict between two social-economic

systems: the one an ancient Indian tradition of self-

sufficient and independent villages enjoying corporate
land tenure, and the other a new capitalistic system
of large-scale production of a money crop contribu-

tory to a world-economy. The agrarian reforms fol-

lowing the revolution broke up some of these estates.

Others were kept together and operated by the state

in an attempt to preserve the sugar plantations; but

many lands where sugar was once grown have reverted

to maize.

The northern border of Morelos lies along a part of

the rampart which hems in the valley of Mexico. Go-

ing south from Mexico City, one climbs this valley

wall, the Sierra of Ajusco, at an elevation of nine

thousand feet above the sea. Standing upon the south-

ern edge of the escarpment one stands also on the

threshold of Morelos. There the rampart drops sud-

denly away into warm green valleys that go on and

down one beyond the other in a maze of slighter moun-

tains that from this eminence are no more than hills.

In each shelf or pocket of the mountains lies a vil-

lage, or a cluster of villages. Close underneath the

row of peaks
1 which forms the last bulwark of the

escarpment is situated Tepoztlan. This village is the

1 This sierra, the southwestern margin of the cordiUera of Ajusco, extends

southeastward to the pueblo of Tlayacapan, Morelos. It is composed of basaltic

tufa and fine volcanic ash.
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center of a cluster of villages which is not four miles in

radius but which includes a descent of about twenty-
five hundred feet, from San Juanico at an altitude of

seven thousand feet to Santiago at about forty-five

hundred.1 These villages rest upon the topmost steps

of the stairway, and these steps are the steepest.

Tepoztlan lies at the focus of a parabola of moun-
tains the northern arm of which is the last escarp-
ment wall. The southern arm is a range of somewhat

lower mountains. The parabola opens southeastward;
from Tepoztlan at its head the land slopes swiftly

down to the valley of Yautepee. Thus Tepoztlan is

not visible from the escarpment edge, but is hidden

behind this screen of mountains, although from cer-

tain points almost half the extent of the state can be

seen.

Whether the village is approached from above or

from below it remains hidden in large part until it is

actually entered. A density of trees, most of which

bear either edible fruits or showy flowers, conceals the

houses, which are all flat roofed and one story in

height. Only the churches are taller; here and there

they pierce the foliage. The great central church (tern-

plo mayor) on theplaza is by far the largest building in

Tepoztln; its great walls, crenelated to serve as battle-

ments, and its two tall bell-towers dominate a village

that, in the rainy season, escapes into and is lost in

foliage.

1 The plaza at Tepoztlan is at an altitude of about 1,700 meters (5,500 ft)
above sea-level.
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Entering either from above or below one passes first

through a belt of tilled ground: corn- and beanfields,

each small plot separated from its neighbor by a wall

made of heaped fragments of the abundant volcanic

rubble. These are the milpas; by means of these little

properties the villagers are fed, and to them their

loyalties are bound.

The houses begin abruptly; they are set close be-

side the road; most are heavily shaded by trees. The
streets are set with stones, rough hewn or placed just

as they were found. Only near the plaza do the streets

become wider, straighter, and smoother; those on the

margins of the town are narrow and rough and often

crooked. Most have steep grades; when this is so there

is not a gradual gradient, but a series of alternating

slants and levels. So the streets were laid out before

the white men came. The method suggests the alter-

nating stairways and platforms of the Indian teocalli;

certainly it is adapted to a traffic made up solely of

laden men and women; when the roads were first made

there were no pack animals in Mexico. Today too

the streets are very still; in them no wheel ever

moves.

Tepoztlin was a pueblo of the Tlahuica, one of the

Nahuatl-speaking tribes
1 that made up the last immi-

gration south to the plateau region before the coming

of the Spaniards. The ideograph of the town, an ax

set in the sign for "mountain" or accompanied by
1 Others were the Xochimilca, Chalca, Tepaneca, Acolhua, Tlaxcalteca, and

Azteca.
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the symbol meaning "place of/'
1

is found in several

of the ancient codices. The Codex Mendoza3
lists Tep-

oztlan as one of the pueblos conquered by the Aztecs

under the elder Montezuma. The Codex Aubin-Gou-

pil
3 states that in 1487 new "kings" were installed in

Cuauhnahuac, Tepoztlan, Huaxtepec, and Xilotepec.
Cuauhnahuac was one of the first of the neighboring

pueblos to be conquered by the Aztecs; this town, and

presumably also Tepoztlan, became tributary to Ten-
ochtitlan. The glyphs on the ruined teocalli* situated

just above the town, contain the name of Ahuitzotl,
Aztec war chief, and a date which has been correlated

with modern chronology to read 1502 A.D.,
S the last

year of his tenure of office.

Some one of the many gods generally shared by the

highland pueblos of Mexico was regarded as the special

protector of each one of the villages. That deity par-

ticularly associated with Tepoztlan was Ome Tochtli

("Two Rabbit")* the god generally described as that

of drunkenness,
6 but probably one also with genera-

1
Tepoztli in Nahuatl meant "ax" and "copper" and after the coming of the

Spaniards, also "iron." Tlan means "near," and is a common place-ending.
Rebus fashion, it is written by the picture of the incisor teeth (tlantli). Early

writings refer to the manufacture and trade in copper axes by the pre-Columbian
Tepoztecans.

9 Plate IX of the Kingsborough reproduction.
3 So says Edward Seler, art., "Die Tempelpyramide von Tepoztlan," p. 104.
4
Novello, Guia para visitor las principals ruinas arqueologicas del tstado de

Morelos, pp. 3-1 5.

* The year Macuilli Tochtli ("Ten Rabbit") (see Seler, op. '/., p. 125).
6 "This is an illustration of a grand debauch which a pueblo called Tepoztlan

celebrates as a ceremony. The custom was that when any Indian dies drunk, the

others o^ this pueblo held a grand ceremony, with axes of copper, which they use

for cutting wood in their hands. This pueblo is part of Yautepec, and its in-
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tive attributes. The teocalli just referred to was pre-

sumably a temple of this god; his symbol appears on

one of the glyphs. This temple is but one of a number

of pre-Columbian structures which still exist on both

sides of the present village of Tepoztlan. It was called

to the attention of the scientific world by a native

of the village, Ing. D. Francisco Rodriguez, in 1895,

when it was cleared and studied.1

The god of the temple in his capacity as patron of

Tepoztlan, or perhaps another closely associated with

Ome Tochtli, was known as Tepoztecatl.
2 This name

survives today in Tepoztln as that of a legendary

chieftain of the ancient pueblo. The ruined teocalli on

the cliff above the town is known as the "house of

Tepozteco." A number of tales, some of which are told

not only locally but in other villages of South-Central

Mexico, deal with the miraculous birth and heroic ad-

ventures of Tepoztecatl.
3 At a fiesta held once a year

in Tepoztlan, a dance-drama commemorates the val-

habitants were vassals of the Marquis of the Valley" (commentary to p. 38 of the

Codex Magliabecchi, trans. T. T. Waterman and published [1903] by the Uni-

versity of California Press as The Book of Life of the Ancient Mexicans).

1 See Seler, op. cit.; Marshall H. Saville, art., "The Temple of Tepoztlin";

Francisco Rodriguez, art., "Descripci6n de la piramide llamada Casa del Tepoz-

teco"; Manuel Miranda y Marron, art., "Una excursi6n a Tepoztlan, Morelos.

El teocalli de Ometochtli."

8 His representation appears on p. 23 of the manuscript in the National Li-

brary of Florence. The face, of two colors, bears a semilunar nose ornament

(yacameztli] ; the figure carries a shield and a hatchet. Early references to Tepoz-

tecatl are collected by Gonzalez Casanova, in art, "El ciclo legendario del

Tepoztecatl," pp. 18-25.

3 Three stories of this character, two from Tepoztlan and one from Milpa

Alta, Distrito Federal, are published! n Nahuatl text and Spanish translation by

P. Gonzalez Casanova, op. cit.
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orous defense ofTepoztlan by Tepofctecatl against the

attacks of neighboring pueblos. These tales and this

ritual are but dim echoes of ancient memories, al-

though they constitute an important part of the more

ancient lore; they lie upon the margins of attention in

the TepoztUn of today.

A document apparently written in 1580* gives some
information as to Tepoztlan before and just after the

Conquest. The inhabitants sold in neighboring pueb-
los the wood that abounded on their hillsides and the

lime to be found in their territory. Their principal in-

dustry was the making of paper of fiber obtained from

a tree. The name of this commodity (amatl) survives

today in the name of one of the villages in the valley

(Amatlan), and the grooved-stone pulp-beaters used

in the ancient industry are among the commonest of

pre-Columbian artifacts to be encountered in thevalley.

The Spaniard first entered Tepoztldn in 1521. In

that year, the same which saw the subjugation ofTen-

ochtitlan, Corts passed through TepoztUn on his

way to Cuernavaca from Yautepee. "There we found

many pretty women and much loot," says Bernal

Diaz del Castillo. As certain Yautepee chieftains there

seeking refuge would not give themselves up, the

Spaniards set fire to half the town.2
Later, Tepoztldn

'The "Relaci6n de Tepoztldn," published by Francisco Plancarte in the

Boletin oficlaly revista eclesiastica delobispade de Cuernavaca, X, 313-17, 3*6-31,
and 348-52, and cited in Miguel Salinas, art., "La Sierra de Tepoztlan," pp.

a Bernal Diaz del Castillo, The Conquest of New Spain, Book X, chap, odiv

(IV, 67, of the Hakluyt translation).
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was one of the pueblos awarded to Cortes as en-

comienda? After his death the village was reputedly
the residence of his son, Martin Cortes; and fragments
of heavy wall opposite the chapel of La Santisima are

pointed out as vestiges of his house.

TepoztUn was not the seat of resident Catholic mis-

sionaries in the first years following the Conquest.
3

The priests of Yautepec and Oaxtepec, too busy in

these pueblos to give spiritual attention to Tepoztlan,
asked the viceroy

3 to send missionaries to Tepoztldn;
and some time during the third quarter of the six-

teenth century this was done. The region which now
forms the state of Morelos was divided into three

zones, running from north to south: the western zone

was intrusted to the Franciscans, the eastern to the

Augustinians, and the central zone to the Dominicans.

Tepoztlan fell within the central zone. The Domini-

cans at once began the conversion of the natives and

the construction of the great church and accompany-

ing monastery, which still stand today, little changed.
4

The conversion of the Tepoztecos was intrusted to

Fr. Domingo de la Anunciaci6n. He was a Dominican

priest ofmore than ordinary repute; he had taken part
1 Colecci6n de documentos intditos del Real Archivo de Indias, XII, 554-63.

a A historical sketch of Tepoztlan is included by Miguel Salinas in op. cit.

His account is based on the "Relaci6n de Tepoztlan," just cited, on an old docu-

ment then in the possession ofJos6 G. Gonzalez, native and priest ofTepoztln
two sources not directly available to the present writer and on information

supplied Salinas by residents of the pudlo. The historical data included in the

rest of this chapter are drawn from Salinas* account.

3 Luis de Velasco, who held office from 1550 to 1564.

4 The Gonzalez document states that the church was completed in 1588.
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in one of the Spanish expeditions to Florida. Fr. Do-

mingo undertook at once the overthrow of the patron

god of the puebhy Ome Tochtli, or Tepoztecatl, a

deity of such importance that pilgrims came from as

far as Chiapas to visit his altar. Tradition has it that

he persuaded the Indians to allow him to put the

^power of Ome Tochtli to a test. He would hurl the

figure from its eminence on the cliff above the valley;

if it should be dashed into pieces the natives would

acknowledge its lack of divine power: The test was

carried out; the idol smashed into fragments on the

rocks; these fragments were incorporated into the

foundations of the Christian church. The stone cross

under the ahuehuetes around the well-watered clearing

at the place known as Axihtla, at the northern edge of

the pueblo, is supposed to mark the spot where the

first baptisms took place.

During the early part of the colonial period the

forms of Christianity and the few important elements

of Spanish material culture iron, plow, cattle, swine,

and fruit trees became incorporated into an Indian

culture that had been stripped by the padres of most

traits of primitive ritual and belief. The pueblo pros-

pered; the streets were improved, new aqueducts built,

a walled garden with a bandstand erected in the cen-

tral square. The first municipal government was in-

stalled in 1820. During the nineteenth century peri-

ods of prosperity alternated with periods of decline.

The old documents report pestilences in 1813, 1814,

1830, and 1833. In 1839 an earthquake shook down
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the,,towers of the church. Periods of revolution tem-

porarily scattered the people and retarded develop-
ment.

In the second half of the nineteenth century Tepoz-
tlan reached its highest level ofdevelopment. This was

largely due to the activities of Jose Guadalupe Rojas,
and later members of the same family. Under their

influence the schools of the church were supplemented

by night schools for adults, an attempt was made to

publish a local newspaper; an "academy" was found-

ed for the conduct of discussions in the Nahuatl lan-

guage. This period of local brilliance coincided with

the general peace attending the regime of Diaz. Much
of the Sophistication attained during this era was lost

during the revolution of 1910-21. Then for a time

Tepoztldn was entirely depopulated, and intellectuals,

such as the members of the Rojas family, never re-

turned.

After the first invasion of conqueror and of priest,

it is doubtful if many persons of Spanish blood came

to live in Tepoztlan.
1 The contacts with Europeans

were effected by the movement of Tepoztecans to

Mexico City or to other cities. These movements, fre-

quent and accelerated by periods of revolution, have

continued for four centuries. In a straight line if it

1 A document in the National Library of Paris, dating from the last decade of

the seventeenth century or the first decade of the eighteenth, includes a census of

pueblos in the Cuernavaca region. This gives for Tepoztlan 885 heads of families

(vecinos), 2,628 persons (almas), that were Indians; 55 heads of families, 223 per-

sons of otras castas no doubt whites and mestizos (Manuel Mazari, art., "Un

antiguo padr6n itinerario del estado de Morelos," p. 151). The amount of white

blood probably declined after this period.
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is profitable to speak of straight lines in a country
where no communication is straight Mexico City is

no more than fifty miles from Tepoztlan. Yet, in spite

jQjLthis, and in spite of the testimony of Bernal Diaz,
the Tepoztecans today appear to be Indians of almost

pure blood. Out of four thousand native inhabitants

not more than a score or two show plainly their white
blood. The Nahuatl language persists, and is spoken
by nearly all the inhabitants. 1 A number of young
people speak it only as a second language of much
less familiarity. On the other hand, nearly everyone
speaks Spanish; there are a few old people who do not,
and many to whom Spanish is the less familiar tongue.
The essential bilinguality of the population reflects

the even balance of the culture between Indian and

European elements; the culture is neither aboriginal
nor Spanish, but a close integration of both it is

Mexican. The inhabitant of Mexico, generally speak-
ing, is the product of these two heritages. But in Te-

poztln, a pueblo which was long established before

the Conquest on the site which it still occupies and
which began immediately after the Conquest to re-

ceive elements of European culture, the community
itself is the product of that fusion.

1 The Nahuatl spoken in Tepoztlan, and especially differences in phonetic
pattern between Tepoztecan Nahuatl and "classical" Nahuatl, are treated by
Gonzalez Casanova in Un cuento Mexicano.



CHAPTER II

THE MATERIAL CULTURE
The material culture ofTepoztldn, in contrast to the

non-material culture, preserves unmodified a large
number of pre-Columbian traits.

1 The small number
of the conquerors brought with them no great eco-

nomic system with which to displace that already in

operation among the Indians. The Mexican village

did not, even before the Conquest, make all its own

tools; villages specialized then, as now, in the manu-
facture of a few useful articles and imported the rest

from other manufacturing centers.

With the exception of ironworking, which soon made
obsolete the Indian techniques in stone, bone, shell,

and copper, most of the elements contributed to the

material culture by the Spaniards supplement rather

than supplant technical systems of the Indians. Pre-

Columbian patterns persist especially in the house, in

house furnishings, and in cookery. Here there are

many contributions from European culture, but these

remain of secondary importance. The old techniques
survive also in transportation, but there the post-

1 Bandelier gave us a short account (A. F. Bandelier, Report ofan Archaeologi-
cal Tour in Mexico in i88iy "Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America,
American Series" [Boston, 1884!, II, 95-99, 120-52) of the material culture of

Cholula in the state of Puebla, and Starr (Frederick Starr, Notes upon the Ethnog-

raphy of Southern Mexico, reprinted from Vols. VIII and IX, Proceedings of

Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences, Davenport, Iowa, 1900) has scattered

notes on the material culture of many villages in Southern Mexico.
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Columbian contributions are of much greater relative

importance. Finally, clothing, especially that of

women, is an aspect of material culture where Indian

elements have been almost entirely supplanted by
European.
The house group is the dwelling of a single family

with accompanying outbuildings. As house sites are

almost always walled off from the streets and as houses

.are rebuilt upon the rubble of earlier structures, the

house, except near the central plaza, is usually above
the level of the street. The house is always rectangu-
lar. The walls are most commonly of adobe; but may
be of rough stones set in a mud mortar, or withes,

wattle, or cornstalk. The roof, except where poverty
prescribes mere thatching, is of tiles (a European im-

provement); the roofs are almost flat. There is ordi-

narily only one entrance to a room. Where there is

more than one room, passage from one to another may
most commonly be effected only by going outside and

entering the single entrance of the adjoining room.
Window openings, except in the more Europeanized
houses near the plaza, are rare. Glass windows and

screening are practically unknown. Floors are of dirt.

Where wealth or Spanish influence has been strong-

er, most particularly in buildings near the central

plaza, the form of the house may be modified in one or

more of the following respects: The rooms are grouped
around a patio. A roofed corridor runs around the in-

side of this. Or, much more commonly, the single
room is fronted by a roofed porch, built integral with
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the house. The roof of this porch is supported by col-

umns; there may be an arch or two. The roof may be

peaked. The porch (corrector), and perhaps also the

house, has a brick floor. There are several windows;
some of these contain iron grilles. The walls are plas-
tered and perhaps tinted.

However mean or however important, the house is

ornamented by a number of flowering plants, usually

potted in oilcans, and stood outside the house on a rack.

The tripartite house division into sala, kitchen and

storehouse, emphasized by Bandelier1 and well illus-

trated by Starr,
4
is not always clearly marked. Some-

times the kitchen is merely a flimsy lean-to against
the house, or is in a corner of the corredor, or is even in

a corner of the single room. But more often it is a

separate room or even an entirely separate structure.

The storehouse (S. trojeY is practically always pres-

ent, and is usually placed immediately in front of the

dwelling. It occurs in three forms, all of which are

probably ofentirely pre-Columbian design. The ohuat-

lapil (N. ohuatlapillf) is most common. This is circu-

lar, about six feet high and of varying diameter; it is

made of vertical cornstalks bound together with rope.

It contains maize on the cob (S. mazorcd). Also made
to contain mazorca is the cincolote (N. zincolohtli).

This is square, of poles laid horizontally, one pair upon
T
Op. cit. 9 p. 129.

a Frederick Starr, Indians of Southern Mexico, An Ethnographic Album (Chi-

cago, 1899), ^ates XLIV, XLV, XLVI, XLVII.

3 "S." indicates term used in Spanish discourse; "N.," term used in Nahuatl

discourse.
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another at right angles to the first until a structure is

raised tall enough to contain the maize to be stored.

The cuezcomate (N. cuezcomatl) is a vasiform granary,

plastered inside and out with clay. In it is kept shelled

corn.

Perhaps every fourth dwelling has a sweathouse (S.

temazcal; N. temazcalli), well known as a part of the

pre-Columbian house group. This is made of stone

set in mortar. It is rectangular, approximately square,
and about five feet high at the center. The roof is

low peaked. The one entrance is barely large enough
to permit entrance of a man on hands and knees. Al-

though occasionally now used merely to achieve clean-

liness, its use, as in pre-Columbian times, is chiefly

therapeutic.

These are all indigenous features. Although bees and

turkeys were domesticated before the Conquest, it is

not clear to what extent the beehive a simple wooden
box and the fowlhouse preserve pre-Columbian ele-

ments. The fowlhouse (S. gallinero; N. pizcalli) is a

part of nearly every domestic establishment (but in

many homes some of the chickens perch on ladders in

a corner of the dwelling). It is usually built of stone,
to keep out marauding carnivores, and has about the

size and form of the sweathouse, except that the roof

is tiled. To protect a horse or burro a thatched or tiled

roof is erected in a corner of the yard. Something in

which to store water completes the house group. This
is either a plastered tank (S. pita) or a large jar (S.

tianja; N. acomitl) or merely an alcohol tin.
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Neglecting for a moment the additional furnishings
of the more urbanized and well to do, one may declare

the domestic equipment within the house to be almost

entirely pre-Columbian. The kitchen is the center of

domestic activity, and around it cluster most of the

accessories. Four features are inevitably present in all

houses, of whatever poverty or pretensions. These
four features vary hardly at all in form or position,

1

and preserve, hardly modified at all, pre-Columbian
form and function. These four are the hearth, the

griddle, the grinding-stone, and the pot. The hearth

(S. tlequil; N. tlequilitl) is sometimes no more than

three stones set in a triangle to support the griddle;

but more often it is of many stones, plastered, and
horseshoe shaped. Upon it fits the griddle (S. comal;

N. comalli\ a flat, circular tray, which occurs in only
one diameter (about eighteen inches). Although grid-

dles of iron are common in the cities, in Tepoztlan

they are always of clay. When not in use the griddle

stands on edge at the back of the tlequiL The three-

legged grinding-stones (S. metate; N. metlatl) with their

long handstone (S. metlapil; N. metlapilli) are of the

well-known pattern. They are of andesite. The pot in

which the maize is cooked (S. olla de nixtamal; N.

nexcomitl) stands beside the hearth.

In some houses the tlequil^ which burns wood, is

supplemented by the brazier (S. brasero) of Spanish

origin. This burns charcoal. It may be of iron and

brought from the city, or it may be a homemade copy
1 Cf. Bandelier, op. cit.9 p. 138; Starr, Notes on the Ethnography , p. 3.
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in stone and clay. Only a small part of cookery in

Tepoztlan is done on the brazier.

Most of the other articles which contribute to cu-

linary technique are Indian, not European. The
small andesite mortar (S. molcajete; N. molcaxitl) and

the pestle (S. tejolote; N. texolotl) are used chiefly for

grinding chile. Two of the three common forms of

basket are likewise pre-Columbian in general char-

acter. These are the forms without handles: the chi-

quihuite (N. xiquihuitl), which is stiff, as wide as it

is deep, and coiled on splints; and the template (N.

tompiatl), which is flexible, twice as deep as it is wide,
and woven of soft reed. The other basket, which is of

the shape of an ordinary European market basket,
with a handle, has no Nahuatl name (it is always
called canasta), and is apparently a form introduced

by the Spaniards. Its principal use is in marketing;
therefore it is carried only by women, and on the left

arm under the rebozo. The whole forms a canasta-

rebozo minor complex ofpost-Columbian development.
The other two baskets are used for the storage and

transport of food (the chiquihuite is also used to strain

honey), and may be carried by either man or woman.
Mexican pottery has been much modified since the

Conquest. Many forms are European, and the ware is

in general inferior. Shell-decorated Cuernavaca pot-

tery is common in Tepoztlan, and there are occasional

pieces of glazed and painted Oaxaca ware. The ware
in general use in cookery is the plain ware of Toluca.

The pot (S. olla; N. xoctli) preserves the ancient form;
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the pitcher (S. jam) and the saucer (S. cazuela) are

more European than Indian and are mentioned by the

Spanish names only.

Minor elements in the culinary paraphernalia are the

shallow wooden boat-shaped mixing bowl (S. batea) y

the wooden spoon (S. batedor), and the small, rec-

tangular, handled fan (S. aventador) with which the

fire is blown up. For picking fruit from trees a cage-
like picker of cane, on the end of a long pole, is em-

ployed. This is called (S.) canastilla or (N.) acatecomatl.

Other house furnishings vary considerably with the

wealth and education of the owner. Characteristically,

however, the bed (S. cama; N. tlapechtli) is a mat (S.

petate; N. petlatl) spread on the ground or on a low

wooden platform. Often another aboriginal form of

bed is used: splints of Mexican bambu (S. otate; N.

olitlatl) are stretched in both directions across a frame-

work of low posts driven in the ground. Tables are

common but often absentin poorer houses. The backed

chair is not rare, but much commoner is the low, back-

less bench. Although occasionally reminiscent of the

pre-Columbian icpalli^ it nevertheless is generally Eu-

ropean in form. No adult sleeps in a hammock, but

babies are usually cradled in a flat, swinging frame-

work which is homemade. This resembles other In-

dian cradle-frames, but bears the Taino name hamaca.

Certain domestic accessories of European origin

have become firmly associated with the aboriginal ele-

ments and are always found in the house. Chiefamong
these are the steel knife, the small iron kerosene flare
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(S. candil), the candle, and the alcohol tin (S. bote) in

which water is carried and stored. Two of these tins

are yoked together and swung over the shoulder. In

this device (S. aguantador) y
of course European in

character, water is hauled by the men. A woman car-

ries only a single tin.

A domestic shrine is found in most houses. This may
be no more than a printed or painted picture of a

saint, but more commonly it is a carved and painted

wooden figure, usually a Virgin or a Christ. This may
be only a few inches high, or as much as six feet. Most
are from early Colonial times. In front of this figure

an incense burner (S. sahumeria; N. popochcomitf) is

placed. This is of black glazed pottery. In it copal

gum is burned. Flowers are also placed before the fig-

ure, in bottles or vases, and pictures of other saints

are hung near the image. This shrine is the center of

domestic worship and ritual. Candles are burned be-

fore it on feast days; here the infant Christ is "put to

bed" on Christmas Eve and taken up on Candlemas;
before this image are placed gifts brought on birth-

days or those brought by a boy's parents during the

negotiations leading to a marriage with a daughter of

the house.

Any property not in use is kept on plain wooden

shelves or in covered wooden chests. Extra clothing is

hung on nails. Walls are frequently decorated with

pictures cut from newspapers, with sentimental pic-

ture postcards, and with little clay toys and orna-

mental dishes brought from other villages.
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This description of the domestic equipment relates

to most of the houses in Tepoztln. A conspicuous

minority, however, as has already been indicated, en-

joy elements ofmodern industrial civilization. A house

of this limited class may possess a few china dishes, or

a few glasses, some metal pans, perhaps a sideboard or

a metal bed or even a phonograph. The sewing ma-
chine alone, however, among modern machines, has

become a part of the general Tepoztecan material

culture; it is found in all parts of the village and in

houses otherwise Indian in character.

Cookery
1 has been but slightly modified by Euro-

pean elements. The most important foodstuffs con-

tributed by European culture are beef, pork, sugar,

rice, chickens, eggs, and milk. Less important contri-

butions are potatoes, lima beans, wheat flour, chick-

peas, citrus fruits, and spices. The maize-squash-beans

complex remains, however, the basis of cookery. These

staples were and still are cooked with chiles and toma-

toes. Honey is still used as a sweetening, but has been

largely supplanted by cane sugar. Cinnamon has dis-

placed the native, vanilla. The apparatus of cookery
and the accompanying techniques are almost un-

touched by European influence. Maize is boiled with

lime and ground on the metate to a dough which is the

basis of a variety of foods. Chief among these is the

tortilla (N. tlaxcalli)) the inevitable griddle-bread which

accompanies every meal both as a food and as an eatT

x See Margaret Park Redfield, art., "Notes on the Cookery of Tepoztln,
Morelos."
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ing utensil. The principal variations on the tortilla are

forms to which shortening has been added (S. itacates;

N. itacatl; S. clacloyos; N. tlatoyos; S. gorditas), and
tortillas filled with chiles, beans, or other foods (S.

memelitas, N. tlaxcalmimilli; S. tacos; S. migajes, N.

xalli). These variations are devised to carry food away
from the house or to keep it edible some time after

preparation. The same dough, stirred in water and

strained, forms the basis of gruels (S. atoles; N. atolli),

which are flavored in several different ways. These

were a daily food in pre-Columbian times, but in Te-

poztldn today they do not constitute a regular part
of the daily fare.

1 To the same dough fat is added, and

sometimes other ingredients, to prepare tamales (N.

tamallt), which are rolls of this dough boiled in corn

husks. Although the sweetened tamal is prepared to

sell at the nearest railway station, in Tepoztldn itself

the tamal is never a part of the daily fare; but, as in

ancient days, is eaten only at fiestas.

Another pre-Columbian food category of undimin-

ished importance includes the moles (N. molli}. These

are highly spiced sauces served with pieces of boiled

meat. The spices are ground in the molcajete or on the

metate. There are three moles, two festal and one secu-

lar. The last is a relatively simple sauce, chiefly of

chile, served with pork or beef. It is often eaten at

breakfast. Mole verde is a more complex combination

of elements, served usually with beef. It is never

served without tamales, and only rt.fiestas celebrating
1 As they do, for example, in Choluk (Bandelier, op. cit.9 p. 138).
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a santo. Mole poblano (or "turkey mole' [S. mole de

guajolote; N. huexolomolli}} in Tepoztlan may be made
of as many as nineteen ingredients. It is always served

with turkey and only on the occasion of very impor-

t&ntjiestas, characteristically weddings and baptisms.
Another category, tortas, includes vegetables, pota-

toes, etc., which are ground, mixed with egg, fried,

and served with chile. These represent an application
of the aboriginal grinding- and <rA;7<?-patterns to in-

troduced foods.

Thecultivatedandpurchased foods aresupplemented
with a number of wild vegetable foods and occasional-

ly game.
It will be observed that a very few techniques of

cookery are employed. Foods are boiled, fried, or

toasted. In spite of the presence of the oven, used by
bakers and pastry-makers, domestic food is never

roasted or baked.

Three meals a day are generally eaten. Tortillas and

beans are found at nearly every meal; often there is

little or nothing else. Meat is most frequently added.

The commonest beverage is coffee, home grown and

toasted. Chocolate, the aboriginal drink, is everywhere
known but its use is restricted by its cost. When made,
it is beaten to a froth in the ancient manner. Milk is

not rarely drunk, but usually sweetened with sugar or

flavored with chocolate; it is almost never used as an

ingredient in cookery. A variety of "teas" are made of

native and also of introduced herbs and seeds. Com-
mercial sugar-cane alcohol is largely drunk by the
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men. The maguey does not flourish at this low alti-

tude; therefore pulque (anciently octlt) must be im-

ported, and its use is confined largely to festal oc-

casions.

The ancient male costume of the Aztecs, although

modified according to the social position of the wearer,

was composed of three principal garments: the max-

flatly a belt or loincloth with the ends hanging down in

front like an apron; the tilmahtliy
a woven cape worn

over the shoulders and knotted in front; and the cac-

///', sandals of leather or woven of maguey fiber. Of

these three the first has entirely disappeared,
1 the

second influenced the form and use of the modern

zarape, while the third remains little changed today.

For all articles of men's clothing worn today in Tepoz-

tldn, Nahuatl terms are in use. The ancient term til-

mahtlis applied to the zarape, and the sandals are still

called cactli or cuitlax-cactli ("leather sandals")- The

other terms are descriptive compositions, or are Span-
ish roots modified to suit Nahuatl linguistic patterns.

A man wears one or more shirts (S. camisa; N. co-

tontli) and over these, when the weather is colder or

for better dress, a blouse (S. blusa; N. panicotontli).

These, like the trousers, are made of cheap white cot-

ton cloth bought in the local stores and are made up
by the women. The blouse is buttonless; the lower

ends tie together in front. For holiday attire the shirt

may be pink or blue, or a colored vest (S. chaleco)

1 It may possibly be worn by some in Tepozdan, as it still is elsewhere in

Mexico (ibid.y p. 121).
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may be added. Loose white trousers (S. cakones; N.

cahzon) of the same material are worn. These are wide

at the waist; the sides are crossed in front and the

trousers are held up by a cloth belt or sash (S.faja or

cenidor; N. teilpiloni). A man often goes barefoot.

The sandals are of the ancient pattern except that

steer leather is used. A woman does not wear sandals

except when traveling. The straw hat (S. sombrero;

N. cuatlayecahuilotl), worn almost everywhere in Mex-

ico, is of course of Spanish origin. A few styles are

"correct" in TepoztUn.
It remains to mention the zarape. Ramon Mena1 de-

rives the word from Nahuatl tzalanpepechtli (tzalan,

"interwoven/
7

and pepechtli, "thick blanket")* a de-

scriptive term applied by the Indians to the heavy

blankets, often woven in with metal threads, carried

by the conquerors and placed by them upon the ground
when resting or sleeping. This blanket and the tilmahtli

fused, culturally, and became the zarape. In Tepoztlin
two forms are worn : the blanket form, wrapped around

the shoulders and held together with one arm, and the

poncho form,
2 in which the head passes through an

opening in the center. The zarape is entirely mascu-

line, but on unusually cold days a woman may borrow

a zarape and wear it beneath her rebozo.

The machete (N. tlateconi or tepoztlateconi), the char-

acteristic Mexican steel knife with the curved tip, is

* Ramon Mena, "El Zarape," Anaks delMuseo National dc Arqcobgia, His-

toriay Etnograjia (Spoca 5*), I, No. 4 (Sept.-Oct., 1925), 373 ff.

3 This poncho is probably South American in origin.
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so generally carried that it may be mentioned as a

part of the costume.

The woman's costume in Tepoztlan preserves fewer

indigenous elements, although this is not the case in

many other villages in Southern Mexico. Before the

Conquest it consisted of two principal garments: a

loose blouse (huipilli} and a skirt (cueitl), consisting

of a rectangular cloth wrapped around the lower part
of the body. The huipilli, under that same name, is

worn in many Indian communities south of Morelos,

but not in Tepoztlan. In Tepoztlan the woman's

costume is European in origin, and the names of the

garments in Nahuatl discourse are Spanish, except
those for the skirts, which are descriptive Nahuatl

terms.

Over white cotton underdrawers (S. pantelones; N.

pantelontiri) is worn an underskirt (S. enaguas aden-

tro; N. cueiztactli), usually also white, and over this a

colored overskirt (S. enaguas encima; N. cueipanitl).

The skirts are ankle length, very full, and gored. A
collarless shirt (S. camisa; N. camisahtiri)^ tucked into

the skirt, covers the upper part of the body. Over it

is worn a blouse (S. saco; N. sacohtiri), and over this

usually an apron. This either includes an upper piece

covering the chest, when it is called (S.) babero> (N.)

baberohtin> or does not, when it is called (S.) delantal^

(N.) delantaltin. Around the waist is wound a sash (S.

cenidor; N. zinidor), dark blue or gray, about eight
inches wide and six to ten feet long. This is the only

garment of those here enumerated which is woven in
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Tepoztlan. Almost invariably there are earrings, often

of gold (S. aretes; N. areteztiri), and a short string of

beads, most commonly red seeds (N. corales; N. coral-

eztin). Except when walking long distances, when san-

dals may be worn, or when in city dress, which in-

cludes shoes, the feet are bare. The only overgarment
is the rebozo (N. payo), a sort of shawl worn over the

head and upper body; one end is drawn across the

breast and thrown back over the left shoulder. This is

the characteristically Mexican garment worn almost

everywhere and by every class except the highest.

The rebozoy like the zarape, is a post-Conquest de-

velopment, but unlike the zarape it has no Indian pro-

genitor. It probably represents a cheaper and more

practical modification of the Spanish mantilla by the

working Indian woman; and it had already taken its

form by the end of the sixteenth century.
1

Many women possess, for Sunday costume, a one-

piece dress of finer material. This is nearly always

white, with a flounced skirt, and ornamented with

pink or blue ribbons.

No woman ever wears a hat except when a man's

hat is worn for work in the fields or traveling in the

sun. When sitting in the sun a woman may wind the

rebozo on her head like a turban, but the real turban

headdress frequently found in Southern Mexico is ab-

sent. The hair is worn in two braids, or, particularly

by girls and young women, in a single braid. No cos-

z josde J.Nunez yDominguez,/rtfoz0. Mexico: Departamento Editorial

de la Direcci6n General de las Bellas Artes, 1917.
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metics are used except that at the carnival talcum

powder may be put on the face.

Two generations ago the prevailing woman's cos-

tume in Tepoztldn was of another sort, a sort which

included more aboriginal elements. This costume still

survives in Tepoztldn, where two or three old women
still wear it; there are probably others in the neighbor-

ing hamlets. It consisted of two principal garments:
a skirt (N. pitzcueitl), of homespun, white above the

hip and black below, where it was pleated; and a white

triangle of similar homespun worn over the head like

aponcho with one corner hanging down the back. This

latter garment is the quechquemitl. It is a probably

indigenous garment worn by Indian women in Central

and Northern Mexico.

These two garments were made locally on primitive
looms. Today all textiles are imported either as ready-
made garments or as cloth to make up into clothing,

except some of the women's belts which are still made

locally.

The children's clothing reproduces that of the adults.

The aboriginal transportation system and that in-

troduced by the Spaniards exist side by side in Tepoz-
tldn, as they do nearly everywhere in Mexico. Burros,

mules, horses, and oxen, with the accompanying para-

phernalia saddles, bridles, lassos, yokes are used

in patterns substantially those of sixteenth-century

Spain. Only the wheel is not used in Tepoztlan, be-

cause the steepness and rockiness of the roads make
its use impossible.
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Nevertheless a very large part of transport takes

place on human backs with the aid of aboriginal de-

vices. Burdens are supported with the aid of the fore-

head tump-line (S. mecapal; N. mecapalli), which is

sometimes assisted by another line across the chest.

Articles are carried either in the chiquihuite, which is

then bound to the mecapal by means of the ayate (N.

ayatT)? a tough, coarse-woven cloth of maguey fiber,

or else in the huacal (N. huacalli), a crate of rough-
hewn sticks. Water is carried in a hollow gourd (S.

bule; N. atecomatl), supported by a lacing of leather

thongs. Women, as has already been said, carry pur-
chases or small belongings in the canasta, or occasion-

ally in a long rectangular fiber bag (S. bolsd). Men
never carry these, but use for the machete or other pos-

sessions a small flat, square bag of vegetable fiber, the

morral (S.).

Of musical instruments, recognized by the Tepozte-
cans as such, all are European: guitar, flute, saxo-

phone, cornet, etc. Ritual music is sharply distin-

guished and ordinarily not called music. Of instru-

ments employed for this purpose the horizontal wood-

en double-slotted drum (teponaztli) is entirely pre-

Columbian. One of the two teponaztlis remaining in

Tepoztldn has every appearance of being an actual

pre-Columbian artifact. The huehuetl> the vertical

drum with the skin head, which in Mexico is a com-

moner survival than the teponaztli, does not occur in

2 On the use of the ayate among the Otomi see Starr, Notes on the Ethno-

graphy of Southern Mexico, p. 8.
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Tepoztln. The small flageolet (S. chirimia), which

together with a small drum of European pattern is

played on the roof of the church or chapel to signalize

every sacredfiesta^ as were once played on the teocalli

the tlapitsali, huehuetly and teponaztli, is carved out of

zopilote wood and is a modification of the ancient

pattern under Spanish influence. In Nahuatl dis-

course it bears the ancient name tlapitsali.

Local industries are few and almost all are Euro-

pean in character. Adobe bricks are made by anyone
who builds a new house or repairs an old one; the

simple technique is probably chiefly aboriginal. The

twisting of ropes of maguey fiber is a domestic in-

dustry confined to a limited group of houses. This

technique is European; a wooden wheel is used. The

lime-burning done at the neighboring hamlet of San

Andres is likewise European. Carpentering, ironwork-

ing, masonry, woodcarving, silverwork, shoemaking,
and breadmaking are all in the hands of specialists; in

each case the tools and techniques are European the

early priests were good teachers and the Indians good

pupils.

Mena1 declares that zarapes are made in Tepoztldn
of tree cotton, but other evidence of such manufac-
ture is lacking. A large loom has recently been intro-

duced by an educated young man for the weaving of

shawls. The use of tree cotton (N. cuahichcatl) is,

however, well understood, and occasionally thread is

spun thereof by the use of pre-Columbian spindle
1
Op. *#., p. 382.
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whorls (S. rnalacate; N. malacatl] which abound in

TepoztUn and are simply picked up in any yard and

used. Even in the few surviving primitive looms, how-

ever, commercial thread is used. There are at least

two of these looms still in operation in Tepoztldn.

They are used only to weave women's belts. The
structure and somewhat detailed nomenclature of this

loom cannot find room for discussion here. The weft

is set up on a framework (N. tzatzaztiri) of ten short

sticks driven into the ground. The upper end of the

loom is fastened to a house or tree; the lower end is

drawn tight with the backstrap (N. analoni).*

Of industries relying on special machinery there are

two: the mill, to which is brought for grinding only a

small part of the maize eaten in Tepoztln,
a and the

mixing and bottling of soft drinks of carbonated water

and artificial flavoring. Several men are occupied with

this enterprise, and the product is largely consumed.

This fusion of Indian with Spanish features pro-

duces, it will readily be seen, three classes of culture

traits: unaltered Indian elements; elements which

have developed in Mexico from the impinging of

Spanish features upon a homologous Indian pattern;

and European elements transported intact to Mexico.

1 Mena says, and probably rightly, that the entire loom is called anakni.

But these particular informants used the term for the backstrap only.

a There are three reasons why the mill has only a limited use: to many the

slight cost is prohibitive; husbands assert that the flavor of tortittas made of

mill-ground nixtamal is very inferior; and, finally, to bring her maize regularly

to the mill to the neglect of her nutate lowers a woman in her neighbors' eyes.
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These three classes are respectively represented, for

example, in costume by the sandals, the zarape, and

the trousers, and in agricultural tools by the pointed

stick, the coay

* and the plow. But while a separation

of Indian from European elements is of interest to the

culture-historian, it is of no interest to the native of

Tepoztlan. The integration of certain European ele-

ments with Indian features is complete. Although few

introduced elements bear completely Nahuatl names

(the machete is one exception),
2 the Tepoztecan is un-

conscious of any difference between these and pre-

Columbian elements. He feels the same with regard

to his sandals, which are almost wholly Indian in ori-

gin, as he does with regard to his white trousers,

which are wholly European. The machete is as Mexi-

can as the petate.

There is, however, a grouping of culture traits which

corresponds to the prevailing attitude of the Tepozte-
cans themselves. So far as surviving Indian elements

and as certain European elements are concerned, the

integration is complete. The culture just described,

involving elements of both cultural heritages, is that

which is general throughout Tepoztln. But not all of

1 The coa is the flat iron hoe with die blade set parallel with the handle. It

preserves the curved edge and the function (it is used to heap up earth around the

maize) of the aboriginal huictli, but it is now made ofiron and has probably some-

what changed its shape.

2 In speaking Nahuatl one uses the Spanish word modified to fit Nahuatl

phonetics and morphology. Mariano Rojas, a native of TepoztUn, in his Manual
de la lengua Nahuatl (Mexico, 1927), lists Nahuatl names for many articles of

European origin, but most of these, while intelligible, are the artificial constructs

of a linguist, and few are in general use.
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the imported traits found in Tepoztl&n have entered

into this general culture. Some traits of material cul-

ture occur in Tepoztlan, particularly in houses near

the central plaza, which are not a part of the general
culture. Though perfectly familiar, they are possessed

only by individuals more used to modern city cus-

toms, and are regarded by the majority of the popu-
lation as exterior to the common life. Features such

as these have not entered into the culture because too

expensive (brick floors; iron grilles) or because their

general acceptance would involve radical changes in

existing techniques (the fork). There is, therefore, a

classification which corresponds with subjective cate-

gories, between the integrated Tepoztecan culture, on

the one hand, and secondary, exterior elements, on the

other. These exterior elements are thought of as at-

tributes of city life, that is, ofmodern industrial civili-

zation. They are brought down to Tepoztln by peo-

ple used to city ways. When a Tepoztecan goes to the

city he to a certain extent temporarily assumes the

material culture of the metropolis. He has, not infre-

quently, a separate costume for city wear: dark trou-

sers, a dark hat, and shoes, worn only on visits to the

city. This simple fact expresses the nature of the com-

munity of Tepoztlin: no longer a primitive tribal so-

ciety nor yet an urbanized community, it must never-

theless be defined, as it tends to define itself, with ref-

erence to the world-wide city culture within which it

is now included.

The following table lists some features of the ma-
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terial culture in columns representing the categories

suggested.

GENEIAL TEPOZTECAN CCLTOKX SECONDARY ELEMENTS

Indian Elements Elements Spaniah Elements

MEN'S CLOTHING

Sandals Zarape Undergarments; Dark trousers;

shirt; trousers; shoes; felt

vest; blouse; hat

straw hat

WOMEN S CLOTHING

(Ofyiechquemitl;

pitzcueitt)

General form and
materials: 2>-

mazcal, grana-

ries; turkeys

Petate; otate bed;

tlequil; olla;

metate; comal;

molcajete; chi-

quihuite; torn-

piate

Tortillas; moles;

tamales; atoles:

beans; maize;

chile; squash;
tomatoes,

pulque

The rebozo and Shoes

almost all other

clothing

THE HOUSE

Water- Tiled roofs;

tank hinged doors;

chickens, pigs

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Cazuelas; Table; candles;

jarros; oilcans; water-

bateas; carrier; machete;

benches; sewing machine

stools

FOODS AND STIMULANTS

Torfas; Bananas and cit-

tobacco rus fruits;

sugar; spices;

rice; lima

beans; beefand

pork; chickens

and eggs;

coffee;

aguardiente

Balconies;
brick floor;

iron grilles

Brass bed;

phonograph;
oil lamp;
forks

Backed chairs;

Brazier

Canned foods;
beer
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SECONDARY ELEMENTS

Indian Elements

GENERAL TEPOZTECAN CULTURE

Events Spanish Elements

AGRICULTURE

Pointed stick Coa Plow

TRANSPORT

Ayate; chiquihuite; Morrales Horses; mules;

mecapal; huacal; burros; oxen
bule

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Teponaztli Chirimia Guitar; cornet Phonograph;
violin

INDUSTRIES

Weaving; adobe-

making
Brick- and tile- Bottling drinks

making; iron-

working; car-

pentering;

shoemaking;
breadmaking



CHAPTER III

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMUNITY
In highly dissected regions the natural community

tends to be the valley and the boundaries of the com-

munity are then the valley walls. Where the valley
floor is wide and fertile a considerable village grows

up. But also, in less desirable sites in the valley, in

smaller pockets in the surrounding mountains, or on

the steeper or less-watered slope on the other side of

the mountains, settlements develop which, because of

their relatively unfavorable locations, remain small.

Upon the market and upon the social organization of

the larger valley settlement the lesser hamlets become
and remain dependent.
Such a constellation ofminor settlements, tributary

to a larger village, is exemplified by TepoztUn and the

seven hamlets of San Juanico, Santo Domingo, Ama-
tlan, Ixcatepec, Santiago, San Andres, and Santa Cata-

rina. Tepoztlan contains about four thousand inhab-

itants; the hamlets each hold two or three hundred.

Tepoztldn lies in the wide valley that is protected by
high mountain walls on three sides. It is well watered

by many springs which burst forth from the moun-
tains at the north side of the valley; this water is

piped to the town (as once it was conducted through

primitive stone conduits) from reservoirs built at

54
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these sources. Ixcatepec and Santiago are situated

farther down the valley, outside the protecting walls,

along the San Jer6nimo, a tiny stream which arises in

Tepoztlan and flows into the Rio Yautepee. The other

five hamlets are almost or quite without immediate

water; indeed, at Santa Catarina all water is carried

to the town from a distance of about half a mile.

The small villages are naturally tributary to Tepoz-
tlan because Tepoztlan is the large village to which

they are nearest, but more particularly because most
of them lie along the principal roads leading out of

TepoztUn. At the upper end of the valley, where the

mountain wall is low, two roads go out: one north to

Mexico City, the other southwest to Cuernavaca. San

Juanico is situated on the former road; just off the lat-

ter road lies SanAndres, and directly on it,Santa Cata-

rina. The third road runs southeast down the widen-

ing valley to Yautepec. On this are situated Ixcatepec
and Santiago. Santo Domingo and Amatldn lie on no

main artery of travel, and for this reason they are

much less definitely a part of the constellation of com-

munities than are the other five. Much less often do

the inhabitants of these two hamlets contribute to

the market at Tepoztlan, or attend thtfastas there.

There is a great deal of travel among the villages of

Morelos, and nearly all of it is travel on foot. A man
or a woman of Tepoztlin will not infrequently make

-

weekly trips, on foot, to Yautepec or to Cuernavaca,
and will make the thirty-five or forty miles there and

back in one day, often bearing a heavy load both
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ways. Slow travel of this sort, with many rests, tends

to draw travelers who start out separately into little

groups. Particularly is this true on days of important

fiestas^ when hundreds or thousands walk many miles

to and from the celebrating village, clustering for

gossip, exchanging news and opinions. Foot travel is

the newspaper of such regions.

The importance of foot travel is reflected in the con-

ventional courtesies of the road. Not only is there, as

everywhere, a conventional greeting when two travel-

ers meet face to face,
1 but also there is a conventional

greeting when one overtakes another. Where travel

is on foot, the moment of such passing is so prolonged
that the slight feeling of tension must be released by
means of a conventionalized greeting. So the traveler

overtaking another group says, "Yenican anmuica^
amehuanteitzin" ("Now here you go along, gentle-

men"), or may simply murmur "Nican." The others

reply, "Q}iemacatein,yenican tiatihue" ("Yes, here we

go along"), or simply, "Quemacatzin" If the person

overtaking the others chooses not to join that group
but pushes on ahead he states that fact, saying,

"Mantiaktacan nepa ti nechnotzitzitzquilitin" ("We go

on, so as to get there"), generally shortened to "Man-
tiahtacan" The others give their assent or permission,

replying, "Ximoica, nehua yolicniati" ("Go ahead, I

go little by little").

In spite of the constant communication and inter-

1 The greeting is, "Whither do you go?" "Adonde van?" in a Spanish con-

text and "Canin anmuica?" in a Nahuatl context.
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action which is implied by such frequent travel, the

villages composing this natural community remain

separate and individual. The social intercourse of five

hundred years or more has not destroyed the cultural

peculiarities of each hamlet. This is because a change
of residence is not common. Among the men of Te-

poztlan very few a guess would suggest fifty were

born outside the valley. More of the women are from

other parts of Mexico. And even among the villages

composing the community there is infrequent migra-
tion. The inhabitants cling closely to their ancestral

lands. During part of the past period of revolution

(1910-17) Tepoztlan was deserted; many of the

houses were destroyed; yet when peace came most of

the population returned, each family again to occupy
the same housesite, to cultivate the same milpa, as

they and their fathers had before.

Some of the cultural differences between villages

have their origin in geographic differences. The most

imporfant^cohcept of direction in TepoztMn has to do

with altitude. As in Polynesian islands where direc-

tions are not given in terms of the compass points but

rather as "toward the sea" or "away from the sea," so

in Tepoztln a location with reference to the speaker
is not usually given in terms of north, south, east, or

west but is instead described as "down below" or "a

little way above." The general appearance of the

hamlet of San Juanico differs markedly from that of

Tepoztln. The two are no more than four miles

apart, but one is two thousand feet above the other.
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Therefore the flora is different; and furthermore the

soil is not suitable for adobe> so that most of the houses

are of cane, straw, or wattle.

Differences in altitude and in aridity produce dif-

ferences in the sorts of natural products of these eight

villages; thus it comes about that villages have agri-

cultural and economic specialties. San Juanico fur-

nishes tejocotes (manzanillas), and a variety of medic-

inal herbs which grow only at a high altitude. San

Andres, situated on a limestone ridge, contributes the

lime, burned in its kilns, in which all maize is cooked.

Santiago is a warmer and better-watered village than

the others, and its inhabitants supply tomatoes, sugar

cane, and sapotes. The people of Ixcatepec specialize

in honey, and those of arid Santa Catarina often bring

acacia pods (S. guajes; N. huext).

This economic specialization facilitates exchange at

the bi-weekly market. Every Wednesday and every

Sunday morning fifty to a hundred vendors gather in

the centralplaza ofTepoztldn. Some of these are from

Tepoztl&i itself, some from the tributary hamlets,

and a few from villages outside the community. The

'merchant simply squats on his heels on the plaza, or

under theportales in front of the permanent shops, or

he may sit on a stone, displaying his wares in little

piles. For the privilege of occupying such a space the

municipal government exacts a "floor tax" (derecho de

pisd). The positions taken by the merchants do not

vary substantially from week to week, nor, indeed,

from generation to generation; those from each sur-
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rounding hamlet sit always together, and always in

the same absolute and relative position. The mer-
chants come by villages, and sit by villages; and the

differences between them are further emphasized by
the fact that the products they sell are largely dif-

ferent, as one village group is compared with another.

There is thus the following permanent market pattern:

*>o

TfepOXTUftN TfcPOx.TLAV000 000 O

PgVKl.1

^
*V

4^ oooo oooo A*^*
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Amatldn also has an economic specialty: the mak-

ing of beds of cane;
1 but Amatlan and Santo Domingo,

as has already been stated, are less firmly associated

with the rest of the valley community, and their in-

habitants do not regularly bring goods to sell at the

market.

Differences between the villages are not limited to

those brought about by geographic factors. The sta-

bility of populations, even within the small confines of

this natural community, and the local nature of tra-

ditional loyalties, have made it possible for other cul-

tural distinctions to survive. Outside of the Tepoztlin

community, such differences are, of course, more
marked. Yautepec is no more than fifteen miles away,
but a native of Tepoztldn may tell a traveler coming

1 Not verified by personal observation.
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from Yautepec at a considerable distance because he

wears his trousers shorter and tighter and because he
is likely to wear a handkerchief at his neck. It is also

probable that there are dialectic differences1 which

distinguish Yautepec from Tepoztlan. Of differences

between hamlets within the community there are

probably many. In Santa Catarina beans are first

toasted and then boiled with much epazote? whereas
in Tepoztlan that staple is not toasted and the boiling
is usually without epazote. No statistical proof can be

offered here of the statement, which in Tepoztlan is

generally accepted as representing the fact, that in

San Andres marriage takes place, "according to an-

cient custom," generally at the age of twelve to six-

teen, whereas in Tepoztlan the ages are most com-

monly from eighteen to twenty-four.
In spite of local differences, the eight villages are

bound together by certain institutions in which each

village has a share. Chief of these institutions are the

common lands, the market, and the traditional festal

ancT ceremonial organization. The bi-weekly inter-

change of goods and gossip at the market has already
been briefly described. The other two principal inte-

grating factors require more comment.
The common lands3 of the community constitute

1 Differences in Spanish spoken. Little Nahuatl is spoken at Yautepec, which,
although a pre-Columbian site, is now largely a mestizo community.

a
Chenopodium ambrosioides L. This statement rests on the account of one

informant.

* The general subject of 'The Land Systems of Mexico" is admirably treated
in G. M. McBride's book of that tide, previously cited.
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probably the strongest single factor operating to draw
the eight villages together. The lands were thus in-

fluential in pre-Columbian times when all real prop-

erty was held in common, usually not by the pueblo
but by the subdivision of the pueblo, the calpolli*

Since the Reforma (1857) communal holdings have
been generally reduced to individual tenure. This was

probably early accomplished in Tepoztlan; private

agricultural tracts are there the subject of entirely

individual ownership and sale. Nevertheless the pri-

vate lands are encircled by public lands in which all

inhabitants of the eight villages share and which, with

the milpas, constitute the local "fatherland."

There are thus both private and public lands in

Tepoztldn. The private lands include:

1. House sites (sitios) with their attendant agricul-

turalplots (milpas). Characteristically each sitio has

an appendant milpa, which may be located as much
as a mile away from the sitio; but the two are usually

taxed, and inherited together. These tracts are not

infrequently sold, but most of them have been in the

same family for many generations. Most of the pro-

duce supporting the community is raised on the mil-

pas. There should also be mentioned the corrales,

yards at the back of dwellings sometimes planted with

corn or beans.

2. Milpas de labor. These are agricultural lands

reduced to private possession and tillage out of the

1 The calpolli was perhaps originally a kinship unit; its limited survival in

Tepoztlan will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.
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public lands, whether cerriles or pastales. Anyone
(first obtaining permission from the municipal author-

ities) may till such an unoccupied piece. The inhab-

itants of the seven hamlets and of Tepoztlan stand on

equal footing with regard to this privilege. Once the

tract is reduced to possession trespass or theft is

punished. The right to cultivate tracts such as these

is probably sometimes sold, but no permanent title

ever vests, because if the occupant fails to cultivate

his tract, the municipality may reassign the tract. It

is, therefore, perhaps strictly incorrect to include

these lands among private holdings. But the cultiva-

tor speaks of the land as his, and, as has been said, he

may even sell what right he has.

3. TlacolollL What has been said with regard to

the milpas de labor as to tenure and cultivation applies

equally to tlacololli. They differ only in that the for-

mer often embrace considerable areas, and are like

separate farms (ranchitas), and they may be cultivat-

ed year after year; while the latter are small tracts of

cleared land on steep mountain sides (they are taken

out of the public cerriles). As the soil, once cleared,

quickly washes away, they may be tilled no more
than one or a few seasons.1

The public lands are those wide tracts of land un-

suitable for agriculture which surround the private

milpas. They are of two sorts: pasture lands on arid

slopes (pastales) and wooded mountain sides (cerriles).

They represent, historically, that part of the com-
1 "I will open for you a tlacukl? sings the lover to his lady in a local ballad.
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munal lands of the Indian pueblo, the altepetlalli>

which has not been converted to private holdings, and

they equally represent the communal pastures and
wood lots of the medieval Spanish village.

1
Together,

pastales and cerriles constitute the ejido of the present

pueblo. Anyone from TepoztUn or the seven hamlets

may pasture cattle or cut wood in these lands.2 These
common lands are a source of frequent discussion and

dispute; regulations are made for their protection and
administration and often they are the subject ofquar-
rels with neighboring landholding units. For many
years Tepoztlan (the entire municipality) has disput-

ed with the hacienda of Oacalco the ownership to cer-

tain marginal lands, and the fact that the hacienda is

now not in private hands but in the hands of the

state has not abated the quarrel.

Such a dispute, of the entire valley community with

another landholding organization, serves to enhance

the local esprit de corps. But it must be said that

land disputes may operate to set one village against

another as well as to draw them all together. It is

probable that not infrequently one village comes to

claim a special right in some particular part of the

ejido. In 1927 a dispute developed with regard to cer-

tain mountain lands in which the inhabitants of Santa

Catarina were cutting wood for charcoal without first

1
McBride, Land Systems ofMexico, p. 114.

These public lands, it will be observed, are exploited by individuals for pri-

vate profit. The only lands in Tepozdin which are both communally owned and

communally operated for communal profit are the lands belonging to the local

chapels; these will be explained in a later chapter.
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obtaining the permission of the municipal authorities

in Tepoztlan. The land had once belonged to another

neighboring hacienda and had been the subject of

another prolonged dispute in the course of which lives

were raken, but for some time now the hacienda has

been a ruin and a memory. Tepoztlan claims to have

purchased the land, through the form of a conveyance
to a group of citizens, while Santa Catarina denies this

sale and claims to have made a contract with the

hacienda granting permission to cut wood on the prop-

erty. When the local government arrested the car-

boneros of Santa Catarina, that hamlet asserted its

alleged special rights with vigor, and a considerable

bitterness developed between the people of Tepoztlan
and those of Santa Catarina.

The eight villages are in this manner bound into a

community by common interests which stimulate now

co-operation, now competition. The same alternation

of opposing tendencies one centripetal, one centrif-

ugal can be observed in connection with the institu-

tions which carry on the social and ceremonial ac-

tivities. Each village is under the protection of the

local saint whose image is housed in the single church

of the village. On the name day of the saint the village

holds a. fiesta celebrating this patron god. These oc-

casions require a great deal of preparation involving
food for the festal dishes, decoration of the church,

fireworks, religious dances, etc. The village is then

the focus of attention for the people of the communi-

ty; and to \hzfiesta come also many from outside the
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valley. As will be later explained in more detail in

connection with the fiestas of the barrios, thesefiestas

render expressive the esprit de corps of the villages.

A strong feeling of group_sqlidarity .develops, and not

a little feeling of competition, each village priding it-

self on the merits of its santo and the splendor of its

fiesta.

At the same time a traditional pattern of co-opera-
tion among villages unites them as against mere visi-

tors from outside the valley. On the occasion ofvery

important fiestas, given in small hamlets, as, for ex-

ample, the annualfiesta of Ixcatepee, the mayordomos

charged with the care of the santos in Tepoztldn and
the neighboring villages meet and agree to distribute

the burden of an eight-day fiesta among the group.
Each mayordomo then becomes responsible for one

day for the care of the santo of Ixcatepec, and under-'

takes to provide the candles burned that day. Every-
one from Tepoztlan goes to Ixcatepec, and the fiesta

is thought of as afiesta of the whole community. The

cockfights attending the fiesta of Ixcatepec may then

be held as Tepoztlan vs. Cuernavaca, or Tepoztln
vs. Yautepec.
Such institutions integrate into a single community

a number of more or less independent villages with

special cultures and traditions. The term for "coun-

tryman" (paisand) more often than not means an in-

habitant of Tepoztldn or one of the satellite villages,

and will not be applied to a man from outside the im-

mediate valley.
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It remains to indicate the relation of .theformal gov-
ernment to the actual social organization. The local

political unit, the municipalidad, embraces Tepoztldn
and the seven satellite hamlets and is therefore a rec-

ognition of the natural community. The seat of mu-

nicipal government is at Tepoztlan. It consists of a

municipal council (consejo municipal), embracing one

chief officer (presidente) and eight assistants (ayu-

dantes), a secretary, and a judge (juez). The last, with

the aid of a more literate secretary, hears local com-

plaints, and, if he cannot compose them, transmits

memoranda on such matters to Cuernavaca. The gov-
ernment is in form elected annually on the first oi

January. In fact, it is (at the time of this study) ap-

pointed from Cuernavaca, the seat of the state gov-

ernment, from among those in political sympathy
with the state government in power.

1 At present,'
election by viva voce, as an emergency measure
under control of the party in power, permits a slate tc

be installed with the active participation of a handfu
of adherents and the almost complete indifference o:

the body of the population.
This government does little beyond the administra

tion of routine matters. Except for occasional regula
Jtions dealing with the exploitation of or possible in

jury to the communal lands, no legislation is passed
An attempt is made to collect local taxes,

3 but sucl
*
During 1927 the Campesinos (rural radical party).

1927.
* There are four: a tax on 'real estate, a sales tax on domestic animals, a ta

for use of the slaughter-house, and the tax on merchants using the public plasu
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attempts are not infrequently resented by individuals

who paid no taxes during the years of the revolution.

Furthermore, valuation of property is in the hands of

a committee of inhabitants who put down their own
and their neighbors' lands for a merely nominal value.

Thus deprived of revenues, the municipal government
cannot initiate improvements.
Until recent years local government was by the old

cacique system whereby a single individual of per-

sonality and local prestige ruled the community with

the consent of public opinion. The cacique usually
served for life. This system, along with the informal

neighborhood organizations to be described later,

probably suited better the political spirit of the vil-

lage than do the exterior forms of an annually elected-

and annually changed municipal board. Nqwjthe law

is enforced requiring the municipal government to be

changed every year.

Nevertheless this government, drawn from the

people, more nearly represents them than did the

provisional rulers sent down after the revolution by
the federal government, or than do now the collectors

of the state tax, where they are outsiders similarly

imposed on the community by the state. Such pro-
consular representatives of an exterior power remain,

so far as personal experience would indicate, only long

enough to exploit and defraud the natives. Justly the

objects of fear and suspicion, they pass a tenure of

office in no small measure dependent on the readiness

of the gun.
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Disregarding such occasional foreigners in the polit-

ical personnel, one may say that the municipal coun-

cil is expressive rather than active. It maintains pres-

tige, presides at public meetings, and receives the sal-

utations of visitors. Actual work, as, for example, the

installation of a lamp in the plaza, the exploitation of

marketable wild roots on the public lands, or the pro-
motion of the secular celebrations, is done by the

small group of townspeople who are richer, better

educated, and more accustomed to city -ways than
others. These men are the shopkeepers and many of

the artisans. They are los corrector the "correct"

people as contrasted with los tontos* the "ignorant"

people. The former wear shoes and dark trousers; the

latter, sandals and white trousers. The personnel of

the municipal government now tends to be drawn
from los fontos, while los correctos constitute the in-

fluential citizens who occupy the other half of the

platform at public meetings but who regard politics
with something akin to disdain. Politics, therefore, is

enjoyed by the same element in the population that

organizes the religious fiestas, and, like these, consti-

tutes a form of play.
1 It may be stated, perhaps unnecessarily, that these two terms (tontos and

correctos) are used in the following pages not in their original Spanish meanings,
but merely to designate two groups in Tepoztlan that are sometimes so desig-
nated by the people themselves, and that lack other convenient names.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE VILLAGE
The social organization of the village itself follows

the same pattern as that just described for the entire

valley community. Tepoztln, like the whole commu-

nity of which it is the largest village, is made up of

semi-independent units, each of which centers about

a church and a patron saint. These units are the bar-'

rios. The ^zm^j^M^^ parts
of the village, but their presence and relative posi-

tions are indicated by the towers of the seven small

churches or chapels (capillas) which, with the great
central church situated on the plazay alone of the

buildings of Tepoztlan, project above the sea of foli-

age which covers the town in the rainy season. These

seven small chapels are scattered about the village;

no two are close together. Each is located in and is

the property of one of the seven barrios. The chapel
and the barrio take their name from the saint whose

image is placed on the altar of the chapel and on

whose name day falls the fiesta of that barrio. Santa

Cruz has not one, but two,fiestas one on May 3, the

other on August 6 because there are two images in

the chapel, that of the Santa Cruz and that of San

Salvador. In this case, while the barrio is known as

Santa Cruz, Saint Salvador1
is thought of as the pat-

1 "Saint Salvador" rather than an aspect of the Christ.
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of the principal streets runs continuously on the same

level through the two barrios and the pair are much
alike and co-operate for the carnival and for other

fiestas.

The Tepoztecos are conscious of the part played by
these geographic features. During an annualfiesta an

actor impersonating their eponymous "king/* El Te-

pozteco, recites a traditional role in Nahuatl in the

course of which, as he is defying the besieging armies

of other neighboring villages, he says, "lea hueloncan

nechmoyohualotica nahui no tepe, chicome tlatelli^ chi-

come tlacomolli) ihuan chicome tlaltemimilolli" ("Here
I am surrounded by my four mountains, seven hills,

seven wells and seven stony hillsides")- This is clearly

a reference, in topographic terms, to the barrios.

The word barrio is frequently translated "ward,"
but "ward" does not correctly suggest the nature of

the unit. In the first place the barrio is not a political

unit. For purposes of municipal government the town
has been divided into seven demarcacidnes. It is plain
that the barrios have been the general pattern for the

creation of the demarcaci6nes, but the boundaries of

the two sets of units do not coincide. People do not

know what demarcaci6n they live in; many are prob-

ably ignorant that such an artificial unit exists. In

the second place, while one becomes a member of a

"ward," as we know it, merely by going and living in

that area, one may not in this way become a member
of a barrio. Membership in the barrio is, generally

speaking, hereditary. In most cases people live on the
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It is clear that topographic factors have been of

some significance in fixing barrio boundaries. In many
cases there is now a barranca or a sudden declivity

where one barrio ends and another begins. This is es-

pecially notable in the cases of the boundaries be-

tween San Pedro and Los Reyes, Los Reyes and Santa

Cruz, Los Reyes and San Sebastian, La Santisima and

Santo Domingo. Tepoztlan, it has already been ob-

served, is situated on a steep slope, and the barrios

occur in the order previously given from the upper
end of the slope to the lower. If one looks at the town

from the mountains on the south side of the valley,

the seven chapels appear in a ranking series, one

above another. This relation may be indicated in the

following diagram. San Miguel extends over two

levels.

San Pedro
Los Reyes

San Sebastian

and Santa Cruz
La Santisima

and San Miguel
San Miguel and
Santo Domingo

It is worthy of note that those pairs si barrios which

occur at the same level resemble one another in cul-

tural features more than other pairs. Thus, San Se-

bastian and Santa Cruz have special similarities in

occupations and religious sentiments and bear the

same animal appellation (as will be later explained);

while in the case of San Miguel and La Santisima one
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sites in which lived their ancestors for many genera-
tions. These house sites bear individual Nahuatl

names1

by which addresses are given; street names are

rarely used. When, therefore, an individual comes
from without a barrio and rents a house there, he does

not thereby become a member of that barrio. Lists

given of barrio members often omit the occupants of

certain houses, and these always turn out to be houses

rented by outsiders, or, in a few cases, houses owned
and occupied by members of other barrios.

This latter case leads to the point that there are

living in every barrio certain families that are known
to belong to a barrio other than that in which they
live.

2 This probably came about when an ancestor

bought a site in some other barrio. In these cases the

entire family must have moved, leaving no one in the

old barrio to continue the membership there. Of
course a man may and probably frequently does

change his barrio membership by changing his barrio

residence. This may come about if a father with sev-

eral sons buys, for one or more of them a house site in

another barrio. The son, usually the oldest, who re-

1 Such names are: Totoc, "place of birds"; Tlateliticpacy "on top of the slope";

Tecuantlan, "place of wolves"; Tlaxcakhican, "place of tortillas'*; Techichilco,

"red stone"; Iztapa, "place of salt"; Teopanxxpa, "in front of the church."

Some are hybrid terms, as: Pulquetlan> "place of pulque"; Cruznepanihyan,

"place of crossed crosses." A typical contemporary Nahuatl toponomy is to be

found in Gamio, La poblacidn del Dalle de San Juan Teotikuacan, Tomo II, Vol.

II, pp. 649 S.

2 One of the writer's informants, living in Los Reyes, belonged to La San-

tisima, although neither she nor any other informant could tell at what time the

family had moved. In Los Reyes there are five families from La Santfsima, two

from San Miguel, and three from Santa Cruz.
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mains in the old barrio carries on after his father's

death the membership in the old barrio and fulfils the

pledge to that santo, while the younger son takes up
membership in another barrio. It will be observed that

there is a tendency for the men within a barrio to be

related rather than the women, because in most cases

a married son brings his wife to live in his father's

house, or in a new house built on or near the same
iiouse site, while daughters marry and often go to live

in other barrios. The barrio probably in no way af-

fects the choice of spouse; no influences on such choice

appear except influences of propinquity and tempera-
mental preference.

Membership in the barrio is attested by the impor-
tant fact of payment of the offering (S. limosna; N.

huentli) at the time of the fiesta of the santo of the

barrio^ and it is so perpetuated in the cases of indi-

viduals belonging to barrios other than those in which

they live. Thus the La Santisima families in Los

Reyes pay the offering when thefiesta ofLa Santisima

takes place. They may also pay the offering for the

fiesta of Los Reyes, but this is recognized as a later

obligation and does not cancel membership in the

barrio ofLa Santisima. By this same ceremonial pay-
ment the fact that the people living in the Santa Cruz
enclave within San Miguel belong to Santa Cruz is

annually revived at th^fiesta of Santa Cruz. The of-

fering is thought of as a perpetual pledge to the santo ,

irrevocable, and binding on a man's family after his

death. The money so paid is expended for one or both
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of two purposes: the candles burned before the santo

on the day of the fiesta, and the tower of fireworks

(castillo) burned in the atrium of the church on that

occasion. The payment for each of these purposes, of

the year's instalment of the perpetual pledge, is an

occasion attended by solemnizing ritual, both acted

and spoken. The ceremonies take place at the houses

of the mayordomos of the candles and of the Castillo,

and the occasions are known respectively as the cerah-

pa and the castiyohpa?

As has already been indicated in a previous chapter,

the ejidos of Tepoztlan are not, as were the altepetlalli

of the pre-Columbian town, divided into sections

among the barrios. The pastures and wood lots be-

longing to the town are used in common by all the

pueblo (and by the seven smaller villages) without re-

gard to barrio membership. The private agricultural

fields are not grouped according to barrios. A resident

of San Miguel may own a milpa over near Santa Cruz

at the other side of town, although as a matter of fact

milpas are, naturally, more often than not situated

near the owner's dwelling.

But each barrio owns lands the produce of which

goes to the support of the chapel of the barrio. Or, as

the Tepoztecans would put it, the produce goes to the

support of the santo. The lands are referred to as imi-

mil to santoy "the milpas of our santo" These are the

only truly communal lands of Tepoztldn. Conform-

2 This ritual is briefly described on p. 100, and more fully in Redfield, art.,

'The Cerahpa and the Castiyohpa in Tepoztlan."
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able with law, the legal title to these lands is held by an

individual, but he holds in trust for the santo. His in-

terest in the land is no greater than that of any other

member of the barrio. The lands are sowed, tended,
and harvested in common by the men of the barrio,

under the direction of the mayordomo of the santo y

and the crop, when sold, goes to the upkeep of the

chapel for candles, curtains for the altars, etc. Most
of the lands so communally owned by the barrios are

milpas on which maize is grown. But San Miguel also

owns a grove of chirimoyas, and San Pedro owns a

grove of cedars. (Cedar boughs, now as in pre-Colum-
bian times, are much used in decorating altars and are

subject to other religious and magical uses.) In ad-

dition, certain of the barrios, notably San Miguel, own
bulls which are used for toros, a sort of rustic bullfight

sometimes held on the occasion of the fiesta of the

santo. During the rest of the year the bulls are loaned

out to members of the barrio for upkeep.
1

The barrio is plainly recognizable as the pre-Colum-
bian calpolli* From the accounts2 we have of the so-

cial organization of Tenochtitlan (Mexico City) and
of Texcoco, it appears that each pueblo in the Nahua
area was divided into units which bore this name.
These units were originally, it has been supposed,

3

1 The communal ownership of these bulls is not fully attested. During the

year of the writer's stay San Miguel lent its bulls to Los Reyes at the time of the

fiesta of the latter barrio; Los Reyes had none of its own, or too few.

a See T. T. Waterman, Bandelier's Contribution to the Study of Ancient Mexi-
can Social Organization.

3 Ibid. Spinden, Ancient Civilizations of Mexico and Central America, p. 190,
contra.
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based on kinship, but at the time of the Conquest, in

Tenochtitlan at least, the kinship tie had largely dis-

appeared, and the calpolli was a local unit. Each had
its own god, religious structure, courts and judges,
nnd military organization; and the members of each

calpolli owned in common lands apart and distinct

from the lands of the other calpolli.

With the destruction of the tribal organization fol-

lowing the Conquest, the military, political, and judi-

cial functions of the calpolli fell into desuetude. But

the social and religious functions, conflicting with

none of the Spanish forms, and coinciding in some

measure with the current Spanish notion of a church

parish, continued in Tepoztln, as no doubt in other

pueblos, to this day. The barrio as a religious organi-

zation, the central religious building, the patron-god
whose image is contained within it,

1 and elements in

the accompanying ceremonial (e.g., the teponaztliy

offering of flower garlands, copal incense, etc.) are

survivals from pre-Columbian culture.

It is in the social and festal organization of the com.

munity that the barrio maintains its importance.

Even when there is no fiesta the chapel serves as a

sort of social^ center for the barrio; the water tank is

generally there and near it people congregate to gos-

sip. Some of the barrios have purchased gasoline

1 In the commentary to the Codex Magliabecchi, sec. 62, it is stated: "Each
barrio has another idol. They say it was he who guarded the barrio. To him

they run with their petitions in times of necessity. On the day on which the

festival of this idol falls, the people of the barrio offer him solemnities. The other

barrios do not." This is precisely the situation in Tepoztlan today.
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lamps which are hung in the street outside the chapel,

and here the youths of the barrio come in the evening
to talk, gamble, or listen to songs. But it is at the

time of the annualfiesta that the collective importance
of the barrio members reaches its highest importance,
and the chapel becomes the great focus of interest for

the entire pueblo and even for neighboring villages.

The decoration of the chapel, the ceremonial bringing
of the candles, the burning of the candles, the erection

and burning of the castillo, the preparation and con-

sumption of the festal dishes, the playing of the an-

cient flute or the teponaztli on the roof of the chapel,
one or more sacred dances and sometimes toros all

constitute a program of ritual and entertainment

which occupies from one to seven days. Although
members of other barrios take part in the entertain-

ment, the barrio whose santo is celebrated acts as

host, and its members very much feel their collective

importance.
The santo is the symbol of the collective spirit of the

barrio. It is not uncommon for an individual to boast

of the superior miraculousness of the santo of his

barrio: "Our barrio is the most important because our

image is the most miraculous." San Salvador protect-
ed the people of Santa Cruz during the revolution;
San Sebastian appears in dreams to the people of his

barrio, and offers them advice, etc.

There is, therefore, a morale, an esprit de corps, in-

hering in the barrio, embodied in the santo and oc-

casionally expressed as rivalry. Every exertion must
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be expended on the fiesta to maintain the barrio pres-

tige. The organizations which support the carnival, a

secular fiesta, are creations of three of these barrios.

These three comparsas (groups of men organizing
masked "leaping") strive each to make a better show,
offer a larger orchestra than do the others, and as a

consequence disputes not infrequently arise.
1

It is not too much to say that the members of a

barrio tend tojLhink and^ac.t .alike. In very large meas-.

ure this is because of the unifying and centralizing'

influence of the chapel and its santo, with the attend-

ant co-operative work and play. A group of men of

the barrio together prepare the milpa of the santo for

sowing, together hoe the growing maize, together

gather the harvest. A group of women of the barrio

together prepare the food for the men so employed
in the fields. In the former cases the work is done

under the direction of the steward (mayordomo) of the

santo. His wife, or the principal woman of his house-

hold, organizes the cooking of tortillas, beans, and

meat.

In some instances there are economic factors which

enforce this collective sentiment. Thus, what charcoal

is burned in Tepoztlan is nearly all burned in San

Pedro, and, to a less extent, in Los Reyes. The mem-
bers of these barrios, in cutting, hauling, and burning

1
During the year of the writer's stay trouble between Santo Domingo and

San Miguel was only averted by an arrangement that the two comparsas were

to "leap" on different days. As has been pointed out, the competitive spirit does

not prevent mayordomos of barrios and villages from co-operating for important
fiestas.
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wood, are drawn together by their common occupa-
tion. More marked is the part played by the twisting

of ropes of maguey fiber among the inhabitants of

San Sebastian. This industry, introduced a generation

ago by an emigrant to Tepoztlan, has spread to few

houses outside of the barrio in which he settled; but in

San Sebastian almost every household is so occupied,
and when there is an important fair in some larger

town in the state, the men of San Sebastian will go
there almost in a body to market their lassos and
riatas.

The barrios have, indeed, obviously different cul-

tures, or, what is the same thing, djffer_^nt.pejsojml-

ities. The varying characteristics of the barrios are

recognized by the Tepoztecos themselves, and at least

the more reflective of them can express the differences

they feel. Thus, Santo Domingo is the most civilized

barrioy and the most patriotic (i.e., most nearly con-

scious of national feeling). Their chapel is decorated

with Mexican flags; a modern orchestra was organized

here, etc. Santa Cruz is strongly primitive Catho-

lic, exclusive, and independent "Santa Cruz governs
itself like a little republic." San Pedro is a barrio of

poor, illiterate people who preserve to a marked ex-

tent ancient mentality and resent the presence of out-

siders in their midst, etc.

The consciousness of barrio personalities receives an

expression in names which are applied to the barrios.

These names are in Nahuatl and are in every case the

names of animals. The names are:
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Santo Domingo Cacame ["Toads"]
La Santisima Tzicame ["Ants"]
San Miguel Techihehicame ["Lizards"]
Santa Cruz and

San Sebastian Tepemaxtlame ["Cacomixtles"]*
Los Reyes Metzalcuanime ["Maguey

worms"]
San Pedro Tlacuatzitzin ["Tlacuaches"]f

* The bassarisk (Bassariscus astutus).

f The opossum (Didtlpkys marsupialis).

These names are used, somewhat humorously, to

refer to the members of the barrio considered collec-

tively. Thus, as the saint day of Santo Domingo, Jan-

uary 12, approaches, it will be said: "Ye acitihuitz il-

huitlcacame" ("Now comes thefiesta of the toads")*

There are two explanations offered by the Tepoz-
tecos for these names. The first explanation says that

the animaljLamedj^^
at the time when

m
thefiesta;

ofJthat barrio. is. held. Thus,
the fiesta of La Santisima is in June when the milpas
are plowed for sowing and many ants appear on the

ground; that of Santa Cruz in May when the cacomix-

tles come down to eat the sapotes which are ripe at

that time and falling to the ground; that of Los

Reyes in January when the maguey is opened for

pulque and the worms come to eat the exposed pulp.

The other explanation, which is more common, de-

clares that the nanigs^i^^scripjive j?j[jJi-cba.rac-

tftrigtigs nf fhfti6^rff/i mgrnhftrs. The people ofLa San-

tisima are called ants because there are so many of

them; they run over the ground like ants and get into

all sorts of affairs. Those of Santo Domingo are called
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toads not only because they live nearest the water,
but because they swell so with their own importance.
Those of San Miguel are called lizards because' they
are so quick (lijero) and light minded, liking to play
and sing so much at night on the street corners. Those
of Santa Cruz are called cacomixtles because they live

up under the rocks with the cacomixtles. These char-

acterizations are certainly apt. It is doubtful if they

represent modifications of pre-Columbian names of

calpolli. Similar collective designations, though not

always in Nahuatl and not usually animal terms, are

found in other Mexican villages.
1 But the names do

represent the consciousness of barrio individualities

and help to show how Tepoztl&n is a federation of

semi-independent units, as was no doubt the pre-
Columbian pueblo.

1
Gamio, op. /., Tomo II, Vol. II, p. 402.



CHAPTER V

THE RHYTHMS OF THE SOCIAL LIFE

En outre, ni 1'individu, ni la societe, ne sont indSpendants de
la nature, de 1'univers, lequel est lui aussi soumis a des rythmes
qui ont leur contre-coup sur la vie humaine. Dans Tunivers aussi,
il y a des 6tapes et des moments de passage, des marches en
avant et des stades d'arrfet relatif, de suspension [Arnold Van
Gennep, Les rites de passage^ p. 4].

In Tepoztl&n, as in other simple societies, the pulse
of life is measured more directly than it is with us by
the great clocks of the sky. Life everywhere is not a

sustained adjustment, but a series of crises and lyses,

an alternation of tension and release. The movement
of this rhythm is set in the first instance by astronom-

ical recurrences. The rotation of the earth, the revolu-

tion of the earth around the sun, even the waxing and

waning of the moon, constitute the metronome of hu-

man interests. Upon these cadences of nature the

simpler peoples are more directly dependent. Else-

where artificial heat and light, and the interchange of

products* of different climates, go far toward making
one hour, or day, or month, like another. But, while

in Teppztlan the clock in the tower of the Palacio

Municipal strikes the hours, the sound of its bell

reaches the ears of a small number of the inhabitants,

and all are far more attentive to the chronometers of

sunset and sunrise, and of wet season and dry.

83
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For this reason onejiour of daylight is as goodjis an-

other, and it does not matter at precisely what time

a thing is done. An "appointment" is too sharp a con-

cept for a people moving with the more deliberate

cycles of the stars. "It will take place right now, at

about three or five o'clock," a Tepoztecan may say

shortly after noon. On the other hand, because the

rhythms of the group activity change almost com-

pletely with the changes of the season, the months

within the year are individual, unique, each with its

appropriate festivals, to be anticipated and at last

enjoyed. The next year again repeats the sequence
and the cadence of the last. Only the irregular occur-

rence of war breaks up the rhythm of the years and

brings about a longer cycle of activity: a slow cre-

scendo of restoration, of anabolism, after sudden ca-

tastrophe.

The daily rhythm of the Tepoztlan man, as con-

trasted with that of the woman, is more dependent

upon the alternation of night and day. Chiefly he

works in the fields, or in other outdoor activities (as

arrierO) for example, transporting goods from the

railroad to the storekeepers in Tepoztlan), where

nightfall ends his labors. A comparatively small num-
ber of individuals, those employed in the municipal

government, perhaps the storekeepers and. a few

others, follow a daily schedule dependent upon clocks

and watches, and pursue much the same activity

throughout the year. But most of the men leave the

fields only when the day is over during the busy
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agricultural seasons, while at other times of the year

they may be largely or wholly idle.

The daily cycle of activity of the woman, on the

other hand, follows much the same course throughout
the year, but is not so clearly ended each day by the

coming of darkness. While he is led by the cycle of

the sun, she is the servant of another cycle that of

hunger and its satisfaction. The woman's practical

activities are organized around the preparation of

food. Grinding and cooking, she is engaged most of

the hours of the day and many of the night. The man
fetches wood for the hearth from the mountains, and

brings most of the water used from the nearest tank;

the rest of the domestic economy is in the hands of

the woman.
The day begins while yet the sun is below the hori-

zon. At once five hundred or more fires are kindled by
the women of Tepoztl&n; the acrid, low-clinging

smoke of the pitch-pine kindling rises from the valley.

The housewife begins at once to grind maize for the

morning tortillas and to cook the breakfast dishes.

Usually three meals are taken, one at about seven or

eight o'clock, another an hour or more after noon, and

a third at seven or eight at night. Some people, for

whom the night is cool and the bed hard, stir them-

selves once during the night to eat once more before

returning to rest.
1 At every meal tortillas are eaten.

If times are bad, there may be only beans besides, or

perhaps not even beans. When meat is obtainable, it

1 This is hearsay.
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is usually prepared as clemole^ boiled and served with

a sauce of chiles. This is a favorite breakfast dish.

The wealthier and more sophisticated buy bakers

bread for the morning and the evening meals, but eat

tortillas too. The afternoon meal is much the same;
it is likely to be the heaviest meal of the day. Then

may be eaten lima beans toasted, or tortas, or perhaps

chick-peas. Coffee or chocolate, and less commonly
milk, may be drunk at any meal.

Intimately, when only the family is present, all sit

together on the ground beside the hearth and eat.

(Of course the well-to-do use tables.) Ifmale company
is present, the man sits with the guests and they are

served by his wife, who eats alone. After breakfast

the man goes to the field, or to his workbench; the

wife resumes her domestic labors. The last sound at

night, when all other sounds but the braying of&urros

and the barking of dogs have failed, is the slap-slap of

the tortillera and the subdued, wet, rubbing sound of

the maize-grinder.

A large share of the woman's life and interests is

taken up with the metate> that ancient grin^ing-stone
that has not changed in form or function for thou-

sands of years. For some ten years a small steam mill

has been in operation in Tepoztlan;
1 to this the women

may bring their maize to be ground. But that most
of the maize is, nevertheless, ground on domestic me-
fates is due not only to the fact that mill-ground maize

1 This is owned and operated not by a Tepoztecan but by a man from Xochi-
milco, Federal District.
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is more expensive, but to the fact that a woman's

status (except among the few sophisticated) is de-

termined in no small degree by her skill and industry

at the grinding-stone. She takes pride in her grinding.

Differences in skill are tasted in the finished tortilla;

men even claim to identify the grinding of their wives

in the tortilla they eat. A woman known to be incom-

petent or negligent at the metate is not a desirable

wife.1 One of the diseases recognized in Tepoztlan is

tlancuatlatzihuiztli, "laziness of the knees." The swell-

ing of the knees which signalizes this affliction is due,
not to too much grinding, but to too little; it is thus

shown that the sufferer has neglected her work. A
woman grinds two or three times a day. On ordinary

days the grinding for an average household requires

about six hours. But if the men of the household are

to go away to work on some distant hacienda where,

nevertheless, they must feed themselves, the women

may be up much of the night grinding the maize for

the itacates and clacloyos which they will take along.

And before a. fiesta the entire night may be spent in

grinding for the festal dishes, not only maize for the

tamales, but also squash seeds and pitos.

With grinding, cooking, occasional sewing, a little

caring for the children, and finally marketing, the list

of practical activities of the woman is about exhaust-

ed. Marketing is done every day. Salt, chiles, sugar,
1 Frederick Starr (Notes upon the Ethnography of Southern Mexico>, p. 35) says

that among the Tlaxcalans a bride before marriage passes through a formal or-

deal before the women of the neighborhood. This is called temaitalfali, "trying
the hand." She is required to grind and to make tortillas.
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and spices, as well as candles, alcohol, and kerosene,

are rarely bought in quantities; the supply is replen-

ished almost every day. The storekeepers make up
little screws of salt and of sugar, to meet the custom-

ary demand of purchases worth one or a few centcmos.

Coming to the stores, and especially to the bi-weekly

-market, the women from all parts of the village meet
to enjoy gossip and the satisfying ritual of bargaining
for a price. This is a social opportunity confined to

the women; a man may make an occasional personal

purchase, but never buy the household supplies.

Between the short rhythm of the day and the long

rhythm of the year falls the intermediate cycle of the

week. Although in places a subdivision of the luna-

tion, this period is everywhere more artificial than the

others. In Tepoztlan the week has resulted from an

adjustment of the Aztec market days to the European
calendar, and from the introduction of the Christian

Sabbath. Each of the eighteen Aztec "months" of

twenty days was divided into quarters; on every fifth

day adult men were required to attend the market

(tianquiztli). These market days were also celebrated

by games and festivals; they were a sort of compul-
sory holiday. Such regulations merely placed a legal

sanction on a system of exchange of goods among the

Aztec communities which had grown up to bind hun-
dreds of Indian pueblos into economic interdepend-
ence.

No doubt the system of alternating market days in

the valleys of northern Morelos preserves substantial-
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ly the pre-Columbian economic pattern. Only now
the market days fall on days of the European week
rather than on fixed days in the Aztec tonalamatl. In

Tepoztlan, markets are held on Wednesday and Sun-

day. Larger towns have daily markets, with special

days for more important gatherings. In Cuernavaca,
these days are Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday; in

Cuautla, Friday is an important day; in Yautepee,

one such day is Monday. Thus those who live by
trade can make the rounds of the markets. A vendor

of pottery in Tepoztlan on Wednesday goes regularly

to Cuernavaca on Thursday. There he buys more pot-

tery to sell on Friday in Cuautla. On Saturday he is

back in Cuernavaca, where he buys fruit. On Sunday
or Monday he is in Toluca where he sells his fruit and

buys Toluca pottery. This he offers on Tuesday in

Cuernavaca, and on Wednesday he is again selling

Cuernavaca pottery and what is left of his Toluca

ware in Tepoztlan.
Mexican towns are essentially markets; character-

istically the only industry is household industry, and

agriculture usually accompTTsKesTiffle more~tRan the

support of the community. Everywhere the plaza
dominates the town; the only large buildings are

there; it is the center of social life. Even in unimpor-
tant towns like Tepoztlan the two market days break

the week into two periods of lull separated by two

days of special interest and attention. On these

days the Tepoztecans come to the plaza to exchange
not only goods but information. Besides the regular
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merchants of Tepoztlan and of the satellite villages

there come regularly textile sellers from Mexico City
and pottery vendors from Cuernavaca, as well as oc-

casional wandering merchants from other and more
distant towns.1 The market day is also a news day.

The importance of Sunday probably varies directly

in proportion to the degree to which the individual has

taken on city ways. It is not an Indian institution,

and in busy season at least los tontos do not observe

it as a day of rest. But characteristically all classes

put on their best clothes on Sunday. When the priest

is there the more Catholic may attend mass in the

Temp/o Mayor. Sometimes, the "new orchestra" may
play in the little bandstand in the plaza. Such sophis-
ticated refinements are promoted by the more city-

wise minority los corrector.

Like all the simpler peoples, whose food and whose

occupations are directly dependent upon seasonal

changes, the Tepoztecans are closely attentive to the

1 There follows a list, not quite complete, of goods sold in the regular bi-

weekly markets. Of course the limitation "in season" applies to many of the
fruits: (i) Produced in Tepoztlan or the satellite villages: oranges; bananas;

chayotts; manzanillos (tejocotes); limes; lemons (rare); avocados; plums; chiri-

moyas; mameys; sapotes (four or five kinds); tomatoes; husk tomatoes; sugar
cane; pitos; acacia pods (guajes, N. guaxi); peanuts; tamarind beans; coffee;

squash seeds; acacia seeds; beans (several kinds); maize; coriander; manzanillo

jelly; dotted cream; honey; pine kindling; lime; eggs; medicinal herbs, (a) Pro-
duced outside the valley: potatoes, onions, and rarely other vegetables, from
Cuernavaca; occasional vegetables, as beets, carrots, lettuce, rosemary, small

squashes, from Xochimilco, Federal District; pottery from Cuernavaca, from

Toluca, and from the state of Puebla; baskets from southern Morelos; leather

thongs for sandals and fiber nets (ayates) from Cuautla; zarapes and mats, from
Toluca and elsewhere; lima beans and such spices zsptmifnta, cloves, and cumin
seed, from Mexico City; textiles and notions from Mexico City. Other supplies,
and also some that are on these lists, are bought in the stores.
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succession of wet and dry seasons.1 In March, after

four months without rain, the fields are burned; the

pastures are sere. There has been no work to do in the

fields. The dust and the drought, and the inactivity,

impose a mood of depression upon the people, which

culminates in the taboos of Holy Week. In spring,

with the first rains, the hills are suddenly clothed

with green and the air is soft and wet. As the face of

the town changes, so are men's countenances reani-

mated. Work begins in the milpas; the fruit trees

commence to bear again; life is on the rise.

This year-long cadence is broken into minor periods

by the occurrence of the many festivals. Benefiting

by two traditions characterized by many calendric

festivals the elaborate ceremonial calendar of the

Indians and the many saints' days of South European
Catholicism the Mexican folk enjoy a great number

of festivals which are in part worship but in greater

part play. On probably one-third of all the days of

the year somewhere in the valley of Tepoztlan there is

going on traditional calendric ritual, although on

many of these days it may be no more than the play-

ing of the chirimia on the roof of some chapel.

Certain of these festivals, now of course entirely de-

termined by the dates of the Christian calendar, are

the most important events of the year to the average

Tepoztecan. In the anticipation of and preparation

1 An attempt is made in the following chapter to give an account of this an-

nual cycle, at once astronomical, economic, and ritual, as well as a matter of

public mood.
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for thesefiestas, and in the realization of the anticipat-

ed day, the people experience that tension and release,

that holding-on and then letting-go, which seems to

be everywhere a need of human nature. For many
weeks in advance of the carnival it is a chief subject

of discussion, and long and elaborate plans are made
for it. In the case of the religious festivals, the col-

lection of the necessary money, the building of the

fireworks tower, the training of the dancers, the mak-

ing of the wax candles and the wax-flower decora-

tions, the preparation of the festal dishes all build

up the tension which is to have such pleasurable re-

lease.

A distinction is sometimes made between ceremoni-

al occasions which are characterized by restrictions

on ordinary conduct and those which are character-

ized by unusual and pleasurable relaxations from

usual restrictions: days of Saturnalia and days of ta-

boo, holidays and holy days. In both cases satisfac-

tion appears to be realized from the alternation of

tension and release of tension. From this point of view

it may perhaps be said that the calendric festivals of

Tepoztlan are, with two exceptions, of the Saturnalia

type. In the case of all the festivals celebrating santos,

the day is on the whole one of pleasure, of wearing

good clothes and eating good food, of dancing or

watching religious dancing, of drink and of song; and
this is even more obvious in the cases of the two most

important secular fiestas the carnival and the Al-

tepe-ilhuitL The important taboo days are those im-
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ported by the Spanish priests;
1 the last three days of

Lent, when work is not done, water and wood are not

hauled. (Here, as elsewhere, the taboos of the Lenten

period are broken ceremonially by a lesser carnival,

by getting drunk, and historically characteristic

by eating meat tamaks.} The vigils observed during

the nights of All Saints' and All the Dead (October 31

and November i) are also occasions of repression, of

taboo, rather than of license. The nights are spent in

praying, in calling aloud the names of the departed,

in waiting, in apprehension of the nearness of the

dead in a repression of the impulses of play.
2 These

are uncanny hours, like the last hours of Lent; and

uncanniness is the very antithesis of Saturnalia.

All the other days of special observation are days of

relaxation, and even the most important commemora-

tive occasions of the church are, in large measure,

play. Although the Tepoztecans customarily refer to

their holidays in two categories sacred and secular

fiestas^-the distinction they make is one between thoser

holidays which; celebrate a santo and those which do

not. A great part of the santofiestas is merely fun, and

in the widest sense one of the two principal secular

fiestas has a religious element. The carnival, on the

1 The Aztecs had taboo days in their nemontem\y the five days that rounded

out the calendrical year.

8 It may be observed that among the lower middle class in Mexican cities

and elsewhere the Day of the Dead is celebrated by taking food and drink to

the graveyards and there enjoying a picnic. The final stage in this secularization

and "saturnalization" of this ancient taboo day is to be found in modern Hal-

lowe'en a children's carnival.
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other hand, is the most clearly secular fiesta. This is

because it is organized around no symbol of group sen-

timent- There is practically no commemorative ele-

ment. Once perhaps there was. TheHuehuenches,the
masked figures that leap for hours in the plaza and
constitute the traditional conduct appropriate for the

occasion, had a meaning/ but today they do not. It is

done "for pleasure/' and the behavior found pleasur-
able is of the simplest kind merely an endless leaping
up and down to a single strain of traditional music.
It is suggestive of the tendency of holy days to become
holidays that it is los correctos who manage the carni-

val, while the more primitive tontos have the largest
share in thefiestas of the santos.

The AltepeMhuitl*\kz "day of the pueblo" is an-
otherfiesta in which, to the folk, the church is not con-
cerned.3 It is much like the carnival; there is the same
eating and drinking and buying and selling in the

plaza. But the ancient ritual still observed revives a

symbol of the group and recalls, in a degenerate form,
the ancient glory of the village. A man assuming the
r61e of the semi-mythical leader of the Tepoztecos,
defies the forces of the enemy pueblos* and defends
the ancient citadel against attack. This fiesta is, in-

deed, the most truly patriotic holiday of Tepoztlan,
1 See p. 104.

3 See the description in the next chapter, p. 1 16.

*
Although the ancient pagan festival has been incorporated with a Catholic

holy day.

< These are Cuernavaca, Yautepec, Tlayacapan, Huaxtepec, and Tlalmanal-
co. Is Tlalmanalco extinct? It does not appear on the map.
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celebrated far more than any of those in the calendar

of urbanized Mexico. It is the Independence Day of

Tepoztlin, the Independence Day of our own history

at a stage when the Declaration of Independence was

still read before the fireworks.

It is, probably, an old occasion once truly religious,

now in the process of secularization. Thefiestas of the
santos redefine symbols which are still clearly distinct

gods. But the general state of holidays in Tepoztlan

suggests^sometKing ^erm^ate^efween &e_con~di-
tion in a prim.rfiyM:ribe.ajid^that ia.mocLern city life.

The holidays of Tepoztlan are still individual, unique,
each with its special ritual. For the fiesta of Los

Reyes the Castillo must be made in a certain shape; for

the fiesta of Ixcatepec it is traditional for certain

dances to be done. The mere cookery of the festal

occasions is still differentiated and assumes a sacred

character. On Palm Sunday one eats revoltijo; on

Easter Sunday one eats meat tamales; on the Day of

the Dead several special dishes are prepared; on the

days which celebrate santos, and on no others, one

eats mole verde.

As urbanization progresses, it may be ventured^

festal cookery becomes less specialized; ice-cream be-

comes ice-cream. The holidays lose their special rit-

uals; they tend to become all alike in what is done and

in the meaning they come to have a generalized

Saturnalia without special symbolism. They become

commercialized; they are consciously reformed. To
this end the holidays of Tepoztldn have not yet ar-
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rived. But just to the extent to which the people take

account of the coming of city visitors to the carnival,

to the Altepe-ilhuitl) and modify the celebration in

terms of the pocket-books and attitudes of the visi-

tors, to that extent the change is promoted.
On the other hand, the Teppztecan holidays are-4*o

longer like those of a primitive- tribe. Under the im-

pact of the Conquest and the substitution of a strange

hagiology, the ancient formal religious organization

disappeared. Therefore the philosophy of the priests,

the specialized explanatory myths which accompanied
the rituals, the whole elaborate rationalizing para-

phernalia, is gone. What survives is not a ritual sys-
tem in its exuberant period, but a flattened, gener-
alized system of ceremonial which year by year is

slowly becoming more generalized and more secular

under the influence of modern city ways.



CHAPTER VI

A TEPOZTECAN BOOK OF DAYS 1

January I. This is the fiesta of Santa Maria de

Tepoztlan. At midnight, the first hour of the day be-

fore the fiesta, the bells are rung in the towers of the

Templo Mayor. They ring at intervals, first the large

bell and then the small ones, until two o'clock. Then
the chirimitero climbs to the roof of the church, and
in a silence of the bells he begins to play his little

wooden flageolet. This is what he plays, or some vari-

ation of this theme.

i

The reedy notes of this instrument, accompanied by a

small drum marking this persistent rhythm, rise

again and again until dawn. Whenever the chirimia

is silent, the bells begin again, while the chirimitero'

and his drummer protect themselves against the night
air by attending to the bottle they have brought with

them. At daybreak they go home.
1 The present tense is used throughout this chapter as a convenience. No

visitor can assert that any ritual or practice always takes place in a certain

manner. Strictly speaking, the following account is of festival activity from
November to July, 1926-27, observed (except in a few cases) by the writer, and
of festal activity for the other months of the year described to him by Tepozte-
cans. The essential features of these rituals are repeated each year in the same
manner. And certainly the form in which this cycle offiestas is here presented
does represent the way the people themselves think about them as changeless

repetition.

97
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At noon they are back on the roof of the church, in

the shadow of a bell tower, and the chirimia is re-

sumed. The bell-ringer is back again too, swinging
the clapper by means of a short leather thong. They
keep it' up until three in the afternoon. Once more,
before dawn on the following day, they begin again,

and the arrival of the fiesta is further announced by
the hiss and explosion of rockets.

This is not an important fiesta, and except for the

inevitable chirimia^ it is distinguished only -by the

burning of a castillo de la noche in the atrium of the

big church. As soon as it is dark, people gather along
the walls of the churchyard, and the fuse is ignited.

Catherine wheels, rockets, and balls of colored fire,

unit by unit it burns, until the last brilliant burst

from the top of the tower. Then the chirimitero, who
has been playing on the roof of the church, comes
down and plays standing beside a fire made in a cor-

ner of the atrium, while the framework of the castillo

is removed from its pole. A procession forms, lit by
ocote torches and led by the seven sections of the

castilloy carried by seven men, and followed by the

chirimitero and the drummer and people who may
care to come along. The procession goes to some house
in the barrio of Santa Cruz. The mayordomias (stew-

ardships) of the castillo and the candles burned in the

church for this fiesta inhere in the barrio of Santa

Cruz, and the mayordomos are always men of this

barrio. Arrived at the house of the mayordomo of the

Castillo^ the framework is put down, there to be kept
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until next year. A bottle of aguardiente is passed
around by the mayordomo, another fire is built, and

the chirimia plays there all night.

On the morning of the first ofJanuary a new munic-

ipal government is elected and installed. But this is

accomplished in semi-secrecy by a political clique con-

trolled from Cuernavaca. 1 A group of men crossing

the plaza after an election, formal only, a number of

rockets discharged in honor of the new president? it

all passes almost unnoticed by most of the people who

go about their affairs thinking of the Castillo that eve-

ning.

January 2 and 3. These two days are the occasion

of the cerahpa and the castiyohpa for the fiesta just

passed. On one of these two days the people must
come to pay their pledges for the candles or for the

castillo, which are paid for by popular subscription.

The subscriptions are perennial, made each year in

the same amount on the same day with the same

ritual, and constitute a promise to the santo. For this

fiesta, which is afiesta of the entire town, people come
to pay from all the barrios, and even from the little

villages around Tepoztlan.

Today there are two chirimias playing simultane-

ously in the houses of the two mayordomos in Santa

Cruz. The sound of these chirimias, and the occasion-

al discharge of rockets and of mortars of gunpowder,
serve to remind of their obligation those who have

pledged payment. The people come to make this pay-
1 The year of this study.
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ment, and also to enjoy the festal dishes. The mayor-
domo sits, with his secretary (escribiente), at a table in

his yard. The secretary has before him a notebook
made by the last year's secretary, showing the list of

contributors. They are listed by barrios, and after

each person's name is the Nahuatl name of his house
site. At one side of the yard sits the chirimitero and
his drummer (cajero), playing occasionally. A fifth

functionary, the huehuechihque, waits the arrival of

contributors. It is usually a woman who comes. She

gives her money to the huehuechihque, and waits

while he lifts his hat and gabbles a ritual thanks in

Nahuatl, the sense of which is that while they cannot

adequately thank the contributor, God will do so.

Then she passes on into the house and is given mole
verde and tamales and tepach. If it is a man who comes,
he does not go into the house with the women, but
sits down at the table and there receives the festal

food.

This procedure is followed in both the cerahpa and
the castiyohpa; both are going on at the same time.

The occasion has something of the character of the
collection of a tax. Sometimes the contributor cannot
remember the amount pledged, and there is a delay
while the secretary looks it up in his book.

January j. The castiyohpa and the cerahpa, con-
tinue all day. The men of Santa Cruz hold a meeting
to select new mayordomos for thefesta next year. By
this time the young men of the barrio of Los Reyes
have met to clean the chapel and to build the en-
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ramada in preparation for the fiesta of that barrio.

The atrium and the floor of the church are swept, and

the altars decorated with flowers and tissue-paper gar-

lands. The figures of the Three Kings, usually a trip-

let of santos at the altar, are placed so that candles

may be burned separately to each. A tissue-paper lan-

tern, in the form of a clock, is hung above the door of

the chapel.

January 5. This is the day before the fiesta of Los

Reyes. At night the chapel is open and women of the

barrio come to pray. The men of the barrio march

to the chapel with the rockets to be set off for the

fiesta, and then go to the house of the mayordomo

to enjoy the usual bottle of alcohol. At about ten

o'clock Los Pastores, the boys who come with staffs of

bells to sing traditional songs on Christmas Eve,

dance to the chapel of Los Reyes and there dance and

sing before the Magi. The women of the barrio are up
most of the night grinding corn and squash seeds for

the tamales to be eaten the next day. The chirimia

plays on the roof of the chapel.

January 6. On the day of t\itfiesta the barrio of Los

Reyes entertains friends from other barrios and other

villages. Everyone puts on his best clothes. In the

morning women come to the chapel to burn candles

before the santos and to pray. After nightfall a small

castillo , in the form of a bull, is burned in the atrium

of the chapel. The mayordomos for next year's fiesta

are chosen at a meeting just outside the chapel.

January 7. The chirimia, now playing at the
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houses of the mayordomos in Los Reyes, announces

the castiyohpa and the cerahpa for thatjiesta. In the

afternoon the secular entertainment for thejiesta is

provided by toros a sort of primitive bullfight.

Everyone comes to the corral next to the chapel of

Los Reyes to see the bulls roped and thrown, and to

see men ride them bareback.

January 8 and 9. On these afternoons also there

are toros. The performance is not varied, but is well

attended on each of the three days.

The harvest is over now, even in the fields above the

town, which ripen late. The last green squashes have

been taken out of the corn. The milpas are deserted,

except where cattle forage. People are picking coffee

and spreading the berries in the sun to dry. In Santa

Cruz, where there is much coffee, there is more to do

than in other barrios. But on the whole there is not

much work and there is time to enjoy the many
fiestas of January. The trees still bear the heavy foli-

age the rains brought them, but the sky is cloudless,

and the outlines of the hills are very clear.

January II. This is the day before thefiesta of the

barrio of Santo Domingo. The chirimia plays on the

roof of the chapel and rockets are discharged.

January 12. This is the day for \htfiesta of Santo

Domingo. This is not an important fiesta, and there

is no castillo. The chirimia plays again and the people
of the barrio eat the customary mole verde and tamales.

Sometimes the Apaches of San Juan come to dance at

the chapel.
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January 14. The fiesta of the village of Santa

Catarina de Zacatepec also falls on January 12, but

because it is an important fiesta that is attended by

people from many villages it is generally postponed

until the following Sunday. In such a case candles are

also burned before the santo on the proper day, which

is the "day of the santo" while the Sunday on which

the celebration is held and the festal dishes eaten is

called the "fiesta of the mole"

Now people are coming to Tepoztlan from Santa

Catarina to invite friends to come on Sunday and eat

mole verde with them. The cohetero is building the

castilloSy and the mayordomos are superintending the

cleaning and decorating of the chapel.

January 16 (about). On the day of the fiesta the

roads to Santa Catarina are filled with people travel-

ing on foot. They come from TepoztUn, Cuernavaca,

and Yautepec, and from the little villages of San

Juan, San Andres, Santiago, Santo Domingo, Ama-

tlan, and Ixcatepec. Everyone wears his best clothes.

It is a very importantjfote; there will be two castillos

and three groups of Apaches. The yard of the church

is soon filled with waiting people. The devout first

enter the chapel to offer prayer or to burn a candle.

There are men just outside the churchyard gate dig-

ging a hole for the pole of the Castillo.

Before the morning is old Los Apaches come from

Jalatlaco in the state of Mexico. Like all religious

dancers, they come in fulfilment of a pledge to the

santo; this vow is annually renewed, and each year on
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the day of the fiesta they come to dance before the

santo. They march up to the chapel and kneel before

the altar. Then they dance and sing inside the chapel.

They wear tall, plumed headdresses, embroidered

with beads and small mirrors, pink or red blouses,

short red skirts with bead and shell pendants, colored

stockings, and sandals. Some are women; most are

men, who wear long false hair. They dance to mando-
lins made of armadillo shell. Their leaders carry ban-

ners bearing the name of their organization and effi-

gies of santos. After they have paid their respects to

the santo in the church, they come outside and, form-

ing a circle, begin to dance in the atrium. The step
is varied from time to time, but the dancers keep
their respective places in the circle. Occasionally they

sing. The leader sings the verses, and all join in the

chorus:

iAy! Jestis!

Solo Jesus

Quiso morir en la cruz.

The cuadrillos of Apaches from San Juan and from

Santiago arrive together, accompanied by a band of

musicians. They march into the church to kneel be-

fore the santo, before beginning to dance on the other

side of the atrium. The dancing keeps up all morning.
While they are dancing the large candles to be

burned before the santo are brought in a procession
from the house of the mayordomo of the candles. Men
carry them swung on poles. In front go women carry-

ing baskets of flowers and braziers of burning copal
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incense; behind follow musicians. As they come to

the church rockets are discharged.

Then a group of men go to the house of the mayor-
domo of the castillo to fetch the castillo. This is the

occasion for a social half-hour with a bottle furnished

by the mayordomo. The sections of the castillo are

brought to the church, also to the sound of rockets,

and bound to the pole. The raising of the pole re-

quires a great deal of heaving and shouting; everyone
comes to watch, and the event furnishes a climax to

the morning. The dancers march off to eat mole verde

and tamales in the houses of the mayordomos, and peo-

ple disperse to share the festal dinner with friends or

to buy food from vendors.

At about three o'clock the castillo is set off. After

dark a castillo de la noche is burned. This is the last

event, and most people go home.

January ip. This is the day before thefiesta of the

barrio of San Sebastian. The chirimia plays on the

roof of the chapel.

Although there are only sixteen houses in the barrio,

the fiesta is an important one, and therefore the

"fiesta of the mole" is commonly postponed until the

following Sunday. Including the cerahpa and the

castiyohpa, thefiesta may thus last more than a week.

January 20. This is the day of thefiesta. The chiri-

mia continues to play. The chapel is open and can-

dles burn before the santo.

Saturday, January 23 (about). In the evening a

castillo de la noche is burned. A load ofpulque for the
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tepach arrives from the tierrafria. The women of the

barrio are up most of the night grinding, for the bur-

den of hospitality is a heavy one, resting on so few

households.

Sunday, January 24 (about). The celebration of

\hzfiesta of San Sebastian occurs on this day. People
come from other barrios and other villages. There are

some who come to sell candies and cakes. Women
bring candles and flowers to the santo. Los Apaches of

San Juan should come to dance.1 In the afternoon a

castillo del dia is set off. Everyone in the barrio eats

mole verde and tamales.

Monday , January '25 (about). The chirimia, play-

ing in San Sebastian, announces the castiyohpa and

the cerahpa for thatfiesta. In the afternoon there are

toros. Los Reyes lends its corral and San Miguel its

bulls; the same men take part, so that the toros of San

Sebastian are a repetition of the toros of Los Reyes.

Tuesday, January 26 (aboui). This is the second

day of the castiyohpa and the cerahpa. In the after-

noon a group of men gather at the chapel of San Se-

bastian. Some are masked with burlap and wear any
bizarre rags; some are dressed as women; and some,
los Chinelos, wear long satin gowns, huge hats, and

bearded masks. When all are ready, the "old musi-

cians" begin to play the air traditionally used for

"leaping" (brincar) and the masked men begin to

move toward the plaza, jumping up and down with

the high, short, prancing step prescribed by custom.
1 The year of this study they failed to fulfil their obligation.
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These are the Chinelos who leap at the carnival. Only
a few of them leap on this day, but it is customary for

some of them to do so on the last day of the fiesta of

San Sebastian. This event is known as tlatlalnami-

quiliztli (recollection of the performance of the obli-

gation to leap). There is no organization of Chinelos

in San Sebastian, but St. Sebastian is thought of as

the recorder of the fulfilment of the obligation to leap.

By leaping on his day its performance the previous

year is recognized. But to the people today's leaping
not only recalls last year's carnival, but gives them a

foretaste of the leaping, on a larger scale, soon to be

enjoyed at the carnival next month.

Wednesday, January 27 (about}. A great burst of

rockets and the playing of the chirimia announce the

end of the eight-dayfiesta of San Sebastian.

February 2: La Candelaria (Candlemas). On this

day the little doll (the Christ child), put to bed at

many a domestic altar on Christmas Eve, is taken up
and dressed. This ceremony is the same as is per-
formed with a real baby forty days after its birth,

when it is first taken to hear mass. Today is the sac-

amisa (tlatlatiyopanquiztia) of the child God (el nino

Dios; teopiltzintli). The master of the house where the

doll lies in its creche gives a party. He invites his

friends, and asks some man to act as godfather to the

nino DioSy and some woman to act as godmother. The

godmother makes clothes for the little image; these

may be of silk and embroidered, and quite elaborate.

On the day of the fiesta at dinner time (about two in
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the afternoon) she brings the clothes. Candles are lit

before the creche and burning copal is set before it.

The godfather brings rockets, and often a bottle of

wine. The rockets are discharged outside the house

while the godmother dresses the image. Everyone is

given a drink of wine. The image is placed on a tray

and passed around for everyone to kiss. Then follows

the dinner traditional for birthdays and sacamisas:

rice, mole poblano, and beans.

February 5. Today is the anniversary of the sign-

ing of the constitution. But this is a national patriotic

fiesta and of little importance in Tepoztlan. The
schoolmaster discharges his obligation toward the

school children by parading them with flags and per-

haps making to them a patriotic speech. There may
be music by some orchestra from the valley in the

kiosk in theplaza. But most people in Tepoztldn have

no notion of what day it is, and observe it not at all.

The dry season is now well advanced. The foliage

has lost much of its brilliance, and the silk-cotton

trees have shed all their leaves. The paths and streets

are thick with dust now, and the pigs gather around
the public washing stones where puddles of water may
still be found. Occasionally great winds enter the val-

ley and rage around the high-walled basin, clouding
the contours of the hills and pulling tiles from off

roofs. Then people stay in their houses and shut the

doors to protect themselves from the dust.

There is nothing to be done in the mi/pas. The
coffee is all picked and dried. There are some who
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will buy up their neighbor's coffee and carry it to

Cuernavaca for resale. Many men, having no other

work and no savings, have gone to the sugar haciendas

at Oacalco to work there as day laborers.1

They do

not take their women with them. Sometimes a woman

cooks for them all in the camp at the hacienda. Some-

times they come back twice a week to Tepoztldn to

fetch food prepared for them by their wives. Then

twice a week the women spend hours by day and by

night grinding on the metate to make them enough

tortillas and itacates and gorditas to last them three

'lays at Oacalco.

The entire village has its attention directed toward

the coming carnival the most important secular

fiesta of the valley. Almost everyone in Tepoztlan has

some share in it, while those who come to Tepoztlan

from other villages come only as guests to enjoy the

hospitality of Tepoztlan. The carnival is the supreme

co-operative effort of the town. In February the men

of San Miguel, La Santisima,
2 and Santo Domingo

are organizing the comparsas for the masked dancers.

Musicians must be hired from larger towns, and the

cost of their hire is now apportioned among the mem-

bers of the comparsas. These members, who will leap

as Chinelos during the carnival, are busy sewing glass

beads and mirrors on the huge, laterally flattened som-

breros which they will wear. Their wives and mothers

1 This exodus began the second half of December.

8 The comparsa ofLa Santisima was first organized about three years ago; the

other two groups are ancient.
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are sewing them new gowns, or refurbishing the old

ones. The members of that family, whose traditional

task it is to make the masks worn by the Chinelos, are

busy cleaning and curling horsehair and fastening it

to the wire frames.

Many who will not leap as Ghinelos are preparing to

sell homemade cakes in booths. Others are arranging

to bring some pulque down from the plateau, some to

go to Cuernavaca for ice to make flavored ices, some

to cook pozole in great ollas in the plaza. Some are

buying combs and beads and handkerchiefs in Mexico

City to sell at the carnival. The carnival is the su-

preme economic effort of Tepoztldn; it is an opportu-

nity to make money and to spend it.

February 28, March I and 2 (about). The carnival

is celebrated during the two week-ends preceding
Lent. There are six days of carnival: Saturday, Sun-

day, and Monday of the first week-end, and the cor-

responding three days a week later (the octavo). Dur-

ing these days there are covered booths on two sides

of the plaza with benches and tables where ices and

bottled drinks are sold. In the morning there are cock-

fights in the plaza.

At just three o'clock in the afternoon a gunpowder
mortar is discharged at the house of the president of

the comparsa where the Chinelos are gathered. At this

signal the band, which each comparsa has hired, be-

gins to play the "leaping" music (the drum accenting

very markedly the first of each triplet).
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The Chinelof leap down to the plaza. They leap

around and around the plaza, occasionally emitting

loud whoops. They wear long gowns of satin, blue or

pink or yellow, with a square cape hanging from the

shoulder. The color and the design of the embroidery

vary, but each dancer wears the same long gown with

a cape, the same staring mask with recurved black

beard of horsehair, the same huge sombrero, beaded

and surmounted with an ostrich plume. Each wears

gloves and carries a handkerchief filled with confetti.

Hour after hour the leaping continues. The bands

take turns playing. At intervals dance music is played

and the Chinelos dance together in couples. Hundreds

of people sit or stand on the edges of the^/*s0,watch-

ing the spectacle. When dark comes, the gasoline

lamps are lit and each vendor of cakes and drinks

along the plaza lights a candle. The Chinelos, in many
cases fortified with alcohol, continue to leap around

and around the plaza. Men too poor to belong to com-

'This word is probably from (Mm, "Chinese", "foreign." When used in

speaking Nahuad it is Mexicanized as Zinckhque. The word Huehuenchis is

also used from the Nahuad Huekuft&tzin, "the old ones" (said with respect).

It is said by some in Tepozdan that the Chinelos represent the Pharisees "who

denied Christ."
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parsasy men from the upper barrios, mask themselves

in any rags they can obtain, and follow after the

ChineloSy leaping too.

Later each night a dance is held in the schoolroom,
and those men who know how dance with women
friends and relatives from Cuernavaca or Mexico

City.

March 7, 8> and g (about). These three days form

the octava of the carnival. They furnish three more
afternoons of leaping, of band music, of ices and

lemonades and pozole. The interest of the passive ob-

servers never flags, and each day at three o'clock the

Chinelos begin again to whoop and leap down to the

plaza.

March 14, /5, and 16 (about}. The following week-

end the carnival is celebrated in Yautepec. Many
from Tepoztlan attend, including the Chinelos who
still have appetite for more hours btbrincando in their

heavy satin garments.
An ebb of interest and energy follows the carnival.

Thefiesta has drained money and strength. Before lie

the quite different moods of Holy Week. The dry sea-

son is far advanced ;
dust is thick on the roads ; theyards

are burned yellow and stiff; the upper pastures on the

slopes of the hills glow with low flame and heavy
orange smoke night after night where the dry grass
has been fired. People keep to themselves, wrapped
by a mood of depression and discouragement.
The agricultural cycle has reached its nadir. It is

still too early to prepare the milpas. A few who have
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ambition to reduce unbroken ground begin now to

clear the brush and weeds from claculoles? During this

otherwise-idle season men repair houses, walls, roads,

fountains. Everywhere around the village household-

ers are carrying stones to replace those fallen from

broken walls, or are putting new tiles on roofs. Groups
of men, working co-operatively, rebuild broken wash-

ing stones, relay stones in the streets, or build new
water tanks on street corners.

During this period fairs are held in some of the

larger villages in Morelos, and these draw some from

TepoztUn who make the journey usually on foot, oc-

casionally in part by train. The dates of the fairs are

given according to the number of Fridays preceding

Holy Week. Thus, "the first Friday" is the fair of

Chalma and also that of Xiutepec; "the second Fri-

day," that of Tepalzingo. Then follow the fairs of

Tlayacapan and Mazatepec. Some men make the

rounds of all these fairs.

Palm Sunday',
El Domingo de Ramos. On this day

people bring palm, laurel, and cedar to the church to

be blessed.

Holy Tuesday? Martes Santo. Men assist the

mayordomos to decorate the church, to dress the im-

ages, and to prepare the candles for Holy Week. A
table is laid in the yard of the Templo Mayor, and in

.

* Tlacololli: pieces of unbroken land on mountain slopes first reduced to till-

age by clearing. They are allotted out of the communal tjidos.

7 Frances TOOT (Mexican Folkways) says Thursday, but this is probably an

error. The old custom was to build a prison for Christ, she says, and imprison the

image all night.
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the afternoon a dinner is served there to twelve of the

older men. This symbolizes the Last Supper. A thir-

teenth chair is left vacant. The Lenten meal is eaten :

fish, rice, and sometimes lentils and the dish known as

revoltijo*

Wednesday. Today and Thursday and Friday and

on Saturday morning only absolutely necessary work
is done. No social entertainment is held, no rocket is

discharged. The men do not go to fetch wood from the

mountains; the public washing-stones are deserted.

The women do only the unavoidable grinding and

cooking. People try to have enough water hauled by
Tuesday night to last until Saturday. The bells are

not rung in the church towers; instead, the matraca, a

huge wooden rattle, is sounded.

Thursday. The altars in the church are decorated

with laurel and with cedar. On each lie rows of or-

anges and toronjos (the shaddock), with little squares
of gold and silver paper pasted on them.3 An image
(El Sefior de Santo Entierro) is displayed in a glass-

and-gilt coffin. A man sits at the entrance of the

church to collect offerings (which are occasional and
not made as perpetual pledges) for the crown and

clothing of this image. In the afternoon, if the priest

is there, he washes the feet of the Disciples. Many
1 A seasoned stew of shrimps and nopal (cactus).
* The laurel and cedar are given away the following Monday. They are used

to stop storms, particularly hailstorms. When a storm approaches, people put
one of these sacred boughs on the fire and the storm recedes. Frances Toor (op.

cit., p. 54) says they are also hung up at doors and windows to keep out evil

spirits. The oranges and shaddocks are blessed by the priest and sold; the peel is

used for various remedies.
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women come to pray and burn candles, and some bring

garlands otflor de chicaltzo or cacahxochitl* to hang on

the candles.

Some of the chapels are open, and special images are

displayed for veneration. In the chapel of Santa Cruz

the mayordomo dresses the image known as El Senor

de Los Azotes.

Good Friday.
2 All the ordinary images and the

large Christ at the central altar are covered with

purple curtains. At one side of the church three spe-

cial images are exhibited: a Christ lying beneath a

purple shroud,
3 a Christ bearing the cross,

4 a Mary
dressed in black.5 All morning people come to pray,

to burn candles, and to set incense-burners before

these images.
6 A little girl dressed in white with a

white crown sits before the recumbent Christ, tending

the incense-burner. Among the crowd of kneeling

women are four young girls dressed all in black, with

their hair dressed in many tight curls, and wearing

black crowns. These are the anxemn tenapalohuato-

nantzin ("angels who carry the Virgin").

1 Plumeria tricolor Ruiz and Pavon.

8 Frances Toor says that when the priest is there on Friday morning he per-

forms a ceremony known as the "adoration of the cross." He crawls on his knees

between two rows of men to kiss the cross, followed by women and children.

3 1 Senor de Santo Entxerro.

* Tres Caidos.

5 La Virgen Dolorosa.

6 The first two of these images have each their special mayordomos. The Vir-

gen Dolorosa is served by four elderly women, the madres mayo/as. These (and

probably also the two mayordomos) serve for life. The madres mayolas select each

year the four anxcltin.
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In the morning the mayordomo of the Santo Entier-

ro comes to the church with the men and boys whom
he has asked to help him. Before the central altar they
build a wooden platform covered with green boughs,
and on it they erect four green trees. This is Calvary.
A cross is laid ready. They also clean the gilt-and-

glass coffin and place it on a litter near the platform.
Then they go to the house of the mayordomo for a meal

which includes the Lenten dishes: fish, guasoncle?

sage tea, and lentils or lima beans.

At three in the afternoon the rattle sounds from the

roof of the church, which soon fills with people. After

prayers the image of the Santo Entierro is borne to the

front of the church and bound to the cross. Silver

nails are inserted in the hands, and a silver crown of

thorns is placed on the head. The cross is raised on

Calvary. The anxehin carry the figure of the Virgin

up the aisle; it is placed at the foot of the cross. The
tall candles are placed beneath the images; copal is

burned before them. Each woman worshiper kneeling
on the floor lights a candle. Musicians play a dirge.

At about five o'clock in the evening the image is

lowered from the cross and ceremonially washed with

cotton. Then it is placed in the glass-walled coffin and
borne in a procession around the atrium of the church.

The procession moves slowly between two rows of

women carrying lighted candles. While the same mu-
sic plays in the procession, a man with a small drum
and another with a metal flute stand in one corner of

1 A flat fried cake of eggs, cheese, tomatoes, and fat.
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the atrium and play quite different music a single

minor strain, over and over.

Holy Saturday, Sabado de Gloria. When the priest

is here, he blesses the water and the fire and then

holds mass. Three candles are lighted on the water

tank in the churchyard; he blesses the water while

flowers are thrown into it. A new fire is kindled with

flint and steel. People come with coals to kindle and

carry home to light incense with. During mass Christ

rises; the curtains are pulled down from the altars and
the bells ring, not only in the Templo Mayor but also

in the chapels. Rockets are discharged. Some eat

meat that afternoon; others wait until Sunday.
Easter Sunday', 'Domingo de Pascua. Everyone eats

meat tamales on this day. In the afternoon the Chine-

/os leap once more, and there is brincando algusto (i.e.,

anyone who wishes joins the leaping). The men drink

alcohol again, and many get drunk.

April 28. This is the day before the fiesta of the

barrio of San Pedro. The chirimia plays on the roof

of that chapel.

April 29. This is the day of thefiesta of San Pedro.

Besides the chirimiay the teponaztli (pre-Columbian
wooden drum), owned by this barrio, is played on the

roof of the chapel.
1 This is a fairly important fiesta.

There are generally two religious dances: Los Moros,
from the village of Santo Domingo, and Los Dan-
zantes. Los Danzantes appear only at this fiesta. The
little boys who dance it are drawn from all barrios, for

1 On the authority of only one informant.
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San Pedro is too small to supply enough, but they are

instructed by a maestro in San Pedro. They wear em-

broidered skirts, silk neckerchiefs, and small paper
crowns surmounted by a black ostrich-feather plume.

They dance around a tall pole and in dancing inter-

weave colored ribbons. 1

They do not sing.

A castillo del dia is burned; everyone of the barrio

eats mole verde and tamales.

April30 andMay /. These days form the castiyoh-

pa and the cerahpa of thefiesta just passed.

May 2. The chirimia plays on the chapel of Santa

Cruz on this day.

May j. This is the day of thefiesta of the barrio of

Santa Cruz. It is not an important fiesta. There is a

castillo de la noche and of course the people of the

barrio eat mole verde and tamales.

This day is also the day on which crosses are raised

at street corners, above water tanks, on conspicuous
hills. The crosses are hung with flowers and copal is

burned before them. It is also the day specially de-

voted to the masons, who sometimes set off rockets

to celebrate.2

The first of the rains have come now, occasional and
uncertain showers. Only at Axihtlay the cleft in the

hills where arises the barranca of San Jeronimo, does

fresh bright green appear, and in parts of the barrio

of Santo Domingo, better watered than other regions.
1 This "May Pole" is not necessarily European in origin. Sahagun refers to

such a dance.

*
Thcfasta of the masons is generally celebrated in Mexico City.
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It is still too early to work in the mi/pas in Tepoztlan,
but up above, at the village of San Juan, the maize is

already being planted. In Tepoztlan, men are hewing
beams to make new plows or to repair old ones.

May 7. The chirimia plays on the chapel of San

Miguel, for tomorrow is a minor fiesta of that barrio

(the apparition of St. Michael). But little is done to

celebrate it, for it is overshadowed by the very im-

portant^J/0 of the village of Ixcatepec, which begins

on the same day.
"

May 8. This is the first and most important day of

ti\sfiesta of Ixcatepec. Of all ^tfiestas ofsantos, that

of Ixcatepec is probably the most important, although

the village is a very small one. For its celebration an

organization is formed to include all the barrios in the

valley. One or two mayordomos of these barrios and

villages undertake to supply the candles to be burned

on one of the eight days of thefiesta. One of the days
is in charge of a village not of the valley. An event of

the first day of ti&fiesta is the arrival of the people of

this village, Milpa Alta, in the state of Mexico. Every

year they come, perhaps a hundred of them, carrying

their santo? They come to celebrate their fiesta with

that of Ixcatepec because they regard their santo as

the same as that of Ixcatepec. They march into the

church and place their image on the altar beside the

other.

The altar is lit with many candles decorated with

1 But the year of this study, on account of public insecurity and the religious

difficulties, they did not come.
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paper rosettes, wax flowers, and garlands of chicaltzo.

People come into the church to light a candle at the

altar and to hang a garland on it. Just outside the

church under the enramada stand two rows of little

girls, dressed in white with white crowns and bearing
staffs adorned with bells and ribbons. They are Las

Pastoras, and they strike their staffs on the flags and

sing a traditional song of praise to El Sefior de Ixca-

tepec.

In a wide circle at one side of the enramada^ Los

Apaches from San Juan and from Santiago dance to

their armadillo-shell guitars. At intervals they sing a

song to La Guadalupana. There is the rattle of a small

drum and the high note of a metal flute. Los Moros
from Santo Domingo enter the churchyard gate. They
come doing their little skipping step, to suggest men
on horseback. The five Moors, with their helmets,
flounced skirts, and black goggles, and the four Chris-

tians, in plumed hats and short skirts, weave back and
forth in a double row, clashing machetes as they come.

On the other side of the enramada they perform the

acted and spoken drama of the struggle between the

Moors and the Christians. This takes about five

hours. Crowds of people watch them, and other

crowds watch Los Apaches and Las Pastoras.

The sacred entertainment takes place within the

churchyard; the secular entertainment is going on
outside. There are several ballad-singers, each with

his guitar and his attentive audience. Other men are

gambling, squatted around the board. There are rows
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of booths at which are being sold fruit, cakes, notions,

ices, drinks, green corn. 1

People have come from dis-

tant pueblos to sell the products of their domestic in-

dustry little painted clay toys and whistles. At the

gateway to the churchyard one may buy wax candles

for the santo.

The chirimia is playing at the house of the mayor-
domo of the castillo; this is set off the evening of the

first day.

May 9-15. The remainder of the week is devoted

to secular entertainment: cockfights, horse races, and

three days of toros.

June II. The chirimia plays on the chapel of La
Santisima and with it plays the teponaztli owned by
that barrio.

June 12. This is the day of the fiesta of La San-

tisima. It is not an important fiesta. The people of

the barrio eat mole verde and tamales.

Now the rains have come. Every afternoon the

clouds gather over the rim of the valley and the hills

are hidden in a low roof of mist. The slopes run with

cascades and jets of rain. The air is wet and soft. The

ground, long dry and barren, is covered with bright

green,and everycrannyin therocks has itsunrolling fern.

The rains are brought by the ahuahque? "the lords

of the rain." They hurl the thunderbolts; the stone

beads and spindle whorls one picks up were thrown by
1
Brought from lower altitudes where it is already ripe.

a The ahudhque are also referred to as tlatlatcuapont, "those who thunder,"

and as tlapetani, "those who cause lightning."
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them from the sky. They covet gold; now that the

rains have begun and the voices of the ahuahque are

frequently heard, women who most fear them take off

their gold earrings for fear that the ahuahque might
strike them dead so as to take the jewels.

People are busy now, and contented. There is work
for all the men in the milpas. The ground is prepared
with a wooden plow. For new-broken or very stony
earth there are a few steel plowshares. Oxen, less com-

monly horses or mules, draw the plow. By now the

corn is a foot high up at San Juan, but in Tepoztlin a

hotter sun demands that the maize be planted after

the rains have come. By the middle of June most of

the milpas are planted. At San Juan the grain is

dropped into holes made with a pointed stick. In Te-

poztldn it is dribbled along in furrows; afterward the

earth is heaped up around the young plant with the

coay the flat hoe with a curved blade.

June 75. The chirimia plays on the roof of the

Templo Mayor because tomorrow is the fiesta of

Corpus Christi.

In May or June. This is the day of the fiesta of

Corpus Christi, Jueves de corpos. Some go to Yaute-

pec or to Cuernavaca to buy little burros made of

straw bearing crates of fruits and sweets.

July 22. This is the day of thefiesta of the hamlet
of Amatldn. (This is the saint day of Mary Magda-
lene, patron of this village.)

July 25. This is the day of thefiesta of the village
of Santiago. Los Apaches dance at both these fiestas.
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August 4. The fiesta of the village of Santo Do-

mingo takes place on this date. Los Moros dance be-

fore their own santo.

August 5. The chirimla plays on the chapel of

Santa Cruz.

August 6. The chirimia continues to play in Santa

Cruz; it is thefiesta of San Salvador, the patron saint

of the barrio.

Septembers (about). Today is Altepe-ilhuitl ("fiesta

of the pueblo"), commemorative of El Tepozteco, the

legendary eponymous king of the Tepoztecos in the

days before the Conquest. Men enact the successful

defense of the temple on the cliff against the seven

attacking towns of the valley. In the late afternoon a

tall wooden tower is built in the plaza. This represents

the teocalli. On this climbs a man representing El Te-

pozteco and others taking the parts of his fighting

men. They wear red-and-yellow tunics and feather

headdresses. They beat drums and the teponaztli.

Seven men, riding on seven burros, come to attack the

teocalli and are driven off with arrows. El Tepozteco

delivers a traditional defiance in Nahuatl, and the

attackers reply with similar set speeches.
1

September 28. The chirimia plays on the roofof the

chapel of San Miguel, and the women of that barrio

grind corn for the tamales; tomorrow is theirfiesta.

September 29. This is the day of the fiesta of the

barrio of San Miguel.

1 See Carleton Beds' article in Mexican Life.
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October 31? Tomorrow will be Todos Santos ("All

Saints"), when are commemorated those who died as

children. On November 2 will be remembered those

who died as adults. Tomorrow is the "day of the little

ones." At eight o'clock in the evening in every home a

candle is lighted for each dead child there remem-

bered, and copal incense set burning. The candle is

decorated with flowers and ribbons. Before the can-

dles food is set. In the old days this was itacates^ bean

tamaleS) and mole verde. Now they offer bread, choco-

late, and sometimes chicken or fish. At one side a bowl
of milk and little cakes (mamones) are set for the very
little ones. To keep away the Evil One a jar of holy
water is put out, and a paternoster is said while the

holy water is sprinkled with a flower taken from the

offering.

Every utensil used must be new baskets, spoons,
the petafe, the incense-burner.

Each dead child is called by name and the food is

offered him, while plates and wooden spoons are laid

out for each. The family keeps vigil all night.
November /. At six in the morning people come to

the Templo Mayor and the priest asks a blessing for

the child dead. Then all return to their homes and
eat the offering of food laid out the night before.

In the evening the offering is laid out for the adult

dead. Now the candles lighted are large ones, and in-

stead of bright-colored flowers and ribbons, the can-
x This account of the Festival of the Dead is based on the accounts (which

coincided) of but two informants.
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dies are hung with black ribbons and decorated with

flowers of black wax. A large incense-burner is lighted,

and it and the candlesticks are black too. At eight

o'clock food is laid out for each dead/ As it is laid

out, one says: "Ye acitihuitz micailhuitl. Canite in-

chiaz nomimique" ("Now comes the Day of the Dead.

I will await my departed")-
1

They offer tamales^ rice, mamonesy chicken, oranges,

lemons, bananas, melons, mole verde.

All night people keep awake. They pray, and call

out the names of the dead. There are torches alight in

the streets. The bells on the chapels strike the hours

with double strokes. At four o'clock a group of men
from each barrio go about asking food for the bell-

ringers. People give a tamal and a dish of mole. At

six in the morning the blessing is given, mass is said,

and the offering is eaten.

November 7. This is the octava of los chiquitos.

Again the child dead are commemorated, as they were

before, only now no meat and no tamales are offered,

but only bread, milk, chayotes, green corn boiled in

tequezquite, squash, fruit conserve, and clascales made
in the shape of stars, birds, dogs.

November 8. On the octava- of los grandes the offer-

ing and the vigil are once more repeated. This time

fruit and squash are offered to the dead, and clascales

colored blue. At noon a procession goes to the ceme-

tery, led by the priest. Music accompanies them.

1 Said in the respectful form (now not generally in use): "Ye acitihuitz mlcall-

huitL Canite inmochiliz nomicatzitzihuan"
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Those who have dead to commemorate carry candles.

These are lit on the graves. Prayers and responses are

said there, and the party remains until eight in the

evening. For .the responses the priest is given money
by all who celebrate their dead.

In December the rains have stopped and the air is

very clear. The corn is ripe now, and the harvest be-

gins. The roads are dusty from the feet of men, bur-

rosy and horses, going to the fields with empty sacks

or returning to the village with loads of maize. In the

fields groups of men move along the rows, removing
the ears from the stalks. A broad needle of wood or

iron is suspended from each wrist and used to slit the

husks away from the ears. The husks and stalks are

left as they were; later groups of women will collect

the husks (totomochtK) and bind them into bundles to

be used to wrap tamales. Still later the stalks will be
cut down with the machete for fodder.

The men always work in groups; the owner of the

field has asked them to help him it is cuatequitl*

and then when their fields are ripe he will help them
harvest. These are social occasions. Each group of

men has la mulita, "the little mule" a bottle of al-

cohol hidden under a pile of corn. The preparation
of their dinner is also done co-operatively at the house
of the owner of the field, and this is a social occasion

for the women. They carry the dinner to the fields for

the men. The owner of the field supplies the food and
drink. But here the co-operative harvesting ends, for

1 Sec p. 146.
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the removal of the grain is done separately in each in-

dividual house, each member of the family taking a

hand.

December 7. The chirimia plays on the Templo

Mayor; this, with the ringing of the bells, announces

that tomorrow will be thefiesta ofLa Virgen Purisima.

December 8. This is the day of the fiesta of La

Virgen Purisima. The chirimia plays again. At dawn

rockets are set off in the churchyard. This is not an

important fiesta. There are special masses when the

priest is there. In the afternoon mothers bring their

little girls, dressed in white as for a confirmation, with

white crowns on their hair, to the Templo Mayor.
Each child offers a bouquet of flowers to the Virgin.

1

December n. The chirimia plays again.

December 12. This is the day of the fiesta of Nu-

estra Seiiora de Guadalupe. The usual chirimia^ bells,

and rockets celebrate thefiesta. This is not an impor-

tantjforte in Tepoztlan, although the Virgin ofGuada-

lupe is the patron of the Indians of Mexico. Some

from Tepozdin go to the great celebration at Guada-

lupe.

The attention of the community is focused on the

harvest. Almost every man is working in the fields.

The carpenter neglects his bench, the iron worker his

forge. The corn factors have arranged counters in the

doors of their houses. There they receive the corn as

it is brought them, measuring it out in small wooden

'They do this again in May (the mcsdeMaria)\ and in June little boys bring

flowers to the Sagrado CorazSn de Jes&s.
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scoops, paying perhaps eight or nine centavos a cuar-

tillo.

By the third week in December the fields below the

town are still and empty. The last loads carried by
the burros are of round green squashes, grown among
the corn. Into some fields the cattle are turned to

forage. Above the town, where the fields ripen later,

the harvesting continues, but the work is on the wane.

There is time to rest now, and enjoy the Christmas

fiestas. Preparations are under way. In many houses,

particularly in those nearest the plaza, where Spanish
influence is strongest and where there may be a little

money to spend, the nine posadas are celebrated as

they are celebrated all over Mexico. By this time
the matrons of the neighborhood have arranged in

whose house will take place,each of the nine fiestas.

Nine women will take turns as hostess, dividing the

responsibility and the expense. Someone has gone to

Oacalco for sugar cane, to Yautepec for peanuts. The
women are making little paper baskets (alcartazes) to

hold candies and peanuts.
It is not in one of the larger houses near the plaza

that boys are learning to sing the songs of Los Pas-
tores. In the yard of a smaller, more Indian house in

some street off the plaza a score or more of boys are

seated on the ground learning the songs from a
maestro who is the repository of this local tradition.

The mayordomosy with their assistants, decorate the

chapels with flowers and cedar boughs and colored
tissue paper. People cut branches of poinsettia, now
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very abundant, and bring them to Mexico City for

sale.

December 16. The first of the posadas takes place

on this date. At dusk the flare and boom of rockets

make known the houses where tilt fiestas will be cele-

brated. Little groups of youths and men drift to the

wall, to laugh and whisper and stare over the wall.

The first part of the fiesta is religious, and it is not

good form for men outside the family to take part.

Behind the wall Mary and Joseph seek a lodging for

the night. A candle-lit procession, bearing on a litter

small wax and paper figures of the Holy Family, waits

outside the door. The ritual dialogue is repeated; the

wayfarers, begging admittance, are challenged from

within. It is all done gravely and with feeling; no one

relaxes his serious attention. At last the door opens;

the procession passes into the house. As the candles

pass one by one into the house the yard darkens while

the glow now streams out of the cracks in the door.

The men move closer to the door.

Inside the matron of the house leads the prayers

and responses. The images are placed behind candles,

as at an altar. All the women remain kneeling, repeat-

ing the prayers. Suddenly the prayers cease, to give

way to the gay pinata song.

The ritual of worship ends; the ritual of play begins.

The door opens; some of the men go in. The mistress

of the house distributes the akartazes. Everyone is

given a handful of sugar-cane joints, another of tejo-

sy another of peanuts. The party goes out again
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into the yard; there is no procession now; people talk

and laugh. A pottery jar, an olla, hung with tissue-

paper streamers, is suspended about seven feet from

the ground. This is the pinata. The smallest children,

blindfolded, are first given a chance to break the

pinata with a stick. They are turned about to confuse

their sense of direction. Too good an aim is at first dis-

couraged; a proper climax must be reached. When at

last the jar is broken the children scramble in the dust

for the scattered candies.

December 16-24. The festal feeling grows during
the nine nights of the posadas. The few gasoline street

lamps, purchased by some of the neighborhoods, usu-

ally left dark, are burning in the street corners. More

people are in the streets now after nightfall. The fire-

works-makers are busy, selling the rockets they have
been making for thefiestas. Every evening, in half-a-

dozen places in the village, sheaves of light burst sud-

denly into the night^Some of the chapels are open;
women come to pray or to light another candle. In

the chapel of La Santisima, and perhaps in that of

Santa Cruz, two barrios where Catholic religious ritual

is most likely to be observed, there are posadas which
the mayordomo of the santo has arranged. Then the

procession moves slowly around the churchyard to the

"old music." Mary and Joseph seek a lodging at the

door of the chapel; admitted, the effigies are carried

up to the altar. The prayers are said, and, as else-

where, when the pinata song is sung, men who have
been waiting outside the churchyard come in. The
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prayers give way to play; the temple becomes the

scene of a party.

December 23. Pilgrims pass through Tepoztlan on

their way to the shrine at Chalma. They carry staffs

surmounted by the cross, or baskets of food; some

bear flutes and drums. Some sing alabados ("chants of

praise") as they go. They pause in houses along their

road to rest and gossip. At midnight a few from Te-

poztldn take the road for Chalma.

December 24. This is la Noche Buena. In the morn-

ing women come to the market place to sell tetzmi-

xochitL There are two kinds, red1 and yellow.
2 This is

the only day in the year when these flowers are sold.

They are used to prepare the altar at which at mid-

night the newborn Christ a small doll is put to bed.

He is the "child God" (el nino Dios), "the divine

child" (teopiltzintlt). Girls and women buy these flow-

ers; with these and cedar boughs the shrine is made.

At night, after the last posada, people do not go to

bed. There are lights in many houses; the chapels re-

main open. At midnight, in some homes and chapels,

the Christ child is laid in his cradle behind the candles

lit to him. The women kneel and sing the traditional

lullaby.
3

Before midnight people are out in the streets, wait-

ing for Los Pastores. The festal feeling has accumulat-

ed; everyone is intent on the midnight ceremonies.

1 Sedum dendroicum Moc. and Sessi.

3 Sedum sp.

3 Printed in Mexican Folkways, Vol. II, No. 5 (Dec.-Jan., 1926).
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The boys gather at the house of the maestro who

taught them. From there a sound of singing comes,
and the jingling of bells. Up the rocky street appears
a light many lights. Five or six globes of illumina-

tion shift and swing against the blackness. Some are

stars, some are crescents. The singing grows louder.

"Here come the stars of brilliant light, bearing the

news that Jesus now is born."

Vienen las estrellas con brillante luz

Dando las noticias ya nacio Jesus.

Each boy wears a cloth bound over his head and

hanging down the back. Each carries a staff of bells,

and these staffs beat the measure of the music on the

cobbles. The candles within the tissue-paper stars,

borne on poles, cast a faint illumination for their feet.

Followed by a crowd of people, the globes of light pass

slowly across the plaza, through the gate of the

churchyard up to the door of the church. The church,
for a year a place of silence, rings with sudden echoes.

The singers move up to the altar, banging their staffs

on the flags. The people following drop to their knees.

Under the cross Los Pastores halt. They continue

shouting the song, banging the staffs, until almost

dawn.

December 31. Tomorrow will be thefasta of Santa

Maria de Tepoztln. The chirimia plays on the roof of

the Templo Mayor. The cohetero is completing the

castillo to be burned for the fiesta.

Some people discharge rockets at midnight to usher

in the New Year.



CHAPTER VII

THE RITUAL OF LIFE AND DEATH

The course of the individual life has its times of

tension too, and the fact that these moments periods

of pause, of fear, of transition are nearly always the

occasions of special_cerenr^ny has frequently been

noted. Although it has not been attempted in the

present sketch, such crisis rites would seem to present

another opportunity to study the process of transition

from folk to urban culture. In the simpler societies

the rites of passage are an inseparable mixture of

practical, magical, and religious elements. The dis-

position to do something which accompanies the crisis

results in behavior which is in part practical and in

part merely expressive. When not checked and modi-

fied by the pressure of practical needs or by the de-

velopment of habits of rational thinking, the expres-

sive elements continue along with the practical in one

interwoven pattern of tradition. But in modern Wes-

tern societies the expressive and the practical ele-

ments diverge into two quite different contexts. From
the former the magical elements tend to fall away;
what is done is more rationally comprehended and is

year by year modified in accordance with the develop-

ment of technique. The expressive elements are insti-

tutionalized and in part fall under the direction of the

133
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church. The technique of the obstetrician is remote

from the religious ritual of baptism; the practical

problem of disposing of a dead body is attacked by a

practical specialist, while the expression of the feelings

of the bereaved is assisted by conventionalized ritual

which is religious rather than magical.

Such, at least, is the suggestion coming from the

literature; it is made also by the materials from Te-

poztlan. In this village the practices followed by one

family or another on occasions of marriage, death,
and most particularly birth, probably differ consider-

ably; and these differences will, it seems clear, be

found to depend largely on the degree of sophistica-

tion of the family considered. Los tontos preserve the

old traditional practices; with them the magical and
the practical are still an inseparable whole. An in-

formant from this group describes the practice of put-

ting tallow on the umbilical cord of a newborn child

and that of burying the placenta underneath the fire-

place with no feeling that these customs are of dif-

ferent sorts; because in her group they are no differ-

ent. Both equally affect welfare; one might just as

well be omitted as the other. The midwife is magician-

priest rather than obstetrician; she eats the same food

as her patient as long as their relation of intimacy is

maintained during postnatal care. But among los cor-

rectos there is probably a tendency to relegate the

non-practical usages to the rank of superstitions, and
to omit them entirely. This tendency grows, and

grows slowly; the society is not breaking down; it is

merely changing, and the gradual process of change
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can be observed, it would seem, in the diffusion of

tools and rational techniques from los correctos to fas

tontos.

The materials which can be offered here are too

scanty to permit even a beginning of such a study.

They are indeed inadequate to give a balanced de-

scription of all the commoner practices in connection

with life-crises. But they may be offered so that the

merely depictive aspect of this study may be more

nearly complete, and so that the cadence of a Tepoz-
tecan life may be at least outlined.1

A pregnant woman keeps largely to the seclusion of her own
home. There are no important taboos on women during preg-

nancy. "If she suddenly wants to eat something, and cannot

get it, she takes tzacxochitP so that the child will not fall." After

three months of pregnancy she goes to the barranca to bathe.

She may do this many times before the birth.

When the time of delivery comes, she is assisted by a midwife

[S. partera; N. amantecatl]. The midwife cuts the umbilical cord

with scissors, measuring four fingers' length from the child. Then
the cord is carefully tied with cotton thread which has been
doubled or quadrupled and the end of the cord is burned well

with a tallow candle in order that it may not bleed. Tallow from
the candle is put on the thread, and the child is tied up with a

band. In about three days the cord will fall off, but every day
until that time fresh tallow is put on. When the cord has fallen,

tallow is put on for the last time. The umbilical cord is preserved
1 The materials on birth customs were secured by Margaret Park Redfield.

They were nearly all obtained from one informant, a woman of middle age, who
had borne nine children. She represents the typical tonta; and it is probable that

what she described is characteristic of the majority of births in Tepoztlin. In-

formation on marriage customs is much less complete; it was obtained from three

informants, two tontos and one correcto. That on death customs is more complete,
and probably the customs here vary little from family to family. The writer

attended many funerals.

* Laelium sp. She takes an infusion of the pseudo-bulb.
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for use as a remedy for eye trouble. In correct practice the after-

birth is buried in the hearth [llequil\. Ashes are put over it and
then the fire is lighted.

1 "Some throw the afterbirth into the

corral but this is not good because then the mother suffers."

Just before and just after the birth the mother may take an
infusion of a plant known as tlatlantzcametl? The child is bathed

"usually about six hours after birth but always at eleven or

twelve in the morning because it is warmer then." Rosemary is

boiled with water and put in a washbasin with a small cup of
alcohol. As the child is being bathed, still more alcohol is thrown
on its head. It is given to wear a shirt of unbleached muslin, a

cap or bonnet, and a diaper, and wrapped in a sheet and cotton

coverlet. After bathing the child the midwife receives clemole>

beans, a cup of wine, and a box of cigarettes.

The new mother, who is supposed to stay in bed or at least to

remain at home for a month, is cared for during the first week by
the midwife, and after that by her own mother. The midwife

comes every day and binds up the patient with the cenidor. She
makes a doll of rags and ties this against the patient's abdomen.
The doll is worn for a month and a half, from the first day on.

During the first week the new mother and the midwife, who
must eat the same food as her patient, observe food restrictions.

For breakfast the mother may not drink coffee, or chocolate, but

only warm cinnamon water, which is taken with bread. She may
also eat dried meat toasted in the comal with a small amount of
chile pasilla. For dinner some eat nothing but demote, but with
washed chile and no onion. The patient cannot take food that
is very hot or very cold. Milk will chill the stomach. She can-
not eat honey, sugar cane, or eggs. During the first two days
after the birth the relatives, friends, and neighbors all come to

visit. They bring with them pitchers of cinnamon water, or, if it

is noonday, jars ot demote. After the first three days it is well to

give a new mother necuatoley which is afole of cinnamon made
with wild fowl.

1
Sahagun tells us that the umbilical cord of a girl was so disposed of by the

Aztecs.

2 Unidentified.
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After the first week has passed all the women and girls of the

house bathe together in the temazcal. First they eat clemole, of

which there is a large olla. They make little baskets of maguey
fiber [S. estrepaco; N. ixtli] containing pieces of soap for all those

who are to bathe in the temazcal. If it is the first child, the god-

mother, who is always present, makes a cacomixtle of estrepaco

with a cake of soap worth ten centavos inside it. The new mother

is carried to the temazcal by a man. The others, including the

midwife, bring with them into the temazcal a quarter of a liter of

alcohol and an egg mixed together in a basin. The body and

hair of the new mother are washed by the midwife, and the al-

cohol and egg mixture is thrown over her. All cover themselves

with leaves, and as the fire heats, lie down on a petate until the

perspiration
comes. Then all wash again with warm water, soap,

and estrepaco. The midwife does everything for the mother, fin-

ishing by binding her up with the cenidor.

Every week, as long as she stays in bed, the new mother and

all those who are looking after her must bathe in the temazcal.

Since this period usually lasts a month, this makes four baths.

Some, however, reduce it to two weeks "two temazcals."

As soon after the birth as possible [it may even be the same

day], the child is taken to the church for baptism.
1 The child is

taken by the godfather and godmother. After the baptism choc-

olate is drunk and mamon* is eaten.

When the mother first goes out of doors after birth, thirty or

forty days thereafter,
3 the child is dressed in new clothes, and

the mother, in company with the godparents, takes it to hear

1 The absence of the priest is most felt in the omission of baptism. "Now our

children are like animals."

a A cake of egg and cornstarch.

3 There is an inconsistency in the accounts as to the time. It should probably

be forty days, because Christ was presented in the Temple forty days after

birth (Candlemas). Gamio, describing the sacamisa (not so named there) for

Teotihuacan, says that the purpose of the ritual is to solemnize the choice of

godparents. Nothing in the Tepozdan materials would confirm or deny this

meaning. But it apparently has, in Tepozdan, the meaning of a rite of passage;

it introduces the child and reintroduces the mother into the community. On that

day the rag doll (symbolizing the child in the womb) is taken from its place on

the mother's abdomen.
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mass. This is the sacamisa* This is one of the most important
occasions in the life of the child. After the mass, there is a cele-

bration at the home of the child, attended by its relatives; mole

poblano, reserved for the most important fiestas, is served.

There are special dangers and sicknesses to which a newborn
child or the mother is particularly liable. The dangers from el

espanto ["the fright sickness," later described] are greater then.

Small children are especially subject to el dano ["the evil eye"]
and to los aires [diseases caused by the evil spirits of the air],

Ixtlaxolcocoliztli ["clouds-in-the-eyes-sickness"] is a disease

[probably ophthalmia neontorum] common to infants. The symp-
toms are blood and pus coming from the eyes. It is thought to

be caused by the presence near the infant of a man or a woman
who has recently had sexual intercourse. It may be cured by
administering a remedy composed of the umbilical cord of a

boy, that of a girl, some raisins, the leaves of tzitziquilitl* and
the flowers ofsauca? It is also treated with Salde Colima. This
salt is ground and then placed in the form ofa cross on the child's

tongue with the pestle [tejolote] which has first been scrubbed

with estrepaco. If a nursing child vomits, the mother's breasts

are washed with an infusion of tlamatlantli* Then the child is

allowed to nurse. The mother may take this infusion internally.
If a child experiences difficulties during teething, a fly may be

caught and boiled with cumin seed. A little of this administered
to a baby will make its teeth come out.

If the mother dies, a wet nurse [nodriza or chichina] is sought.
"She earns twenty pesos a month and her food." If the family
cannot afford a wet nurse, they give sweetened milk flavored

with chocolate, cinnamon, or coffee. "But then the child usually

dies.';
Children are nursed by the mother for two years or more, al-

though milk is early supplemented by adult food. Food given
in early life is bread, tortillas, milk, beef, bean soup, and maca-
roni soup. All bananas, except the large, long variety, are con-
sidered harmful as causing constipation. Rice is bad for the same

1 Bidens leucantha (L.) Willd.

9 Sambucus mcxicana PresL * Solanum madrtnse Fernald.
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reason. Orange juice is bad because it keeps the teeth from com-

ing out. Honey is hard on the stomachs of adults as well as

children.

Children may be bathed once a week, but generally at about
noon. They are wrapped in blankets like newborn infants and
are then rubbed with alcohol "to make them warm."1

Children spend their time largely in or near the

home, with the other members of the family. There is

little organized play among groups of children. Games
are few and simple: kites, hobbyhorses, balls. Boys
early share in the simple tasks around the house, and

girls, when yet very small, are instructed how to make^
tortillas and how to grind maize. Children enter as

soon as possible into adult interests and occupations.
3

Confirmation takes place at about eight years.

It is generally recognized that people marry young-
er in the village of San Andres than in Tepoztlan and

in the other hamlets. In San Andres girls marry as

young as twelve, and boys when they are fourteen or

fifteen. In Tepoztlan they marry at seventeen and

nineteen, or later "a few even as late as thirty." If

the husband is already economically independent, he

may bring his wife to a house and house site of his

own. Very commonly, however, he has not yet se-

cured his patrimony, and the newly married couple
live with the bridegroom's parents or surviving par-

1 There is probably occasional, but rare, artificial limitation of families. The

principal informant said: "I like to bear children. There are some here who do

not who do not have children. I do not know how that is. But there are cttran-

deras who know. They fix them [descomponen] with medicine. But that isn't

good. God intended to punish us by having children. It is a mortal sin not to

have them."

" No information was obtained on sex instruction or early sex experience.
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ent. "A good wife lives contentedly with her mother-

in-law."1

The ceremonial accompanying marriage has, in gen-

eral, a simple Catholic form. Most of the features of

the old Aztec customs,
2 such as the consultation of

diviners in selecting the bride, the formal exhortation

of the bride and bridegroom, the tying together of the

clothing of the boy and girl as the sanctifying act,

have been displaced by Christian-church ritual. But
certain elements remain. The formal presentation of

the request for the girl's hand, which must be repeated
before formally accepted, was a part of the old Indian

custom. The godfather has taken the place of the pro-
fessional cihuatlanque. Minor elements of this custom,
such as the bringing of gifts of fruit and food, are like-

wise survivals.3

When the boy has found a girl he wants to marry, he tells his

parents. His father and his mother and his godfather and his

godmother all go together to the house of the girl to ask her con-

sent. They are received by the girl and her parents. She is not

expected to give her answer then. The representatives of the

boy ask the girl and her family to think it over, and they come
back in a week. They usually go on Sunday. They may come
back more than once. If she says "No," the matter is ended. If
she says "Yes," then just a week after her consent is obtained
the boy's parents and godparents come to her house and put
flowers and candles in front of the santo in her house. They do

1 When it was suggested to one informant that the couple might live with the
wife's parents, he laughed and said, "Oh, no, there he couldn't even cry out."
But a few newly married couples do live in that way.

a
See, e,g., Clavijero, Historia antigua de Mexico^ p. 326.

3 In some villages the old customs are very largely preserved. See, e.g.,

J. Paredes Colin, art., "Marriage Customs ofSan Juan Miautitlan" (Puebla).
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this on following Sundays too. They may bring chocolate and
wine and a chiquihulte of bread and put this before the santo

also. Usually the boy and girl know the matter is settled before

the formal consent is given.

The wedding ceremony is performed by the priest in the

church, if the priest is there and if the families can afford it.

Civil marriage is required by law and obviates difficulties of in-

heritance; but it is not well regarded and is done reluctantly and
with no feeling of a sanction received. Not uncommonly neither

ceremony is performed.
1 After the wedding there is a feast, with

mole poblano ["turkey mole"]. This takes place at the house of

the groom. His parents and godparents stand the expense. The

girl's wedding costume is likewise paid for by the boy's parents
and godparents. The relatives and friends of both families come
to the wedding feast; sometimes dancing goes on for two nights.

The marriage is in part a recognition of the new re-

lationship between two families: between the parents
and godparents of the bride and those of the groom.
All these people are now compadres, a very close and

intimate relationship characteristic of the peasant

peoples of Catholic South Europe. The importance of

the godfather, who to a certain extent displaces the

father in control over and responsibility for the child,

is described by Gamiof the relationship is about the

same in Tepoztln.
The family organization is in general European.

The details of family relationships among the Aztecs

are unknown. But a comparison of present kinship

terms in Tepoztlan with those used by the Aztecs3

1 The collected information does not warrant a statement as to the extent of

informal unions without any ceremonial recognition.

2 La poblaci6n del valle de Juan Teotihuacan, II, 243.

3 This is done in a table in Appendix A.
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shows that the old terms are used in so far as they

agree with European categories, or are modified in

meaning so as to conform with European grouping.
The importance of the relationship between parents-
in-law is reflected in the use of the Nahuatl word

huexi, and also of the Spanish equivalent, consuegrosy

to denote this relationship.

The ritual of death includes two conspicuous fea-

tures. One is the wake, a mildly orgiastic occasion

probably more Catholic than Indian. Few pre-Colum-
bian elements survive in the death customs. The pa-

per sandals on the soles of the deceased, the water-

gourd and food placed with the body, are probably
such feeble survivals.

The other is the sharp distinction between a child's

funeral and that of an adult. The former is, as the

child is supposed to "become an angel immediately,"
a theoretically happy occasion, and is accompanied
with symbols of rejoicing. An adult is less certain of a

place near the Divine Seat, and the funeral symbolism
is somber. In Mexico City this distinction is exhibited

chiefly in the color of the coffin-^white for a child,

black for an adult. In some Indian villages the re-

joicing on the occasion of the death of a child is more

copiously expressed than in Tepoztlan. In Xoxocotla,
south ofTepoztldn, in Morelos, rockets are discharged
at the funeral of a child, and in some Guerrero villages
a dance is held.1

1 Not personally verified. The statements in this sentence were made by in*

fonnants.
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When a child dies, the bell is tolled in the chapel of the barrio

in which it lived. The body is laid out on a table [or bed] and is

covered with flowers. Candles burn at the head. A crown of

paper flowers is often placed on the head, and a bunch of such

flowers in the clasped hands. Food often merely bread and
milk is placed near the head. The bereaved parents invite their

friends to come share their sorrow. Musicians are hired and

play all night following the death, while the intimate circle sit

close beside the body conversing. The music is gay the music

of march or song. The women remain in or near the house. Out-

side, with the musicians, remain the less favored men. These

drink a great deal; many are quite drunk by morning. There is

much laughing, shouting, and quarreling.
Burial usually takes place the next day, most often at about

three in the afternoon. All burials take place in the cemetery,
which is about a mile east of Tepoztln. Before the funeral pro-
cession starts, the body is clothed in a white-satin shroud. On
the bare feet are tied paper sandals, often gilded. A small painted

gourd, to symbolize the water-carrier, may be placed with the

body. The body is placed in the coffin, but the lid is not put on.

The coffin is painted red and gold. The litter is decorated with

bright-colored flowers, and these are strewn before the procession
as it enters the churchyard. The party consists of the friends

and relatives, and the musicians, who continue to play cheerful

airs. The mother carries a candle, to be lighted at the grave.

When the priest is there, prayers are read in the church. If he is

away, the procession passes through the churchyard, up to the

door of the church and away, before going to the cemetery. At
the grave, if there is no priest, no ritualistic acts are performed.
The bodies are placed in crypts; as they crumble away, room is

made for others. Refreshments may be taken at the cemetery
before the people turn back.

When an adult dies, no flowers are used. The body is clad in

black and white. Black paper is used to decorate the bier; the

candles burned are black. The coffin is black, and the lid is

nailed on before the procession starts. The music played is a

dirge. Sometimes the bell in the chapel strikes the hours with
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double strokes until the funeral. Some families maintain an older

custom, when an adult dies, of singing traditional funeral chants

[alabados] during the night of vigil before interment.

A week after the death of adult or child, food is set out for the

soul to come and get before it then sets out for the land of the

dead. The eating of this food the following day may be a cere-

monial occasion, with friends asked in to share the eating and

drinking.



CHAPTER VIII

THE DIVISION OF LABOR
Not only does Tepoztldn maintain itself almost en-

tirely by farming, but nearly every Tepoztecan is a

farmer. Most families have at least a small milpa in

which the men are active during the seasons of sowing
and of harvesting. Only the teacher, perhaps, and a

few of the artisans and merchants have so specialized
their functions as to remain no longer at least in part

agriculturalists. Although most of the rural popula-
tion of Mexico was, until recent agrarian reforms,

landless, most of the people of Tepoztldn have for a

very long time tilled their own fields.

As with many other communities of peasants or of

primitive peoples, therefore, specialization of function

has not proceeded so far but that nearly everyone

practices the fundamental techniques of maintenance.

Agriculture remains as a sort of occupational common
denominator. During the harvest season the carpen-
ters leave their benches; some of the merchants close

their shops; even the messenger who goes to the rail-

road for the mail1
delegates his duties to a boy while

he gathers his own harvest, or assists in bringing
in the harvest of neighbors.

1
Daily mail delivery (by carrier) toTepoztlan was inaugurated in September,

1926. Before that, letters for Tepoztlan were held at 1 Parque, the nearest rail-

way station.

145
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The municipal government, it has already been sug-

gested, is more formal than actual; and there are few

special functionaries in charge of public repairs and

improvements. The ayuntamiento employs men to

care for the building in which the government has its

offices, and to sweep and water the central plaza. But
other repairs and maintenance operations are per-
formed by individuals or groups of neighbors particu-

larly concerned. If a water tank is dirty, it remains so

until someone who draws water there is moved to

spend the time and labor necessary to clean it. Tasks

requiring many men and involving several techniques
and kinds of materials are done by men living in the

barrio where the repair must be made. If the proposed
work is considerable, the consent of the ayuntamiento
must first be obtained. This is, however, almost en-

tirely formal. The local government does not pay for

the work out of local funds or employ workmen. For

example, when in 1927 a new set of stone troughs for

washing clothes was put up where the barrio of La
Santisima meets that of Santa Cruz, one of the ayu-
dantes living in Santa Cruz asked consent of the

presidents. A few of the elder men of the two tarries

organized a party to make the repairs. One con-

tributed the lime; another hauled the sand; others

labored for a day or more. The ayuntamiento con-

tributed nothing but the aguardiente.
Such co-operative labor is stereotyped, and bears

the special name cuatequitL This word is from the or-

dinary word for work (tequitl) and a root meaning
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"head/' much like the "poll" in our "poll tax." Co-

operative repair of streets is cuatequitl. The co-opera-
tive labor by which harvests are brought in is cuate-

quitl. So is the co-operative work done in connection

with the support of the santos; the cleaning of the

chapels, and the preparation of the chapel and its

yard for a fiesta. Such work is regarded as the moral

obligation of the individual to perform. The request
of an elder to join in such work is not lightly denied.

The limited observation upon which these statements

are founded would suggest that such requests tend to

assume an almost ritualistic character; the request is

almost a formula. A group of men go about from
house to house, announcing the proposed work. One

says, characteristically, "moztla mitztocaroa cuate-

quitl" ("Tomorrow it falls to you to do cuatequitl [of a

certain sort]")-
1 The word cuatequitl is always used.

Cuatequitl is, quite plainly, the survival of com-
munal labor reported from both the Aztec and the

Maya areas. It is probably characteristic of all parts
of Mexico where Indian heritages are strong.

There are, however, a score or more classes of spe-
cialists in Tepoztlan, and a description of the extent

to which labor is divided is, as always, a description

of the intellectual life of the community. A special in-

terest to the situation in Tepoztldn is derived from
the fact that the specialists there fall into two distinct

classes, one of which represents the self-sufficient

1 In this Nahuatl phrase the Spanish verb tocar ("to fall to the torn of," "to

pertain to") is used as though it were a Nahuatl root.
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primitive community that Tepoztlan once was, and

the other of which represents the part of modern ur-

banized society that it is becoming.

An enumeration of Tepoztecan specialists is not an

enumeration of an equal number of individuals; it

scarcely need be pointed out that many individuals

practice more than one specialty. Some special func-

tions, as those of the musicians, are very occasional.

It is noteworthy that in most cases it is a correcto who
exercises more than one special function.

E. V. was born and brought up in Tepoztldn. His family were

by tradition those who made masks for the carnival, and he con-

tinues to exercise this function. When a youth he learned the

trade of a mason. Later he went to Mexico City. There he

learned woodcarving and gilding; these occupations he occasion-

ally practices now that he is back in Tepoztlan. In Mexico City
he was for a time a street-car motorman. Now, returned to Te-

poztlan, he has a minor position in the municipal government.

Occasionally he functions as mason, woodcarver, or gilder, and

during the proper season makes masks for the carnival. He also

tills his ancestral mil-pa.

L. V. lives in the house where he was born. During the revolu-

tion he went to Mexico City and remained there seven years.
While there he learned shoemaking. Either there or in Tepoztldn
he also learned the mason's trade. Now, back in Tepoztldn, he

has a cobbler's shop, occasionally works as a mason, and is also

sometimes called upon as a musician. He tills his cornfield also.

The following inventory of specialists is probably
not quite complete^ either as to the number of occupa-
tions represented or as to the number of individuals

practicing a given occupation.
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Two teachers, a young man and a young woman: Both are

natives, of distinctly correcto families, and both were educated in

the city. Both wear city clothes all the time and have no other

specialty but teaching.

The priest should be mentioned, although during the period of

investigation there was no priest officiating in Tepoztldn, as

there was not elsewhere in Mexico. He was a man of correcto

family, well educated in the city.

Five storekeepers: These are men ofsome capital. They have

small shops on the plaza . On the whole they devote their time

to trade. Each makes frequent trips to Mexico City to buy goods.

Most become tradespeople on a small scale or minor commercial

employees in Mexico City during the revolution; it does not

appear that any one of them inherited the business. Besides

these five storekeepers there are two young men who flavor and

charge water and bottle the result for local sale. These men have

considerable communication with the city.

Two corn-factors: These men buy the locally produced sur-

plus maize, arrange for its shipment to Mexico City, and there

sell it wholesale.

Three butchers: Their shops are on the plaza. The meat is

butchered locally.

Two shoemakers: One, a cripple, learned his trade from an

earlier shoemaker in Tepoztlan; the other learned it in Mexico

City.

Three carpenters: One man has a shop on the plaza; the others

work in their homes. Tools are simple and few, all of European

pattern. These men make furniture, doors, and candlesticks for

the churches, also coffins and saddles. Information is lacking as

to where each learned his trade.

Four masons: These men lay brick floors, and build walls and

water tanks, occasional columns and porticoes on the better
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houses of adobe or stone covered with mezcla.* The tools are Eu-

ropean, except the coa? the old agricultural hoe which masons
sometimes use to mix mezcla. The cost of bringing in cement

practically eliminates concrete work. One mason learned his

trade in Mexico City, another in Tepoztlan, and a third from a

North American railway engineer who employed him as a com-
mon laborer to assist in building culverts on the railway near

El Parque.

Two ironworkers: These men make machetes and incidental

ironwork. Information is lacking as to their history.

Six bakers: In the case of two, the trade was learned in a

larger city; information is lacking on the others. Each does his

baking in a domed adobe oven of early Spanish pattern, built in

his own houseyard. Wheat flour is imported from the city. Wild

yeast is used. The dough is put into the oven on wooden paddles.

Many of the special types of bread recognized in the cities are

made here too.

Silversmiths: Although these specialists are referred to by this

name [p/ateros], and although they do occasional work in silver,
3

they are the odd-job men of TepoztUn. Each operates a small

homemade forge, and is equipped with workbench, vises,

punches, soldering implements, etc. They do construction and

repair work in metal; repair watches, phonographs, and what
little other machinery there is in Tepoztlan. One picked up most
of his knowledge while in Mexico City.

Five barbers: This occupation is distinctly an occasional one.
The equipment is no more than a razor and shears.

An indeterminable number ofmusicians. Many men women
rarely play musical instruments. Sometimes permanent organi-

1A mixture of lime and sand.

a
Already described on p. 50.

3
Usually silver ritualistic paraphernalia for the church.
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zations are formed which assume a public function. A band of

musicians of San Andres are frequently called upon to play at

funerals or weddings. During 1927 "the new orchestra*
'

was or-

ganized at Tepoztldn. This was composed of young men, mostly
correctosy who played "modern" pieces, on Sundays or holidays,
to entertain the townspeople. The "old orchestra" is a musical

organization of quite another sort. This is composed of four older

men who know the traditional music used for the posadas and for

certain of the religious dances. They play chiefly ritual music,
not current compositions. Funeral music is of an intermediate

type; the "old orchestra" plays at funerals too. The chirimiteros

are not regarded as musicians; they will be referred to later.

With the musicians this list grades off into special-

ties that are so casual, so little differentiated, so easily

taken on and put off, that it is difficult to name the

specialists. Such are the arrieros, the men who own
mules or horses and haul goods from the railway to

the town, chiefly for the merchants; the charcoal-

burners and woodcutters; the men who keep and milk

cows and the women who sell the milk; and the women
who sell camotes. Anyone may engage in these oc-

cupations occasionally; a few devote themselves to

one or another.

There are likewise a considerable number of persons
who stand ready to supply some special need, al-

though the fulfilling of this function plays a very
minor r61e in their lives. One woman keeps metatesy

bought in some city and held for resale; several keep a

stock of herbs; one of the shoemakers keeps a few

commercial drugs. A casual acquaintance of the town

gives an impression of very little differentiation, but

closer familiarity shows.that in any need, even an un-
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usual need, there is always someone who is expected
to step into a special r61e and exercise a special func-

tion for that crisis.

In general, the specialists of the sorts just listed are

correctos. But there are other specialists that seem to

fall into another class, to represent a different type of

specialization of function. The specialists of this sec-

ond class are, in the main, tontos. These are:

Thirteen [perhaps more] herb-doctors [S. curanderas; N. tepah-

tiant\: With one exception, a man up in Los Reyes, these

are women. They have a command of the folk knowledge of

medicine. They are called upon in sicknesses of any seriousness.

A large part of their technique is the preparation and administer-

ing of herbal remedies.1

Ten [perhaps more] midwives [S. partera; N. amantecatl\\

These are always women. There is no case in the materials of a

midwife who is also an herb-doctor. The specialties are quite
distinct.

1
They are called in to attend all births. Their tech-

nique has been described in the preceding chapters.

Three chirimiteros: These men play the traditional strain of

music on the roofs of chapels and in the yards of the mayordomos
atfiestas celebrating santos. None of them are young men. The
act is entirely ritualistic. There is no pay but food and drink.

Most chirimiteros carve their own chirimias out ofzopilote wood.
This is also a special technique.

Two [or three?] huehuechihque: These are men who know the

traditional words used in summoning people to pay their con-

tribution for the santos, and those used in thanking them when

1 In asking if a woman sets herself up as an herb-doctor, the phrase is Sabe
htnir? ("Docs she know how to boil?")

a There is also some evidence that some curanderas specialize in certain

diseases.
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the contribution is paid. Like the chirimiteros, the huehuechih-

que are called upon only forfiestas ofsantos.

Two fireworks-makers [coheteros]: These men prepare the

castillos for the fiestas of the santos, and make rockets [cohetes]

which are used for any celebration.

Three maskmakers:1 These men are brothers. The duty of

making masks has always been in their family. Before the car-

nival these three men devote most of their time to making the

traditional masks.

Two magicians [magicos] ? The existence of these specialists
was learned shortly before leaving TepoztUn; nothing is known
about them except the identity of the two individuals. "They
say they know how to take a woman out of her house against
her will."

These two classes of specialists appear to represent
two different types of social organization, and the

changing relations between them describe the social

evolution of Tepoztldn. Occupations of the first class

are invariably carried on in order to earn a livelihood.

Those of the second class are to a less extent carried

on for remuneration. The chirimitero, the huehut-

chique, the maskmaker, even the midwife and the herb-

doctor, perform their functions because theirs are

r61es which the group is accustomed to see them take.

The specialists of the first class in many instances

acquire their specialties adventitiously. In many
cases the storekeeper, the mason, or the carpenter has

1 These men happen to be correctos.

* The magicos are quite distinct from witches (brujas). The reputation of

witches is acquired unwittingly and is not enjoyed. Theirs is not a profession.
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learned his trade in Mexico City. Here he has entered

into the freer economic competition that characterizes

the city, and his abilities have enabled him to survive

by means of a trade or profession which he is fitted to

carry on. The herb-doctor, the chirimitero, the mask-

maker, and the others of this group have, it would

seem, more often inherited their professions, come
into them almost inevitably. This is clear for the

chirimiteroS) huehtiechihque, and maskmakers; infor-

mation is lacking as to the herb-doctors and midwives.

The techniques employed by the specialists of the

first class are those of modern European civilization.

Those of the second class are, for the most part, an-

cient heritages of the Indian culture. The art of the

fireworks-maker is a European technique, it is true,

but it is one early acquired and incorporated into the

folk culture. Information from other Mexican vil-

lages
1
suggests that, like other specialties in the second

group, it tends to become a mystery, a guarded art

transmitted reluctantly to only certain individuals.

In almost every case it is lamented, by los tontosy

that the specialists of the second group are becoming
fewer. There used to be many chirimiteros; now there

are but three. Young men want to learn to play the

violin rather than the chirimia. The few remaining

huehuechihquc are overworked. The greater need for

1 "In such wisdom lies precisely the success of the trade and because of its

precious formulas, reserved in most rigorous secrecy, pass from father to son as

an inestimable legacy, and only on rare occasions to the predilect worker, gener-

ally the future son-in-law, as a recompense for great fidelity" (M. O. de Mendiza-

bal, "Powder That Kills and Powder That Amuses," Mexican Folkways, III

[1927], 15).
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midwives and herb-doctors keeps these occupations

flourishing, and the art of the fireworks-maker is also

a livelihood, like those of the baker and butcher.

It is probable, on the other hand, that the occupa-
tions of the first group are increasing in variety. Each
new mechanical device requires a new specialist. A
few years ago the first steam mill was put up in Tepoz-
tlan; it brought with it the first miller, a foreigner to

Tepoztlan. There is talk among los corrector of some

day putting a small electric power plant in a waterfall

near by. This is perhaps remote, but when it happens
it will bring other specialties with it. Each of these

city-born occupations brings a new world of special

interest, a new tradesman or professional who is not

hampered by tradition, who thinks in terms of his

occupation, who is interested in perfecting it and mak-

ing it yield more, who continues, therefore, to com-
municate with the city and take over its changing
ways. Such a specialty is not a traditional preroga-

tive, but a commercial opportunity won by competi-
tion. The storekeepers of Tepoztlin are becoming its

first bankers. The waxing of the first group of special-
ists and the waning of the second group describes the

progressive secularization of labor in Tepdztldn.



CHAPTER IX

MAGIC AND MEDICINE
It is not merely convenient to discuss magic and

medicine together; it is almost inevitable. In Tepoz-

tldn, as among other simple peoples, the two fields

very largely overlap. Medicine is to a great degree

magical, and most current magical practices are also

medical. Partly because the rational cure of disease

depends on a great body of accumulated knowledge
and experimentation, and perhaps partly because the

mere expression of a wish to be cured is sometimes ef-

fective, magical behavior persists longer in the field

of medicine than in almost any other field of human
concern. The separation of magic and medicine is, in

a sense, a unique event; and even in modern Western

society the separation is yet incomplete.
In Tepoztln the only generally recognized and

practiced body of magic has to do with medical cures.

Black magic exists in the form of witchcraft; in the

present study materials are largely lacking, but it is

probably not uncommon. It is, however, surrepti-

tious, and is entering, to the people themselves, into

the limbo of superstition. White magic takes in gen-
eral the form of amulets and talismans,

1

conveying to

the wearer the protective power of priest or santo. But
in the case of the treatment of disease, there is a large

1 See Gzmio>LapobIaci6n del talk de TeotiJauican, II, 220. Perhaps older folk

amulets, not involving Catholic symbols, are also used in Tepoztlan.
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body of public knowledge, of positive practices, which

are fixed, traditional, and, in general, magical.

The extent to which manifestations of the morbid

are segregated and distinguished as diseases is no-

where very definitely fixed. The number of diseases

known is determined simply by the number of names.

Any cluster of symptoms may be isolated and given a

name; a new disease is thereby created. So the extent

to which diseases and treatments are discriminated in

Tepoztldn probably varies greatly with the experience

and special interests of the individual. It would seem

advisable, therefore, to exhaust the medical knowl-

edge of a number of individuals separately, in order to

describe the range ofmedical knowledge in Tepoztldn.
In the present preliminary investigation this was not

done. The materials come largely from two inform-

ants, a tonta and a correcto. Both described essentially

the same symptoms and the same treatments for the

more conspicuous diseases. The educated man knew
little about herbal remedies, but made more distinc-

tions in medical terminology.
1 The less educated

woman showed detailed familiarity with the manifes-

tations and mode of treatment of the diseases desig-

nated below as "folk diseases" and a vast acquaint-
ance with herbal medicine.

Of the diseases recognized and treated in TepoztUn
1 Fever generally is known as totonializtli. Typhoid is cocolotzintli, malaria is

atonahuiztli, pneumonia is ahcokocoUztli ("sickness of the shoulders"). Hftccu-

aliztli is dysentery. Tzintecopalicihuiztli is diarrhea with tenesmus. Yezhuctzi is

hemorrhage. Nccoxonilli is probably hernia. Tzompilahuiztli is catarrh. Tlatla-

ziztli is an ordinary cough; chichitlatlaziztli is a hard, racking cough ("a dog's

cough")-
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there are first simple symptoms, such as headache

(teonteconcualiztfy, earache (nacazcocoliztli), toothache

(tlancochcocoliztli)) cough (tlatlaziztli), and intestinal

disorders generally. These, and the common ex-

ternal disorders, such as tumors, blisters, wounds,

burns, insect bites, and fractures, are recognized as

coming from a variety of natural causes. Their treat-

ment is specific, usually herbal, and does not involve

much ritualistic medicine. For each such ailment

there are often many separately recognized treat-

ments, all more or less alike in nature. The notes ac-

cumulated on treatment of fever will illustrate.

Alta reina or tzotzonixtlalli [Piqueria trinervia Cav.} leaves are

applied to the soles of the feet.

The leaves of alta reina are boiled with those of yerba de San

Jose [N. sanhuanaxictzi; Verbena polystachya H.B.KJ, mahas

[Mahaparviflora LJ, and the petals ofrosas de Castilla [Rosa sp ?],

and the resulting infusion is taken internally.
Leaves of borage [boraja; Borago officianalis L.] are steeped in

water and drunk cold.

The entire plant of tlatlancuaye [no Spanish name; Iresene in-

terrupte Benth.] is ground and steeped with other herbs and

placed on the lungs as a poultice. The other ingredients are rosas

de Castilla, coriander, and a little wine.

The leaves of espinoncillo [Loeselia mexicana (Larn.) Brand.]
are boiled and the infusion taken as a purge.

Leaves vidigerillo [N. axaxaxoxihuitl; the castor-oil bush] are

boiled and the infusion drunk.

By far the largest part of medical treatment, es-

pecially in the case of these simpler ailments, is herbal.

The ancient Mexicans1 had a wide knowledge of herb-

* Francisco Hernandez, Cuatro libros de la naturakza. Also A. Gerste, S.J.,

La mtdecine et la botamque des ancicnnes Mexicaines.
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al medicine, and a special goddess of herbs; and the

Mexican folk of the present day have retained and

modified much of this herbal lore.
1 The principal in-

formant on this point collected in the vicinity of

Tepoztldn one hundred and ten remedial plants, and

for each she gave the name and use.2

The infectious diseases acquired from Europeans,
which occasionally are epidemic in Tepoztldn, such as

smallpox, whooping-cough, and diphtheria, are well

known and named. Judging from the materials avail-

able here, there is not much specialized folk medicine

in connection with them. Venereal disease is plainly

distinguished. A common remedy is the root of sar-

saparilla, sometimes boiled with tamarind seeds. The

only* remedy for consumption noted is to boil a piece
of china in water and drink it.

But of the diseases which are regarded as entities,

and not mere symptoms that may result from varying

causes, those most frequently diagnosed and treated

are a group which may be termed "folk diseases" as

distinguished from concepts of the morbid directly

imitated from modern Western civilization. Some of

these folk diseases involve supernatural causation,

and some do not. The latter class are commonly

rough approximations of disease categories recognized

in modern city life*

1 Louis Sue, Les plantes mtdidnaUs du Mcxique.

3 Those on this list which it was possible to identify botanically are given, with

their uses, in Redfield, art., "Remedial Plants of TepoztUn."
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Los biles ["the biles"]. "This is when you cannot feel the

pulse. One is very weak and does not want to eat." Various

herbal remedies are administered.

El empacho ["the surfeit"; N. nexuitilli\. "Children eat too

much, milk and tortillas, for instance, and then they do not want
to eat." This is apparently indigestion. A herbal cathartic rem-

edy is given.
La disipela [N. totonqui, "heats" or tlachmolli2, term also

applied to the burning of dry grass on the hills]. "A part of the

body swells and gets red." There are a whole series of herbal

remedies applied as poultices, as well as some internal remedies.

CuacihuiztK. [This Nahuatl term is also used in Spanish dis-

course. It plainly means rheumatism.] "One feels cold and hot;
the bones grind together; sometimes a joint has little lumps on
it." The remedy is the steam bath in the temazcal and the ex-

ternal application of herbal poultices.
Boca podrida [N. camapalaniliztli\. Both mean "rotten

mouth." "The lips get white and look like pork meat." Certain
leaves are toasted and steeped and the lips washed with the in-

fusion.

Costumbre bianco [N. iztacc-cocottztli, "white sickness"]. Cos-

tumbre is used in the sense of "catamenia." This is a disease of

pregnant women. "They turn white and have pain in the abdo-
men. The trouble may often involve necaxanilli, "looseness of
the waist" [womb]. Herbal remedies are taken to "fix the pla-
centa."

There are doubtless others. Tlancuatlatzihuiztli,

"laziness of the knees/* has already been mentioned
in chapter v, and ixtlazolcocoliztli in chapter vii. This
latter disease, affecting newborn children, has, it will

be remembered, a purely magical etiology.
A small group of folk diseases demands special con-

sideration. La mohina and el espanto are strong emo-
tional states which are treated as diseases. In both
cases uncontrollable passion, or long-persisting moods,
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which the individual comes to feel are beyond his con-

trol, are thought of as morbid entities. The folk practi-

tioner diagnoses them and treats them like any disease.

La mohina ["fretfulness, peevishness"; no Nahuatl term given]
is very common. "It is when one has become very angry. One

may even get so angry one cannot get over it, but dies. Many
things may cause it. For example, one may come to my house,
and after he leaves I miss some object I prize. I blame the caller

as the thief and get very angry. Or I may break something I am
fond of and so get very angry. Children do not get this disease."

The remedies are various quieting drinks. Spiced drinks are com-

mon, a tea made of lemon leaves, and especially an infusion of

turnip peels.

Elespanto ["the fright," "the terror"; no Nahuatl term given].

"One trembles and grows weak and does not wish to eat. Any-
thing frightening may cause it, as, for example, when you wake

up suddenly in the night having seen a ghost [muertito]." The

patient is bathed with laurel that has been blessed by the priest
and with orange and shaddock peels which have been placed on

the altars during Holy Week.1

Diseases thought to be caused by possession by evil

spirits, so common in Mediterranean Europe, are ap-

parently absent in TepoztUn, perhaps because not

characteristic of American Indian thought. On the

other hand, the idea of the Evil Eye, just as little"
5

characteristic of the American aborigines, has been

introduced by the Spaniards and is common all over

Mexico.2 The present materials do not contain any
reference to the affliction by the name of the Evil

1 El espanto is described from a village in Tehuantepec by Frances Toor in

Mexican Folkways, No. 7 (1926), p. 31. There the cure
consisted_of making the

sign of the cross, massaging with herbs, and prayers and invocations.

9 In the state of Mexico, Gamio, op. cit.9 II, 258; in Tehuantepec, Starr,

Notes on the Ethnography of Southern Mexico, p. 52; in New Mexico, Espinosa,

art., "Notes on New Mexican Folklore," pp. 395 ff.
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Eye; it is referred to as el dano ("the hurt/' "the in-

jury")- There is a Nahuatl term, oquitzahtzitihque

("making cry"), and this is the significant symptom.
Children cry and cry, and sigh and sigh, and cannot be com-

forted. Only children get this disease. It comes after they have
been praised in their presence by someone. After the visitor

leaves, the child cries and refuses to be comforted. One eye, usu-

ally the left, gets very small [chiquitito]. The child sighs and com-

plains. Children may die of it. The gall bursts [quichichicatlap-

ana] and so they die. Not everyone can cause eldano. Only those

who have bitter hearts [yolchichihque].

The baby is crying today because yesterday you took him to

los toros, and while he was there some one said, "How pretty!
What red cheeks he has!" So now of course he is crying. You
should fumigate [sahumar] him over leaves of laurel and palm
and cedar arranged in the form of a cross in a brazier or a pot-
sherd. Or take twelve chile seeds and arrange them in the form
of a cross on the tcfalcate* The child should be held in the smoke
first horizontally and then upside down.1

If you can find out who caused el dano, you must get some

xaltecopalli* This is gathered on the hills. You can buy it here

in the hierberias. If a man caused it, make a figure of a man of

copal; if a woman, make a figure of a woman. Throw the figure
in the fire, and the baby will get well.

The most important single concept of disease is de-

fined not in terms of symptoms, but in terms of causa-

tion of supernatural causation. By far the common-
est single explanation of sickness to be given in Tepoz-
tldn is that the afflicted one has been attacked by los

aires ("the airs/' "the winds")- Lo$ aires* are the evil

* This is very reminiscent of an ancient Aztec practice.
*
"Sand-stone-copaL" It has small hard granules in it.

' Based on the accounts of four informants, which were supplementary in

regard to minor details.
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spirits of the air. They are found wherever there is

water at water tanks, in ravines, at public washing-

places, in the rain. They are thought of as very little

people. The sure diagnostic feature is their appear-
ance in dreams to the person afflicted; he sees them

scolding him and striking at him. Then he knows that

he has offended them.

Los aires* may cause all sorts of mischief. Mere

stumbling may be attributed to them. There are cer-

tain very characteristic symptoms, however. They
disfigure the mouth (tecamacolohua) ; they bring spots

(texiomaca); they bring pimples or sores (tezahuama);

they cause palsy (tecohcototzohua). Paralysis and scab-

like sores are especially attributed to them.

An important part of the treatment for this disease

is washing with certain herbs.2
. There are also several

internal remedies. Powdered woodpecker's head is

one of these. Amulets3 are worn to keep away the

disease. People are careful to keep away from places
where water collects. It is dangerous to bathe in the

open for this reason.

The washing with herbs should be done at the inter-

section of two streets. When it is completed, the bundle

of herbs is flung away and everyone rushes into the

house without looking back. Often the washing with

herbs includes fumigation with the smokeofa cigarette.

1 The name is applied to the beings as well as to the disease.

*
Esp. Piqueria trinerviaCzv. and Salvia microphylla H.B.K.

8 Commonly the seeds of Mucuna, perforated and equipped with bits of

colored yarn.
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An essential part of the treatment is the conciliation

of the offended spirits. The Nahuatl name for the dis-

ease \syehyecahuiliztli ("wind disease")- The word for

"winds" is simply yehyecame. But when the spirits

are referred to, they are described with the very re-

spectful suffixyehyecafaitzin* The conciliation consists

in leaving gifts to los aires at the place where these

spirits became offended, and where, consequently, the

disease was contracted. It is the curandera who ar-

ranges the gift and takes it to the ravine or washing-

place. The offering must include tamales^ and often

other food and cigarettes. An apparently invariable

part of the gift is a doll. This is usually locally made,
of bits of cloth. It should have red cheeks. Some-
where about it is tied a bit of colored yarn. "Los aires

would not take the gift without this."

I had los aires when I was younger. They came because I

went to Axihtla and there I washed my whole body. So granos
came all over my body. See, there are still a few here on my
hand. My mother went to an ancianita and asked her to cure me.
We paid the ancianita four pesos and besides we had to pay for

the gifts to los aires. She steeped aha reina and mirto* in a bowl.

My father smoked a cigarette and mixed the smoke with the

herbs. Then the ancianita washed my body, carefully, with the

herbs. Then the cigarette was taken out of doors and thrown
over the house. The herbs were wrapped in cornhusks and
thrown over the house too. This is always done. Otherwise los

aires would come to anyone who might pick up the herbs.

The ancianita took the gifts to the water tank at Axihtla and
left them there for los aires. She took a doll, two limes, an orange,
three toys of clay, and four cigarettes tied with yarn. After a
while I got well.

1 The herbs just named.
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Sometimes los aires demand a chicken [Piden un polio]. Then

you take a live chicken and tie it by the water tank or wherever
the sickness came, and leave it there until it dies. If you ate it

yourselfyou would die.
1

Los aires are apparently the extant representatives
of some or all of the many specialized deities of disease

of the ancient Aztecs. The change they have undef^"

gone is that experienced by the European gods that

became fairies and goblins. It would seem that the

ahuahqu? are also the descendants of pre-Columbian

deities;
3 but so far as the present materials go/ the

1 Told by a girl about thirteen years old, a tonta. * See p. lai.

3 It seems probable that los aires are in part, at least, the tlaloqucs, the minor

gods of rain. The doll is probably the twentieth-century manifestation of the

dough images offered in propitiation. "Todos los montes eminentes, especial-
mente donde se arman nublados para llover, imaginaban que eran dioses y a

cada uno de ellos hacfan su imagen segun la idea que tenian de los tales. Tenfan
tambi6n imaginaci6n de que ciertas enfermedades acometian, hacfan voto de

hacer fiesta y ofrenda a tal o talmonte de quien estaba mas cerca, o con quien
tenfa mas devoci6n. Tambie*n hacfan semejante voto aquellos que se vefan en

algun peligro de ahogarse en el agua de los rios, o de la mar. Las enfermedades

porque hacian dichos votos era la gota de las manos, o de las pics o de cual-

quiera parte del cuerpo, y tambi6n el tullimiento de algun miembro, o de todo el

cuerpo; tambie*n el embaramiento del pezcuezo, o de otra parte o encogimiento
de algun miembro, o el pararse yerto. Estos tales a quienes estas enfermedades

acontecfan, hacfan voto de hacer las imagines de los dioses que se siguen: a saber

del dios del aire, de la del agua, y del dios de la lluvia
"
(Sahagun, Book I,

chap. xxi). Sahagun goes on to tell how the afflicted one asked the priest to pre-

pare and offer the image and describes the ceremony then held.

Probably other ancient gods contribute to the present folk concept. "Estas

diosas Uamadas Civapipilti eran todas las mugeres que morfan del primer parto,
a las cuales canonizaban por diosas, segun esta escrito en el 6 libro, en el capitulo

28; .... estas diosas andan juntas por el aire, y aparecen cuando quieten a los

ninos y ninas los empecen con enfermedades, como es dandolas mal de perlesfa, y
entrando en los cuerpos humanos. Decfan que andaban en las encrucijadas de

los caminos, y por esto les padres y madres vedaban a sus hijos y hijas que en

ciertas dfas del ano en que tenfan que descendfan estas diosas, so saliesen fuera

de casa, porque no topasan con ellos, y no les hiciesen algun dano . . . ." (ibid.y

chap. x).

4 But see Frances Toor, art., "Cures and Medicine Women," p. 18.
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ahuahque are the mountain-dwelling, terrifying gods
of thunder and rain, and are not connected with dis-

ease.

These limited materials suggest that in general the

medical treatments in use in Tepoztlan are like those

of all folk communities a stock of traditional cura-

tive acts tending to be ritualistic. But, to a certain

extent, there is available to an afflicted invididual the

choice of applying remedies of the city. Not a few

have lived in the city and have learned to use some of

the drugs in official pharmacopeias. One or two in-

dividuals in Tepoztlan keep a few commercial drugs
on hand for sale. There are drug stores in Cuerna-

vaca, and not infrequently an individual, even a tonto y

will walk there to secure a medicine. A prolonged

toothache, which has survived the ministrations of the

herbalist, may cause the sufferer to go to Cuernavaca

to have the tooth extracted.

It might be supposed that this choice of remedial

systems would in time bring about an experimental
attitude on the part of Tepoztecans and favor the

extension of rational conduct in the treatment of

disease and the corresponding diminution of magical
behavior. A collection of cases might show the mech-
anisms of the process. What affect the city ways are

having on the attitude toward disease is, however,

probably slowly felt, and so far the traditional cures

are paramount. During two or three months of 1925
or 1926 a Bulgarian doctor,

1 one of the few Europeans
1 Known to the Tepoztecans as a German.
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to take up residence in Tepoztlan, attempted to de-

velop a practice of medicine in this community of over

four thousand. Although well liked, he was unsuccess-

ful in his attempts to secure a practice; people con-

tinued to go to the herbalists, and he moved to Yaute-

pec. It seems probable that the city treatments are,

at first, simply incorporated into the general body of

magical practices. Like people in distress everywhere,

a Tepoztecan turns first to the cure with which he is

familiar; if it fails, he turns to one less familiar, per-

haps a more grossly magical practice from a mental

world he has in general left behind him, perhaps an

alien practice of the outside world into which he has

not yet come.

The baby son of J. S., perhaps the best-educated man in Te-

poztldn, a leading correcto, fell sick of an intestinal disorder on

Monday. On Tuesday J. S. went to the shoemaker to get some

medicines from him. The shoemaker prescribed opium and mer-

cury pills and advised that the baby's stomach be rubbed with

cold water. This was done. The baby was no better Tuesday,
and J. S. sent to Yautepec to ask the doctor there for medicine.

Meanwhile the baby grew worse, and J. S. rode up into the hills

to find a kind of rose which is frequently steeped to make a

remedy for intestinal troubles. This was administered to the

baby. At night a patent medicine arrived from the doctor. The

following day the baby was no better. On the advice of a neigh-

bor the baby was given more herbal remedies, and its stomach

was rubbed with suet. Meanwhile little care was taken with

modifying the sick child's food. The next day the doctor came

and the child was cured.

R. C. is a man who has spent a short time in Mexico City. He
can be described as a tonto more sophisticated than most. One
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spring day he was on his way to San Andres to collect money due
him for cattle sold on credit. Becoming tired, he rested beside

the crosses at Cuicuitzcatla. He fell asleep, and while sleeping
was soaked in a rainstorm. Next day he fell ill, and dreamed that

little people were attacking him. He knew that in the rainstorm

los airesy offended, had attacked him. So he went to a curandera

in Tepoztlan. She washed him with herbs and directed that he

get a live chicken and have tamales made to give to los aires.

She told him that the dolls made in Tepoztlan were not good

enough for los aires in a case as serious as this, and that he should

get a doll from the stores in Mexico City. This he did. But at

the last minute the curandera stole the doll from the tray which

she was taking to Cuicuitzcatla, and los aires did not receive it.

Someone saw the curandera take the doll, and told the patient.
He did not get better. He went then to a doctor in Mexico City,
who treated him for several weeks, without improvement. In

increasing distress R. C. heard of a spiritualist who had come to

Yautepec and was curing people through the medium of the

spirits. R. C. went to him, but again no cure was effected. He
was then urged to try a curandera at Santiago who specialized in

curing los aires. She told him that los aires had been enraged by
the loss of the doll, and that he must do it all over again. The

washing with herbs was repeated, and a new and larger doll ob-

tained. Finally the curandera arranged "the last cure" [la ultima

cura]. R. C. walked to Cuicuitzcatla. On one side of him walked
a musician playing a flute to conciliate los aires, and on the other

side a man with a whip who beat R. C. at intervals to show los

aires his penitence.

The abandonment of the older, more magical, more
ritualistic treatment probably takes place first in the

case of the minor disorders. Some traditional remedial

acts tend to pass under scrutiny and to be justified

because of the rationally comprehended means they

employ to achieve the desired result. There is, for ex-

ample, a notable difference in the way the sweathouse
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(temazcaT) is regarded by a young correcto on the one
hand and an old tonto on the other. The former no

longer practices all the ritualistic uses of the temazcal.

There is a growing tendency to use the sweathouse

simply in order to get clean, to become refreshed. The
temazcal is very slowly becoming secularized.



CHAPTER X
LITERACY AND LITERATURE

The latest Mexican census, that of 1921, enumer-
ated 782 adult males living in the municipio of Tepoz-
tlan;

1 of these, it was reported, 438 could read and
write. Even when allowance is made for the readiness

of the census-taker to report an individual as literate

on the slightest evidence, it remains probable that

about half of the adults of Tepoztlan can to some de-

gree read and write Spanish. Spanish is the only lan-

guage of the schools; therefore the proportion that can
write Nahuatl is certainly much smaller.

Nevertheless, judged by the standard of the modern

city, these people are illiterate. And because they are

so judged, and because they tend so to judge them-

selves, they are an illiterate folk, not a preliterate

primitive people. Their pre-Columbian ancestors were
a preliterate people, for the writing of the Aztecs was
no doubt an esoteric art, confined to the priestly class.

The first secular school was established in Tepoztldn
in the middle of the nineteenth century, but at various

periods during the three centuries that preceded that

time there were schools of the church. Today two
schools are maintained in Tepoztldn, one by the state

of Morelos and the other by the federal government.
1 A total of 3,836 individuals.

170
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The sessions of both are somewhat irregular, but the

former gives instruction to a score or more of girls,

the latter to several score of children of both sexes.

There is also a small federal school in Santiago and
another in San Andres. Not a great deal is taught be-

sides reading, writing, and simple arithmetic, and a

little Mexican history. Quite a number of los correctos

have had superior schooling in Cuernavaca or Mexico

City.

The mfere statistical statement of the extent of liter-

acy, however, is inadequate to describe the advance-

ment ofjdiisjgeople. The degree of intellectual de-

velopment is better told in terms of how much and of

what is read rather than by counting those who can

read. A truer picture would appear from a study of

the uses to which the knowledge of reading and writ-

ing is put. Such a study has not been made. This

preliminary consideration suggests that even includ-

ing the minority of the city-wise, the people of Tepoz-
tl&n make very little use of the stored experiences of

other groups. The best-educated man in TepoztUn
has read much when living in the city, but in Tepoz-
tln he owns hardly more than half-a-dozen volumes.

It is, one would ventureTa very unusual occurrence if

a single individual in Tepoztldn, except a schoolboy

studying his lesson, reads from any sort of book.1

Magazines rarely appear in Tepoztlan, and in this

community of four thousand people no newspaper
1 The writer himself introduced to Tepoztlin the only technical volume a

handbook of the mason's craft which he saw in Tepoztlin.
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comes regularly. A newspaper costs one-tenth of a

daily wage, and when a copy does come to the village

there are only a few correctos who read it.

Literacy, a technique of communication bestowed

by civilization, is not largely used in enabling the

Tepoztecos to take over the experience of other

groups. With fas tontos, at least, the exploration of

books ends with the brief schooling. But, by those

who possess it, a knowledge of reading and writing is

much exercised in the everyday affairs of life: in mak-

ing business entries, in writing letters,
1 in recording the

contributions for the santos. And, finally, the songs

composed in the valley are often reduced to writing.

For there is a local literature. As with all folk peo-

ples there are songs, stories, and legends that are a

part of the tradition of this particular community.

Among primitive peoples such songs and stories are

orally transmitted. They are definitely traditional,

and individual composition of entirely new examples
is relatively infrequent. Such traditional songs and
stories "folk lore" in the narrowest sense exist in

Tepoztlan. There is a group of tales centering around

"El Tepozteco,"
2 the legendary "king" of the people

of Tepoztlan. There are stories of animals. Such have
been frequently collected in Mexico, and some indeed

in Tepoztlan.
3 Whatever aboriginal elements exist in

1
During 1927 about a dozen letters a day arrived at Tepoztlan, and as many

left. About half were business letters.

3 See p. 26.

3 Franz Boas, "Notes on Mexican Folklore"; 'The Coyote and the Opos-
sum," Mexican Folkways.
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such tales are overlaid by many European and per-

haps African elements.

If the purpose of the present study had been to

rescue disappearing elements of a more primitive cul-

ture, it would have been indicated to collect materials

of this sort. But these older, traditional folk tales do

not constitute the songs and stories of meaning and

significance to the Tepoztecos. A few people tell these

stories, usually to children. This body of folk lore is

passing through the nursery to oblivion. It is no

longer vital; it does not enter into the important social

situations in Tepoztlan.

There are, however, many songs and some stories of

local provenience and of local reference which are of

great importance in the life of the Tepoztecans. Their

character reflects the character ofTepoztecan culture;

they are halfway between the songs and tales of a

primitive tribe and the tales and songs of a city

people. They are only in part traditional; the most

important of them are self-conscious compositions, en-

during only while fashionable. Only in part do they,

pass orally from singer to singer; they tend to rely upon

writing for circulation and for perpetuation. They
are sung by adults for adults;

1
they are the invariable

concomitant of all important social occasions in

Tepoztlan; and, most important of all, they express

the wishes and the ideals of the contemporary people.

They constitute the real literature of Tepoztlan.

1 With the exception of some ritual songs, which are sung by children in

public ceremonies.
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For these reasons an attempt was made to collect

such songs. Because of circumstances to be described

it was difficult to obtain the ritual songs; those ob-

tained are no more than a sample. The social songs of

ballad type that were collected, on the other hand,

probably include nearly all of this sort locally pro-

duced and in current favor at the time of the investi-

gation.
1 A collection resulted of twenty-seven songs,

including almost two thousand lines.

The songs in this collection easily fall into two very
different types, which correspond in general with a

distinction between public and private music. The

songs of the former group are the traditional chants

that accompany some of the religious dances. All local

public songs today in Tepoztlan are a part of the cere-

monies of the church. They have their prose comple-
ment in the relacidnes, the texts spoken to accompany
Los MoroS) the religious dance-drama previously de-

scribed.2 These ritual songs are entirely anonymous
1 The writer first began to take down songs as he heard them sung. Later he

found that one of the two best-known singers in TepoztMn knew all the songs in

current use. Some he had written down in a copy-book; some he dictated to the

writer. At many later social occasions the writer never heard sung a local song
which he had not already recorded from the collection of this one leading singer.

There is no question as to the local nature of the songs. The ritual songs are

used only for certain local ceremonies. The ballad songs that are local are no-

torious. Not only do they often contain local terms and references, but the music
of northern Morelos is apparently of a distinct type. On hearing a few measures
a singer will exclaim, "Oh, that is entirely morclense." Besides the local songs
many songs imported from other parts of Mexico are sung.

9 The prose text accompanying Los Moros was not collected. The many ver-

sions throughout Mexico are similar. One is printed in Gamio, La poblacidn del

wile de Teotihuaean, II, 333 ff. Relaci6nes> some in Spanish and some in

Nahuatl, from a pueblo in Morelos, are published in Elfego Adan, art., "Las
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and probably in most cases ancient. They were prob-

ably written by early priests and especially devout

natives. They are fixed and permanent. They change

little, and new examples do not readily appear. Their

tendency is, no doubt, to diminish, as elements of

ritual are lost. Often they are in the keeping of only a

few, even a single, individual. When the time comes

to instruct a group of singers in these songs, such a

maestro teaches them orally, line by line. There is

some reluctance to expose their content casually; they
tend to become somewhat esoteric. They are tradi-

tional, sacred, ceremonial, public; in meaning they are

one with the mass, with religious responses. But they
are entirely local, not in type, for the type is wide-

spread, but in specific content.

They are religious hymns of praise of the type gen-

erally known as alabanzas? The object of adoration is

the Christ, Mary, the cross, or a particular santo.

Some rehearse the episodes involving the birth of

Jesus; others describe the Passion. Often the phrase-

ology is taken from Catholic liturgy. But the songs

sung by Los Pastores, the boys who dance and sing on

Christmas Eve and on Twelfth Night, employ a more

spontaneous language of naive poetry. A few stanzas

danzas de Coatetelco," pp. 135-94* The prose text accompanying the ritual of

"El Tepozteco," recited on the day Altepe-ilhuitl, is apparently die only tradi-

tional public text not connected with the church.

1 Like the secular ephemeral songs about to be described, local alabanzas are

sometimes printed on cheap leaflets. A collection of such hymns is described in

Mariano Silva y Aceves, art., "La collecci6n folklorico de la biblioteca delMuseo

Nacional," pp* 269-320. See also Nunez y Dominguez, art., "The Alabado and

Alabanzas," pp. 12-17.
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from the song of Los Pastores of Santo Domingo will

sufficiently indicate the character of this type.

Abran los caminos

Que ahi vienen pastores,
Y vienen sembrando

Semillas de flores.

Adios, Maria hermosa,
La nina mas bella

Que nos da esta luz,

Cuadrada la estrella.

Corre, borreguito,
Desde la ladera,

Cortame una rosa

De la primavera.

Hermosa manana,

Que lindos colores,

Que vientos de flores,

Que pldcido olor.

El chivito dijo,

Ya Jesus naci6,

"Gloria," van diciendo,

"Bendito sea Dios."

Open the roads

For here come shepherds,
And they come sowing
Seeds of flowers.

Farewell, Mary beautiful,

Most beautiful child

Who gives us this light,

Perfect the star.

Run, little lamb,
From the slope,

Cut me a rose

Of spring.

Beautiful morning,
What pretty colors,

What flowery breezes,

What mild fragrance.

The little goat said,

Now Jesus is born,

"Glory," they are saying,
"Blessed be the Lord/'

As with the secular songs, usually two lines are sung
twice, and then two more lines, after which the entire

quatrain is sung again. To sing in this way all of the

four-line stanzas (one hundred and thirty-six in all) of

the alabanzas addressed to the santo of Ixcatepec
takes several hours. These verses are sung on May 8,

when is celebrated thefiesta of that village. The girls

(Las Pastoras) who sing the song are from Tepoztlan
as well as Ixcatepec. There are seven parts to the

song. The music, which is traditional and played by
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los musicos viejosy changes for each part.
1 One part is

sung outside the church, another on entering, a third

at the altar, and other parts are sung when Las Pas-

toras leave the church. On the occasion when this sing-

ing was observed an older girl at the head of the

double line of girls had a written copy of the song.
2

She gave out two lines, which were sung by all twice;

then she gave out two more lines. The song begins:

En tu templo hemos llegado, Into thy temple have we come,
Padre mio de Ixcatepec, My Father of Ixcatepec,

Venimos a dar las gracias We come to give thanks

En tu santuario dichoso. In thy happy sanctuary.

Christo milagroso, Miraculous Christ,
Todo de angeles rodeado, All surrounded by angels,

Gracias te damos, padre mfo, We give thee thanks, my father,
En tu santuario dichoso. In thy happy sanctuary.

Most of the stanzas are taken up with repeated
adoration of the santo, and with rehearsing, in phrase-

ology largely taken from the New Testament, the de-

1 This is not the place to give the musical record (which is only partly com-

plete). But the music accompanying the first part indicates the general char-

acter.

LJ \fj CM* J Jh r3 I

[n to WW- Plo hrvus Ue- q< do KA. -drrtv

Yew- 1 -

i=

3 From this and another existing written version (the two did not differ

much) the text was obtained.
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tails of the crucifixion. This narration is interrupted

with paeans of praise. The appeal is now to Mary, now
to Christ. But it is this particular image that is ven-

erated.

Son milagros que has hecho They are miracles which thou hast

performed

Porque eres muy poderoso, Because thou art very powerful,
Santo Cristo milagroso, Holy miraculous Christ,

El Senor de Ixcatepec. The Lord of Ixcatepec.

Pues eres nuestro consuelo, Indeed, thou art our guide,
Senor de Ixcatepec, Lord of Ixcatepec,

Y que nos lleves al cielo, And may thou bear us to heaven,
A gozar eternamente. To find eternal enjoyment.

Tu has querido este templo Thou hast desired this temple
[Para] adorarte, y dejaste That we adore thee, and thou hast

left us

La imagen para adorarlo, The image to adore it,

De tu eximia bondad. In thy exceeding goodness.

In the closing stanzas a long farewell is taken of

the temple and its contents until the next year when
Las Pastoras will come again to sing. The singers bid

separate farewells to the church, the altar, the throne

on the altar, the cross, the burial ground within the

church walls, the bells in the tower, the hanging lamp.
Each detail of the image is separately addressed.

Adi6s, rostro ensangretado, Farewell, bleeding countenance,
Ya nos vamos ausentar, Now we take our departure,

Adi6s, corona de espinas, Farewell, crown of thorns,
Echanos tu bendici6n. Give us thy blessing.

Adios, manitas divinas, Farewell, divine little hands,
De Jesus tan lastimado, Of Jesus, so tormented,

Adios, llagas del costado, Farewell, wounds in the side,

Abiertas por mi delito. Opened by my sin.
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Before turning to the group of ephemeral songs,

mention should be made of the mananitas. These are

songs of serenade, sung by the party of friends and
relatives who, at dawn, come to the house of a friend,

whose birthday it is, bringing gifts of flowers and food.

This custom is general throughout Mexico, and many
of the accompanying songs are traditional. They are

private ritual songs as contrasted with the songs of

public ritual just described; and they are secular

rather than sacred. They are of one general type.
Reference is made to the coming ofmorning; the natal

day of the person celebrated is hailed; the gifts are

announced. The one most commonly used is widely
known in Mexico,

1 but there is at least one local

mananita in Nahuatl.2

The only lullaby encountered in Tepoztln is the

rorro song,
3 which is ritually used when the figure of

1 Words and music are published in Mexican Folkwaysy III, No. 2 (1917), 101.

Mananitas of this type are published in Gamio, op. /., II, 399, and in Mexican

Folkways, II, No. 2 (1926), 27.

* This is as follows:

Xi-izay tlahtlachia, yotlanezy

Awake, open thy eyes, now it is dawn,
xihualehua

y xihualehua^ xiczelique noanimantzin,

come, come, to receive my soul,

ihuan noyollo ihuancente macxochifl

and my heart and a branch of flowers

zancualtetzin timitzkuiquilitz ipan nin huei

very pretty which I bring thee on this great
motonaL Axcan yenia; xipaqui, xihuetzca.

day [of thy santo]. Now I go; be happy, smile.

3 This is in general use in Mexico. Words and music are printed in Mexican

Folkways , II, No. 5 (1926), 42. In a large collection of Peruvian folk songs not a

single lullaby was encountered (R. and M. d'Harcourt, La musique des Incas et

set survivanccs, p. 169.
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Jesus is put to bed on Christmas Eve, and is also

sometimes used by mothers in singing to their chil-

dren.

In turning from the traditional songs to the ephem-
eral songs, one passes from the sacred to the secular,

from the anonymous contributions to ritual to songs

composed and sung by individuals for the sake of

pleasure and of art. But, because songs of this type
are constantly being made and sung and are then dis-

placed by others, their popularity is determined by
the run of current interest and they tend to reflect the

interests and experiences of the group. For this reason

they are of particular significance.

The ephemeral songs are of the type generally

known as corridos? a word generally translated "bal-

lads" (lit., "that which is current"). But, at least in

Tepoztlan, corrida properly designates a particular

musical form; the 0/0, the danza, are other musical

forms accompanying the general ballad type of song.

These songs are sung at almost any secular social

gathering. Where guests are gathered to celebrate a

birthday, outside the church wall at the fiesta of a

santo, and on any casual occasion when men come

socially together, as on street corners at night after

work is done, these songs are sung. Everyone knows
some of these songs; any man may sing them. But
certain men have pre-eminence as singers, and on im-

1 See K. A. Porter, art., "Corridas" ; also Dr. Atl, Las artes populates en
Mexico (Libreria "Cultura," 1921), pp. 13 ,119-29. Corridos are published in

Mexican Folkways, and many are obtainable on ordinary commercial phonograph
records.
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portant social occasions it is these men who do the

singing; lesser persons would not presume. Women do
not sing them publicly, and women are not obviously

present at gatherings where they are sung; just as

they do not ordinarily eat with men on social oc-

casions.

The songs are usually sung by two men, one of

whom plays the accompaniment on a guitar. When
the song is ended, little or no approval is indicated.

When a number of songs have been sung by one cou-

ple, the guitar is offered to some other recognized

singer. Such a spontaneous program of music may
continue for many hours with no repetition of songs.
Some songs have persisted for many years; few last

that long. Some that are sung in Tepoztldn have orig-

inated in distant parts of Mexico and have become

widely popular, but many were composed in northern

Morelos. It is these truly local songs which are the

subject of the following comment.
Two subjects, everywhere popular, predominate:

love and war. The love songs much less directly ex-

press the interests of the people, because most of them
are highly conventional. The title of such a song is al-

most invariably the name of a girl to whom the song
is addressed. Such songs are supposed to originate as

real love songs, composed by a lover and actually

sung to his lady. But it would appear, although not

conclusively, that in Tepoztldn such an origin is usual-

ly fictitious; and certainly these love songs are ordi-

narily sung by men to men in any social gathering.
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They are highly stereotyped, and appear to be merely

a conventional art form. The singer ordinarily begins

by getting the lady's attention:

Escucha un momento, Porfiria de Harken, a moment, Porfiria ofmy
mi alma, soul,

Te ruego por compasi6n, I beg thee, in compassion,
Para que" tu calmes el amor ar- Quiet the burning love

diente

Que inflama mi coraz6n. That consumes my heart.

Almost always the attitude assumed is one of mel-

ancholy, of hopeless desire.

Que triste es quererte tanto, How sad to love thee so

Y a no volverse [a] amar, And not to love each other again,

Que despu6s de amores, llanto, That after love, tears,

Sumergido a padecer. Drowned in suffering.

En el pante6r? del olvido In the graveyard of forgetfulness

Dale sepulcro a mi querer, Give burial to my longing,

Y negar que te he querido And to deny that I have loved you
Te lo pido, por favor. I ask thee, as a favor.

The body of such songs as these is largely taken up
with praises of the lady's charms. This praise is as

conventional as it is extravagant- She is lovelier than

the angels. Adam would have left Eden if he had

glimpsed her. The lover would build a throne so he

might place her on it and before her prostrate himself.

The ornamental figures are elements taken from fa-

miliar sacred literature angels, cherubs, Paradise

and a few names from the classics, such as Diana and

Venus. The similes in a more sophisticated society

would be cliches. Her lips are always like rubies; her
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brow is almost regularly compared to the rising sun.

A well-liked stanza praising Porfiria in such terms ap-

pears again almost unchanged in a different song ad-

dressed to Concha.

Esos tus chinitos que adornan tu Those curls of thine which adorn

frente thy brow
Me roban el pensamiento, Rob me of thought,

Parece que miro el sol del oriente It seems that I behold the rising

sun

Cada vez que los contemplo. Each time that I look upon them.

These love songs are expressive only in that they re-

flect the degree of sophistication of the group. The
form and the poetic mood are not indigenous, are not

a growth of the soil; they are borrowed. They have

become a conventional art form in Tepoztlan. They
are the more naive forerunners of the sentimental song
of city civilization.

From this form only three or four love songs in the

present collection depart. One describes the competi-

tion of a rich man and a poet for the hand of a lady.

In another the lover tells his lady that in loving her he

is forced to break the Ten Commandments. Only one

love song in the group is told not in the stilted lan-

guage of a formal poetry but in the true vernacular.

It is a dialogue between a man of the people and a girl

of the people. They are both, it is clear, tontos. He
woos her not with the artificial flowers of a borrowed

metaphor but with the promises and in the terms of

Tepoztlan. Nahuatl phrases are used.
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Yo vide1 un naturalito

Que a su indita la paro
En un lugar tan solito,

Que de amores le trat6.

Observe* las palabritas

Que la decia, no s que,

"Xincckmaca tu boquita
Para que yo besar."

Y le respondi6 la indita:

"Amo, amo, Juan JuseV'

I saw a "child of nature"

Who stopped his Indian love

In a place quite solitary,

Which was just right for love.

I noticed the little words
Which he said to her, I don't

know what,
"Give me your mouth
That I may kiss you."
And the little Indian answered

him:

"No, no, Juan JoseY'

There are eight stanzas. He begs her to yield.

"Selo comprar en seguida
Tus zapatos con tac6n,

Tus 'naguas con brillantina,

Que parescas de saz6n,
Tus arillos, tu mascada,

Con tu tapalo caf,
Si lo admites, prenda amada,
Todo telo comprare'."

La indita tir6 una risada,

"iQu6 chistoso es Juan JuseT

"I will buy you right away
Your shoes with heels,
Your skirts with spangles,
That you may look just right,
Your earrings, your silk handker-

chief,

With your brown shawl,
If you will accept it, sweetheart,
I will buy it all for you."
The little Indian laughed,
"How funny is Juan JoseT'

She remains coy until he makes an improper ad-

vance, which draws from her invective, partly Span-
ish, partly Nahuatl.

"Mientras ti lo dare" un real

Con tal tu amor me lo des,

'Hora que hay este lugar
De estar junto con ti."

"ditto, amoy Juan Jos6,

Zantiquitas? picar6n,
Bonito quieres hacer?

Diablo, nantzin, barrig6n!
Tu no tratas de buena fl,

Tratas de mala intenci6n."

'Meanwhile I will give you a real

On condition that you give me
your love,

Now that there is this chance
That I may possess you."
'No, no, Juan Jos,
Now you see, you rogue,
You want to do the right thing?
Devil, old woman, pot-belly,
You don't act in good faith,

You act with bad intent."

1
Vulgar for w. 1 For axcan tiquitaz.
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There is a small group of songs written in the same

stilted phraseology as the love songs addressed to the

lady hopelessly loved, but with a different subject

matter. These are songs addressed by singers to other

singers. All these local ephemeral songs are written

by men in or near the valley of Tepoztldn, and most

of them by two or three men who enjoy reputations in

northern Morelos as great poets.
1 One poet addresses

a contemporary, or one recently dead, in a song of

praise. In such songs the similes are again conven-

tional: the guitar is referred to as a "lyre"; the com-

posers are "nightingales." But these songs name the

men recognized as gran poetas in the little world of

these songs, and the intellectual self-sufficiency of the

small community is unmistakable.

For todo el mbito, Oacalco a Throughout all the circuit, Oacal-

Yautepec,
2 co to Yautepec,

Es una gloria sus cantos al escu- It is glorious to listen to your
char, songs,

Muy entusiastas las ninfas con The nymphs, enthusiastic with

placer, pleasure,
Brindando aplausas a Guadalupe Offering applause to Guadalupe

Beltran.3 Beltran.

However conventional the language of songs of this

type, they are of significance in describing the life of

TepoztUn, because they do embody actual memories

that the people hold dear and they do enshrine local

heroes. It is because the songs ofwar do just this that

1 A singer generally composes the words, then tries them on his instrument

and puts die music to them.

a A distance of about eight miles. Yautepec is fourteen miles from TepoztUn.
* The singer honored.
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they are the most significant of all the songs. They
are the songs that record and perpetuate events (cor-

rides, in the sense in which that term is used generally

in Mexico). In the cities of Mexico such songs report

dramatic crimes or accidents as well as the events of

war. This class of songs constitutes a sort of news-

paper of the folk. Such songs from other communi-

ties come to Tepoztlan and are sung there along with

the local corridos. But, in Tepoztlan, crime almost

does not occur, and great accidents are rare; so the

subject matter involves almost entirely the episodes

and the heroes of the last great revolution. Dramatic

incidents that happened near Tepoztlan, the local rev-

olutionary leaders, the moods of pride and sorrow of

revolutionary days, were made into music by Zapatis-

ta soldiers around their campfires; and now these

memories of which the group is proud are revived and

the values therein are redefined in the singing of the

songs today. These songs are the real history-books

ofTepoztldn, the cherry tree of their George Washing-

ton, and their Paul Revere's ride.

These ballads of revolution may conveniently be

regarded as of three principal types: the soldier song,

the political lampoon, and the narrative of a military

exploit.

In the soldier song the Zapatista sings his life.

There are no episodes, no personalities. The life of

the guerrilla in the mountains itself speaks.
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Soy rebelde del Estado de More-

los,

Y que proclamo las promesas
de San Luis,

1

Soy rebelde y lucharS contra el

gobierno,

Porque al fin nada llegada a

complir.
Con mi guincher, mi caballo y

tres cananas,

Y descubro la virgen de Tepey-
ac,*

Asf que har6 que respete el Plan

de Ayala,
3

que sucumba cual valiente

liberal.

Mi boluarte los montanes, y no
lo niego,

Y mi nombre Zapatista lo ha

deser,

Ante un grupo de Carranclanes

no me arredro,

Siempre que tenga mi treinta-

treinta he de prender.
Pero al fin si mi suerte no es ad-

versa,

sucumba en el campo por

desgracia,
Morir6 proclamando con firme-

za,

iVivan las fuerzas del sur!

jVivaZapata!*

I'm a rebel of the state ofMorelos,

And I proclaim the promises of

San Luis,

I'm a rebel and I'll fight against
the government,

Because in the end it has not ful-

filled anything.
With my Winchester, my horse

and three cartridge belts,

And I display the Virgin of Te-

peyac,
So I will make respected the Plan

of Ayala,
Or I perish as a valiant liberal.

My bulwark is the mountains, and
I don't deny it,

And my name Zapatista, it will

ever be,

Before a group of Carranzistas I

don't draw back,

If always I have my thirty-thirty

right at hand.

But whether in the end my lot is

lucky,
Or I die on the field by mischance,

I shall die steadfastly proclaim-

ing

Long live the forces of the south!

Long live Zapata!

1 The tide of Madero's call for revolution (1910).

2 The Virgin of Guadalupe.

* The tide of Zapata's call for revolution (1911).

* The melody of the song just given will serve to illustrate the type of music

of the secular song. [See music at foot ofnext page.]
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Another soldier song tells of thtguachas the camp-
followers of the revolution. The mood is one of bitter-

ness and scorn against those false women of Morelos

who have given themselves to the Carranzistas in-

stead of to the followers of Zapata.

Siendo contrarias a nuestra causa, Although they are enemies of our

cause,

Los federales en la ocasi6n The federals on this occasion

Las de mi tierra scan vuelto The women of my land1 have

guachas, turned guachas^

Hasta suspiran por un pe!6n,
2 And they even sigh for a trooper,

Como ellos tienen bastante plata, As those fellows have plenty of

coin,

Y a buen precio les dan su So they get a good price for their

amor; love;

Tambin ya dicen, "jMuera Za- Now they say too, "Down with

pata! Zapata!
i Viva el gobierno que es lo me- Hurrah for the government which

jor!" is the best!"

r*' oK-trael CM- bier- rfo

Sas de Saw t^us Sot tT- beU lu-

r. r
caul- 'p,

1 Morelos. a The federal soldiers were close shaven head and face.
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Of the eighty lines only eight more need be quoted
here:

Y si me niegan esas caricias

Porque mi traje no es de rural,

Pueden borrarme de su lista

Que por sentido no me he de dar.

Mejor prefiero ser Zapatista
Y no verdugo, cruel federal,

Que hombres sensibles la vida qui-

tan

Cuando les llegan a derrotar.

And if they deny me those caresses

of theirs

Because my costume isn't that of

a federal,

They can scratch me off their list

And I will not take offense at that.

I'd rather be a Zapatista
And not a beastly, cruel federal,

Let sensible men quit life

When those fellows succeed in

routing them.

The type of political lampoon is illustrated by the

'Corrido de Don Venustiano." In this, Carranza, the

protagonist of Zapata, is mockingly addressed by the

singing Zapatista.

El senor don Venustiano querfa
ser respetado

Como un gran veterano de

nuestra libertad,

Pero este pobre pueblo que se

halla enfurecido

Maldice a cada hora su bar-

bara ansiedad

Deque le sirve a listed, senor don

Venustiano,
La ciencia de su frente y la

edad que tiene Usted?

Si todos sus asuntos marchan por
mal camino,

No tiene Usted principios de

ser libertador.

Pues ya se puede huir a la vieja

Europa
Usted y toda su tropa que

vino a conquistar,

Mr. Don Venustiano wanted to

be respected
As a great fighter for our liberty,

But this poor people that is en-

raged

Every hour curses his barbarous

eagerness.
Since when there were at your

service, Mr. Don Venustiano,

The wisdom of your forehead and

the great age which is yours?
If all your affairs go by such a bad

road,
You haven't the principles to be a

liberator.

Well, now you can flee to old Eu-

rope
Yourself, and all your troop that

came to conquer,
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Forque todo fu6 un sueno, el Because it was all a dream, that

triunfo que le toc6, triumph of yours,
For eso le sofoca la gran revo- That is why the great revolution

Iuci6n. smothered you.

I Pues que pensaba Usted, Senor Well, what did you think, Mr.
don Venustiano, Venustiano,

Que con su gran esfuerzo ven- That with your great force you
ceria la naci6n? would conquer the nation?

Fues sepa Usted y entienda que Well, know and learn that the

el pueblo Mexicano Mexican people

Despoja los tiranos de nuestra Cuts down the tyrants of our lib-

libertad. erty.

War in Mexico is also politics, and it is waged in

terms of personalities, of heroes, and of tyrants. The

military songs of the narrative type usually recount

some heroic act of one or another local leader. Of
these the greatest is Emiliano Zapata, but other lesser

men are also sung. Characteristically it is the tragic

death, accomplished through perfidious betrayal, that

is the subject of the ballad. The captured general de-

fies his captors, makes a patriotic speech, and is shot.

Ballads of this type are specific as to names and dates

they are intermediate in character between, and
identical in function with, the legends of a tribal peo-

ple and the history-books of primary education in

city life. "On the thirtieth of May," begins the "Bal-

lad of Serna," "in Santana Clacotenco1 was Don Siri-

no Serna, with his faithful brigade, guarding thep/02,
when he found himself taken by surprise/' A traitor

named Quintero, an "Iscariot," betrayed him. "It

was a little after four o'clock on that sad morning
1 Not far north of Tepozt&n, in the Federal District.
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when the cavalry surrounded him." There was a short

but bitter struggle; Serna was taken by Quintero and

stood up to be shot. His dying words are given:

"No crea Usted, Quintero, que "Don't think, Quintero, that be-

con amenazas, cause of threats,

Tal vez yo cambie de resolu- Perhaps my resolution wavers,

c56n,

Soy su prisionero, y I Que viva I am your prisoner, and long live

Zapata! Zapatai
jMueran los traidores de nu- Die the traitors of our country!

estra naci6n!

En aquel momento cay6 aquel At that moment that brave man

valiente, fell,

Banado en su sangre por un Bathed in his blood by a bullet,

projectil,

Don Sirino Serna nos dijo, "Fi- Don Sirino Serna said to us,

jense,
"Stand firm,

Nos dej6 un ejemplo digno de He left us a worthy example of

valor civil." civic valor."

Songs such as these give us the Tepoztecan defini-

tion of patriotism. The patria is the patria chicay the

mountain-walled valleys of northern Morelos. In

Adelita the soldier sings:

Soy soldado revolucionario I'm a soldier of the revolution

Que defiendo el suelo en que Who defends the soil where I was

nacf born,

Porque no verlo en poder de otro So as not to see it in the power of

extrano, some foreigner,

Opresor que no sea del pa!s. Some oppressor who is not of the

country.

The appeal is always to the people of Morelos.

"Morelenses! Hurrah for the plan ofAyala!" "Would

they pass through thee, O State of Morelos?" And
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the tendency in Morelos for this nationalistic con-

sciousness to assume a racial aspect is indicated in

Que vivan los valientes defensores Hurrah for the brave defenders of

de la sierra, the sierra,

Que vivan nuestros jefes de la Hurrah for our revolutionary lead-

revoluci6n, ers,

Que viva el Pkn de Ayala, que Hurrah for the Plan ofAyala, hur-

vivan los aztecas, rah for the Aztecs,

Muera Don Venustiano y su Death to Don Venustiano and his

mal opini6n. bad cause.

This, then, is the real literature of Tepoztlan.
1 It

does not merely persist; it thrives and multiplies; it is

a true voice of the people. It is not Indian but Mexi-

can. It is comparable with the ballads of fifteenth-

century England. In general it passes from the mouth
of the singer to the ear of the listener, who becomes

the next singer. But many corridas are written down.

It is easier to learn a song if you can borrow the text

and study it over. It is probable that one of the

earliest needs for writing felt by an illiterate tonto is

in connection with these songs. When such a one was
asked if he knew some songs, he replied regretfully,

1 The classification of the local songs here used may be summarized:

Traditional songs, ritualistic and anonymous
Sacred songs of public ritual: alabemzas

Secular songs of private ritual: mananitas

Ephemeral songs, social and aesthetic

Conventional art forms

Odes of love

The singer sung
More truly expressive songs, preserving group

experience and defining group values

Songs of war and heroism

Soldier songs
Political lampoons
Narrative songs
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"Oh, no, I have no copy-book/' To know and'to be
able to sing the current songs is a common ambition

of young boys. It is an advantage to be able to write.

A girl of fourteen of the largely illiterate barrio of Los

Reyes was the only one of her family to have a knowl-

edge of writing. Although corridas are a part of a

man's world, not a woman's, her elder brother was
forced to ask her to help him in writing down a song
he wanted to learn. Her prestige was correspondingly
increased.

At the same time the supremacy of these local songs
is not unchallenged. Songs of the city are occasionally
heard in Tepoztlin. There are several phonographs,
and these aid in making city songs popular. The songs
of urban Mexico are much like our sentimental songs.
As the urbanization of Tepoztlan slowly progresses,
the city songs will become more usual; there will be a

shift of emphasis from folk song to popular song.*
1 One convention of city sentiment prevails in Tepoztldn. As elsewhere in

Mexico, it is customary to give a person on his birthday colored postcards depict-

ing white blonde women and men in European attire in attitudes of banal affec-

tion, amid turtledoves and flowers. These cards are as customary as the mafiani-

tas on birthday mornings.



CHAPTER XI

THE SANTO AND THE VETERANO
It should appear from the foregoing chapter that

the most important groups of songs, with the possible

exception of the conventional love songs, are the

alabanzas and the corridos.* The former are tradition-

al, sacred, ritualistic; the latter are ephemeral, secu-

lar, and historical. But the corridas that recount the

exploits of military heroes are like the alabanzas in

this: they also are songs of celebration; they also ex-

tol personages that embody the admiration or adora-

tion of the Tepoztecans. The one praises the santo;

the other, the veterano. The santo and the veterano are

both symbols of the ideals, the wishes, of the group.
These symbols are local; in most instances the mean-

ing that they have is for the locality only. The com-

munity is ideologically as well as economically self-

sufficient.

The santo is a local patron. Each Indian village in

pre-Columbian days had its patron deity, while in

Mediterranean Europe protector gods of city or vil-

lage were characteristic; it is impossible and unneces-

sary to say how much of each tradition enters into

the attitudes of TepoztUn. In rural Mexico every
hamlet has its patron saint. In Tepoztldn, as has al-

1
Using this word to mean the ballads describing current events or circum-

stances.

104.
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ready been stated,
1 each of the seven barrios has like-

wise its special protector. There are usually a number
of images in each church, but only one, usually en-

shrined in the principal altar, is the local guardian.

(In the chapels of the barrios there is often2
only the

one image: that of the namesake and patron of the

barrio.} It is the particular effigy that is venerated;

reports
3 are plentiful of the refusal of the people to

accept a new effigy of the saint as at all the equivalent
of the old.

The people who live in the community presided over

by the santo have a particular and exclusive attitude

toward his protection. It is they primarily who make

offerings on his name day; and it is they who have the

task and the pleasure of maintaining his chapel, his

cornfield, and his vestments. And they are rewarded

with his special care. "San Sebastian," said a man of

that barrio^ "is the most miraculous santo in Tepoz-
tlan. Therefore we are the most fortunate barrio. He
appears to us in dreams and gives us advice."

Around these santos tend to cluster legends of their

miraculous power.

Our santo [of Santa Cruz] is very miraculous. Therefore we
venerate it. When the Carranzistas, during the revolution, tried

to break into the chapel, their bullets flattened on the door and
refused to enter. One man went in and started toward the altar.

He fell dead at the foot of the altar. It is a very miraculous

1
Chap. iv.

* La Santa Cruz is one exception.

1 Gamio, La poblaci6n del valle de Teotihuacan, II, 215; Adan, art., "Las
danzas de Coatetelco."
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image. It punishes too. If one does something evil, first one's

children die, then oneself. But it does all we ask it in good faith.

So we venerate it much.

Most of the santos receive veneration only in the

locality. But when legends such as this cluster thick-

ly, the image comes to be sought by people not of the

region, and in this way develop the sacred shrines of

Mexico, such as Guadalupe and Chalma. The Virgin
of Guadalupe, with the universally known story of

her miraculous apparition to an ordinary Indian, is

the religious common denominator of Mexico. So at

lesser shrines an individual may develop a special per-
sonal relation with a santo not his by inheritance. An
Otomi Indian from north of Mexico City was in a

village in the state of Puebla during the revolution.

He attributed his escape from death in a serious en-

gagement to the local santo; therefore he now makes
occasional pilgrimages to her shrine. Such relation-

ships are often entered into in times of crisis by a con--

ditional vow which is essentially contractual.1

Neither the present materials nor those of Dr.

Gamio indicate special personal relations between an

individual and the santo on whose name day the in-

dividual is born, such as occur in Catholic Europe.
The word santo is special and exact; there is no sub-

stitute for it, and it is used in both Spanish andNa-
huatl discourse. Generally it means any sacred effigy;

1 Gamio (op. /., II, 217) prints the text of an actual written contract made
by votaries intending to perform certain religious dances in exchange for the

good will of the saint, the penalty for failure to perform the dances to be incar-

ceration in the local jail
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specifically and commonly it refers to the images of

Christian saints housed in temples. Veteranoy on the

other hand, is not a word with this precise conceptual
connotation. It is an appellation applied to any dis-

tinguished military leader. People do not say los vet-

eranos as they do say los santos. But the term always

implies the heroic qualities which, tending to become

mythical, make the veterano a symbol rather than an

individual person; and, therefore, it is convenient to

use it to denote this secular complement of the santo.

Every revolution produces its hundreds ofveteranos.

The memories of the lesser veteranos exert an influence

as local as that of the lesser santos. The reputation of

a few becomes as wide as Mexico. Probably the best

known of these popular heroes is Pancho Villa,
1 and

perhaps the one other who comes close to national

fame is Emiliano Zapata. In spite of this wide noto-

riety, Zapata remains, however, a particular hero, and

the greatest hero, of the Indians of Morelos. There

live the memories of many other Zapatista generals

of Felipe Neri, Sirino Serna, Diego Ruiz, and Everar-

do Gonzalez. There were at least five Zapatista gen-
erals from Tepoztlan.

2 There are stories about all of

these, and corridos about many, but the heroic quali-

ties of none of them can compare with the local con-

ception of Emiliano Zapata, the principal leader of

the southern revolutionary movement against Car-

1 There are many corridos about Villa and several popular books describing
his life and exploits.

3 The three Sanchez brothers and the two Galvan brothers.
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ranza. A Tepoztecan tells what he knows about Za-

pata in the following words:

Yes, I saw Zapata many times. He was a short, slender man
with long black mustaches. I was sixteen years old during the

revolution. It began this way. Zapata was a poor boy; they had

nothing to eat in his house but tortillas. When he grew up he

worked as a pedn. After Diaz had to run away, Zapata began
with no more than a dozen men who went with him to the hills.

Then more joined him. But they had no money. The way he fed

his soldiers was this: he would go to a pueblo and say, "We need
so many tortillas, so much beans." The people were glad to bring
them. Madero tried to betray Zapata, and on pretense of friend-

ship was going to kill him. But Zapata would not be caught.
When the people heard how Madero wanted to betray him, they
rose in support of Zapata.
Once there was a battle in Tepoztln between General San-

chez and the Carranzistas, and the Carranzistas were beaten.

Sanchez was killed in an attack they made on a train at a station

on the Balsas line they call La Canada. That discouraged the

Zapatistas. Everything grew calm again. But there was a time
when Zapata held all the state, and for four months he was in

Mexico City.

Zapata was killed by treason. General Guajardo, a Carran-

zista, sent word he would like to make an agreement with Zapa-
ta, by which he would go over to Zapata, and asked Zapata to

meet him at the hacienda of Chinameca. Zapata accepted, and
came with only twenty-five soldiers. Guajardo greeted him in a

friendly way, and tried to get Zapata to drink with him. They
had good beer brought all the way from Mexico, and of course la

mula* But Zapata would not drink. He went out with his men
to make a circuit of the hills, to make sure there were no federal

troops near. Guajardo kept reassuring him there was no danger;
that his men were watching. When Zapata came back and en-

tered theporttin, Guajardo's men fired on him and he fell dead.
But afterward Guajardo was killed by the Zapatistas.

1
Aguardiente*
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Zapata was a very great man. The only reason he lost was
that he had no money. He fought for the poor people, but the

millionaires were against him.

Zapata as a symbol embodies the group conscious-

ness of the Indians of Morelos which developed during
the revolution. His exploits are sung all over Mexico,
but it is especially in Morelos that his memory is re-

vered. Corridas* about him, written elsewhere in

Mexico, describe his "base passions" and refer to him
as "an Attila." But in the songs of the local collection

he is "our defender," "a Napoleon," "our exalted

savior," "the scourge of many a traitor," and "so

wise and quick-thinking a veterano."

Les encarg6 a las fuerzas surianas He charged the forces of the south

Que como jefe y sublime reden- As chief and exalted savior;

tor;

Su memoria conserven manana To preserve his memory tomorrow
Como pnieba de su patrio amor. As a proofof their love ofcountry.

It is only in Morelos, in Tepoztlan and scores of In-

dian villages like it, that Zapata becomes truly legen-

dary, and then even mythical. It is only in Morelos

that he becomes a King Arthur, a Robin Hood. The
stories and songs about Zapata may be dignified with

the term "cycle." To the extent that these stories and

songs merely keep alive a glorious memory they are

legends the folk counterpart of history. To the ex-

tent that the figure of Zapata defines the standards

and justifies the conduct and ethical judgments of the

people out of which he arose, they are myths.

1 Obtained in printed form in Mexico City.
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The substance of one local corrido, the "Bola de San

Juan Chinameca," describing an exploit of Zapata,

may be given to illustrate the memories that are rel-

ished in Tepoztlan and the idealization of the veterano.

After a formal introduction the singer tells that on

March 28 Zapata arrived at the hacienda of Chiname-

ca,
1 of which the caretaker was a Spaniard, Carriles.

Zapata, "always filled with passion/' addresses Car-

riles.

Este fu impedido de unos tres Ofhim was demanded some three

mil pesos, thousand pesos,
Y en seguida les de. And that he give it to them im-

mediately.

"Luego en el momento," contest6 "Right away, right this moment,"
Carriles, answered Carriles,

'Tres mil bolas les dareY' "I'll give you three thousand bul-

lets."

Zapata, having received this answer, arranges his

forces and says, "Now, boys, lively when you hear the

bugle." The hacienda is surrounded; the Spaniards
are terrified.

Lleg6 el terrible Zapata Arrived the terrible Zapata
Con justicia y raz6n; With justice and right;

Habl6 con imperio, "Vengan con He spoke commandingly, "Come
una hacha with an ax

Y tiren este port6n." And batter down this door."

The door is opened; the Zapatistas enter.

TembI6 la tierra esc dia, The earth trembled that day,

Zapata entr6 ... . Zapata entered

1 About twenty miles south of Cuauhtla in south-central Morelos.
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Carriles is ferreted out "just as he was, in his stock-

ings," and the story ends swiftly.

Les junt6 toditos, y les di6 las He brought them all together,

onze,
1 and gave them a drink,

Y hincados frente de una pena, And kneeling in front of a rock,

"Besen esta cruz y toquen clarines "Kiss this cross and let bronze

de bronze, trumpets sound,
"Y griten, jQue muera Es- "And cry, Die Spain!"

pana!"
Viva el General Zapata, . Long live General Zapata,

Viva su fe, y su opini6n, Long live his faith, and his cause,

Porque se la propuesto morir por Because he made up his mind to

la patria, die for the country,
Como yo, por la naci6n. As I, for the nation.

Zapata is already a legend, but he tends to become a

myth. He is already a representative of the type of

heroic figure, a King Arthur, a Jesse James. Around

his memory clings an aura of the miraculous. There

are as yet no stories of his magical birth or parentage;

perhaps they will come in time. He had, however, an

inexplicable faculty of escaping his enemies, and he

was equipped with a horse with powers that were

supernatural.

Zapata was miraculously clever at escaping. He was many
times surrounded but he always got away. One day he was

penned into a house by the federals. The only entrance was by
the zagudn, where there were federal troops. The wall at the

back of the house was as high as that shell [about seven feet].

Zapata had a wonderful horse. It was called Relimpago ["Light-

ning"]. When the federal troops were about to close in on him,
he drove his spurs into Relampago and leaped the wall he was

gone, none knew where.

When he came into a pueblo with his forces they always tried

1 "It struck eleven for them" a localism.
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to find a house, oh, very clean [muy Kmpiacita], for him to sleep
in. When he was sleeping no one might enter except his orderly.
But many times Zapata would get up in the middle of the night
and go and sleep under some rock in some secret place. None
knew how he got there. Thus, though many times the federals

surrounded the house where he slept, he always got away.

At the time of these investigations the "mythifica-
tion" of Zapata had reached the point where the ru-

mor was current that Zapata had escaped death at

Chinameca and was still alive. Corridas of the repor-

torial type, written outside of Morelos shortly after

the event and still current, describe the actual facts.

The trap was set and sprung at Chinameca and Zapa-
ta was shot down by the soldiers of Jesus Guajardo
on April 9, 1919. His body was exhibited in Cuauhtla

to thousands; his tomb there is still a place of pil-

grimage. Nevertheless the story current in Morelos

among the Zapatistas is that it was another man who
was killed. In the summer of 1926 a singer of that

region put the story into a corrido, which begins:

Han publicado, los cantadores, They have spread, those singers,
Una mentira fenomenal, An extraordinary lie,

Y todos dicen que ya Zapata And everybody says that now Za-

pata
Descansa en paz en la eternidad. Rests in eternal peace.

Pero si Ustedes me dan permiso But if you will give me permission
Y depositan confianza en mi, And rest your trust in me,

Voy a cantarles lo mas precise, I am going to tell you the exact

truth,

Para informarles tal como vf. So as to let you know just how I

saw it.

The ballad goes on to tell how Pablo Gonzles, a

Carranzista general, when he learned that Zapata had
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gone to San Juan Chinameca, summoned Jesus Gua-

jardo and with him developed the plan to send Gua-

jardo to Zapata with the proposal that Guajardo turn

Zapatista and deliver his forces and funds to the

southern leader. Zapata then professed interest, and

responded to Guajardo with an invitation to meet him
at dinner. But Zapata knew that a trap was laid for

him.

Como Zapata es tan veterano,

Sagaz y listo para pensar,
Ya habia pensado de ante mano

As Zapata is such a veteran,
Wise and quick witted,

He had already thought before-

hand

Mandar otro hombre en su lu- To send another man in his place,

gar.

So to one Jesus Delgado are given the coat, breeches,

and leggings of Zapata, and he rides forth to die for

Zapata.

Estado arriba, le dijo a su corn-

padre,

"Hoy si estamos en la perdi- "Now indeed we are lost,

Arrived at the top, he said to his

companion,

cion,

i Adi6s, M&dco, mi patria libre,

!Adi6s, adi6s, mi ficl naci6n!

Le sali6 el tiro por la culata,

Es positivo y no hay que du-

dar,

Pues se enganaron porque a Za-

pata,
Ni una raz6n le han de poder
dan

Farewell, Mexico, my free coun-

try*

Farewell, farewell, my true coun-

tryl"
The shot came out through the

back,
1

It is certain and cannotbe doubt-

ed,

But they were deceived about

Zapata,

They cannot put Zapata down.

1 "They were fooled."
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At about the same time as first appeared this cor-

rido a soldier of Zapata in Tepoztlan gave his version

of the matter in the following words:

It is not known whether Zapata still lives or whether he really
was killed as reported. Some say he is in Arabia, and will return

when he is needed. For myself, I think he still lives. I know he
had a scar on his cheek, and the corpse that was brought back
from Chinameca had no scar. I saw it myself. It is said Zapata
knew the danger he was in, and had another put on his clothes

and go out to die for him. He himself is in hiding, and still lives.

He will come back when he is needed.

In this version the wish of the Zapatistas has found

expression in the added element that looks to the

future the idea that some day the hero will return.

Thus are justified the group consciousness and latent

political ambitions of the Zapatistas. The story is now
more than a memory, more than a legend; it is a

myth.



CHAPTER XII

THE FOLK IN A CITY WORLD
In Mexico, as in European countries with more or

less illiterate peasant populations, the sharpest cul-

tural differences are not between one region and an-

other but between the city people and the country

people. This difference is, of course, even greater in

those Latin-American countries where the city people
derive their traditions from, and continue to commu-
nicate with, the European world, while the country

people are largely Indian in tradition and do not easily

communicate with the city. It is a circumstance of im-

portance that the same classes, based upon the degree
of familiarity with city ways, exist, on a much smaller

scale, in Tepoztlin. They have already been several

times referred to in these pages as los correctos and

los tontos. The periodic revolutions afford, it would

seem, a mechanism whereby this difference between

the classes is from time to time re-emphasized and the

tendency for them to merge is checked.

It is probable that these classes have existed for

centuries in Tepoztldn. Tradition says that Martin

Corts, son of the conqueror, lived for a time in Te-

poztlan and used the chapel of La Santisima as his

private oratory. Certain heavy stone walls and ruined

arches across the street from this chapel are pointed
out as the vestiges of his residence. When he and his

205
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dependents came there, they must at once have con-

stituted an aristocracy of Spanish culture. This must
have been but one of a series of periods of develop-
ment and partial sophistication that were successively

interrupted by periods of disorder. There are other

fragments of heavy wall at the north side of the town;
all memories of their meaning have apparently dis-

appeared. The latest of these eras of order and ur-

banization was coincident with the Diaz regime. In

the middle of the nineteenth century a family of edu-

cated people moved to Tepoztlzin from another state.

This family contributed the priest, a teacher, and

several other members of the Tepoztecan intelligent-

sia. During this period the first secular school was

opened. Several attempts were made to publish local

newspapers.
1 In 1895 Francisco Rodriguez, a Tepozte-

can who was educated as an engineer, called the at-

tention of the scientific world to the large pre-Colum-
bian temple situated above the town, and reported

upon it to the International Congress of Ameri-

canists.
2 The work of excavation was done largely by

Tepoztecan volunteers. A museum was established in

1 "More than a half a century ago, nevertheless, literary productions were

published in Tepoztlan; nevertheless, the press has hardly been introduced to the

population. We remember, for example, 'El Xocoyotzin* ofDon Jose* Guadalupe
Rojas, a man never well understood, a small periodical which was devoted to

adult and infant education. A little later, with the introduction of a press in

1882, appeared in the public light '1 Liliputiense,' '1 Mosquito,' '1 Grano de
Arena

1

and still others which were devoted to the development of culture and the

illumination of the people" (El Tepozfeco, a newspaper published by Tepoztecos
in Mexico City in 1921, issue of October i).

* F. Rodriguez, art., "Descripci6n de la pyramide llamada Casa del Tepoz-
teco. .
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one of the public buildings. German and North Amer-
ican scientists visited the archaeological ruins and in-

cidentally the town; indeed, the railroad ran special

excursion trains to El Parque.
This period of brilliance, like, no doubt, other earlier

periods of the sort, was terminated by revolution

that of 1910. Perhaps no other part of Mexico was so

swept by the fury of war as was Morelos. For years
this state was the scene of sanguinary encounters be-

tween Zapatistas and Carranzistas. The railroads

were torn up, the sugar mills destroyed, and most of

the cattle exterminated. During almost two years

Tepoztlan was entirely depopulated except when

federal or Zapatista troops occupied the town. Almost

all the more substantial houses were partly or entirely

destroyed. The little museum was wrecked and its

contents scattered. After people began to return,

there was a long period of suffering from famine and

sickness.1

1 A Zapatista soldier who spent eight years in the campaign, part of this time

in the neighborhood of Tepoztlan, his home, described the period thus: "In the

time of the revolution, for a long period, Tepoztlan was entirely depopulated.
The people went to Mexico, or to the hills. The hills north of the town are full of

caves where people lived. Some built lean-tos ofcornstalks under big trees. Fora
time there was enough food. We used to come down from the hills at night to

get corn. If there was anybody in the town, it would be Federal troops. We
would go very quietly, listening. If we heard nothing, we entered and took the

corn. The people who owned fruit trees would come down from the hills by night
to rob their own trees.

'The hills were the populated places, the towns the wild places. So we went
into the towns to hunt. One day we were out of food. My colonel asked me and

some others to get a deer. But I said, There are no more deer in the hills. We
must go to the towns for a deer.' So we went down into Santiago and there,

among the banana trees, we found and killed a deer.

'litter on the food gave out. The cows and bulls had been hunted down and
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During this period there were no civilians in Tepoz-
tln. Many of the men joined the forces of Zapata.
To those who did not was presented the choice of flee-

ing to the hills or of going to one of the cities, usually
Mexico City, where security was greater. The people
who were already used to the city and who were more

likely to have friends there and to have the money
necessary to become established there, went to the city.

The poorer people, who were also those least used to

city ways, were the ones who went to the hills. Hill

exile was a life of isolation, a life of rumor, of reliance

upon the most primitive techniques of maintenance.1

killed; the corn was eaten up. If an orange was found it was taken quickly and
eaten green. Many, many died of hunger, both soldiers and non-combatants.

When, after this time, food was obtained again, some died because they ate too

much. We began with a half a tortilla at a time, and so escaped death from gorg-

ing."
1 A (onto of the barrio of San Sebastian tells of his experiences: "Times were

very horrible during the revolution. At first people stayed in Tepozdan. J. C.

[a corrfcto] was not there, but his father stayed at first, until it grew too bad; and
then he too went to Mexico City. Tepozd&n was deserted for two years. The
soldiers came and ate the corn, and killed all the animals. The Carranzistas killed

what they didn't want to eat; not an animal was left. The troops came at last to

eat dogs and cats, there was so little food. No one was safe. Many were killed,

and not even buried. If the Carranzistas saw anyone, they shot him without any
question.

"Many went to the cities, some to the hills. I went to the hills with my fam-

ily. There were my father, my mother, and seven brothers. I was sixteen. We
lived in a cave in the heights, in that direction [toward Yautepec]. We took the

metates along. But we had no animals; we carried everything ourselves. We
lived by what food we could find in the hills or in the towns, and by what we
could sell in Mexico City. We used to carry fruit to Mexico to sell. Fruit was
very expensive there. We sold limes at ten pesos a hundred. If you could just
get a hold ofa thousand limes and bring them to Mexico City, you had a hundred

pesos. We took avocados too. We traveled only at night. It took two nights.
When dawn came we camped somewhere in the hills beyond Tres Marias.
Xochimilco was the bad place to go through; the Carranzistas waited there and
tilled many. We brought back soap and salt.

'Then die fever came. Three ofmy brothers died. Bury them there? No, we
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City exile brought the Emigres into competition with

the people of the city, and so further sophisticated
them. So it was that when after a period of years the

inhabitants returned to rebuild their homes the dif-

ference between tontos and correctos had in the mean-
time been made more distinct.

These periods of exodus to the city render acute the

growing self-consciousness of los correctos. Los tontos

live, in spite of revolutions, in the same single mental

world of the folk culture. Los correctos, on the other

hand, develop an intelligentsia who live in two worlds,
in two cultures, the city and the folk, and are corre-

spondingly restless and often unhappy. The periods

of revolution1

sharpen the self-consciousness of this

intelligentsia; drawn together as temporary expatri-

ates, they idealize their home community and at the

same time deprecate its shortcomings. This dissatis-

faction and unrest finds an expression in programs of

reform.

In April, 1920, the expatriated Tepoztecos in Mex-

brought them to the cemetery at Tepozdan. We came down by night. It took

about four hours. We took turns carrying the body. We had to bury with-

out coffins, justpetatfs. We made three such trips, each time getting back to the

hills before dawn.

"Afterward, when people came back to Tepozdan, all the animals had been

killed and there was no corn left. Many died of hunger and the sickness came.

Eight or nine died each day. P. R. lived in the house just across from us in San
Sebastian. He was killed in the revolution. He left his wife and seven little chil-

dren. They all died one after another. They wanted just a tortilla, but there

wasn't enough.
1A minor period ofdecline occurred in 1928. Residents ofTepozdan who be-

longed to the radical agrarian party started a local rebellion in which Tepoztecans
were killed. Rebel activity was general in Morelos, and some Tepoztecan cor-

rectos went to the city.
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ico City formally organized themselves into a "Colonia

Tepozteco." The prospectus of this organization an-

nounced the chief program of the group: to supplant
the then-existing military government of Tepoztlan
with one elected by the people. The aims of the soci-

ety were further specified as follows:

I. To establish among the Tepoztecos a center of intercourse

which may contribute to the moral progress of its members.
II. To work for the reconstruction and the improvement, mor-

al and material, of the Municipalidad of Tepoztldn.
III. To devote special attention to the spread of public edu-

cation to the end that illiteracy no longer exists in Tepoztln,
employing for this result, without prejudice to the perfection of

the Castilian language, the Nahuatl or Mexican idiom, an effica-

cious means of bringing the masses of the people to understand

the transcendence of civilization, and, furthermore, to bring it

about that our native tongue be preserved for transmission to

the future generations.
IV. To develop a broad civic propaganda so that all Tepoz-

tecan citizens recognize their rights and duties; and
V. To take a direct interest, moral and practical, in the desig-

nation of the local authorities of the pueblo, so as to realize the

aspirations of the Colony.

In September of the same year a fiesta was cele-

brated in a hired hall in Mexico. A daughter of a

leading correcto^ expatriate in the capital, recited a

poem about Tepoztlan written by her father. In this

the beauties of the valley are hymned, the tragedy of

ruin described, and the hopes of the future an-

nounced.

Mas tengo fe: las ruinas Yet I have faith: the ruins

Subiran a los espacios, Will rise to the empyrean,
Sus bases serin topacios, Their foundations will be topazes,
Sus murallas diamantinas. Their walls diamonds.
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Con fuerzas casi divinas, With strength almost divine,

Tepoztldn en su ardimiento, Tepoztldn, courageous,
Sus ideales, su aliento Its ideals, its vigor,

Desplegard con nobleza; Will unfold nobly;
Si es titdnica la emprcsa, If the enterprise is titanic,

Es titan su pensamiento. The thought is a Titan.

In October, 1921, this same group of intellectuals is-

sued a tiny newspaper. El Tepozteco, with the motto:

"Nochi ipampa totlacatiliztlar ("All for our native

land")- This short-lived periodical
1 contained no

news, but only editorial sermons on sobriety, patriot-

ism, and especially on reform in Tepoztlan. The edi-

tor addressed his compatriots under the nom de

plume Cihtli-Tepoztecatl ("Paternal Ancestor the Te-

poztecan"), writing in the r61e of the eponymous
legendary chief returned to advise his people:

I come to be with you, to arouse you to the titanic emprise of

the reconstruction of our pueblo; I come to applaud the strength

you may exert so that my Tepoztlan may once again be what it

was in the decade past; I come to anathematize those evil com-

patriots of mine, who, with their apathy or selfish ideas of con-

flict, obstruct the labor of the good citizens; and I come, finally,

to be as I have always been, the mythological personage of our

history and of our race .... [El Tepozteco].

This developing group consciousness is a product of

conflict; it is apparently most acute in those individu-

als who, coming to live in the world of the city, look

back upon the world of the folk. The impulse for re-

form, just described, has much in common with the

nationalistic movements of folk minorities of Europe.
The phenomenon in Tepoztldn, in the development of

1 The writer does not know that more than the one issue appeared.
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a native intelligentsia, in the local press, in political

ambition, and especially in the linguistic revival, re-

peats a process that has occurred in many another

place where the folk have felt the impact of the city.

The pride in the native tongue to a certain extent is

shared even by the tontos. Among the correctos it is

more definitely expressed in attempts to keep alive

and indeed to "purify" (i.e., to eliminate Spanish
loanwords and forms) the beloved tongue. Several at-

tempts have been made in Tepoztlan to organize

schools, or discussion groups, for the study and devel-

opment of Nahuatl. An early leader in this movement
is Mariano J. Rojas, native Tepoztecan, now profes-

sor ofNahuatl in Mexico City.
1 But several other cor-

rectos who remain in Tepoztlan assiduously cultivate

the language and have attempted to maintain a sort

of academy of native speech. The romantic idealiza-

tion of the language and how it symbolizes local pa-
triotism appear from the following paragraph, pub-
lished in El Tepozteco:

The sweet and sonorous idiom of our aborigines, of Nezahual-

coyotl and Ixtlilxochitl, the idiom of our fathers, which was left

us as a sacred heritage, shall not die in spite of those who, al-

though physically they reveal an origin entirely Indian, are

ashamed of their race; our language shall live, because there are

great and patriotic citizens who do not look down upon their

race, who glory in being Indian, who love the members of their

race, who greatly esteem their native tongue, and who work, toil

and exert themselves for its reconstruction and perfection so

that it shall never die.

1 Author ofManual de la lengua Nahuatl.
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This use of the language as a symbol of the Indian

heritage has helped to give the movement a racial

rather than a nationalistic character.

After the revolution of 1910-23 few of los corrector

returned to Tepoztldn. Most of those who did go back

went back to employ the practical and commercial

experience they had acquired in the city in order to

earn a living in Tepoztl&n. They are the artisans and

merchants there today. Of the six men who were most

instrumental in organizing the colony of Tepoztecan

Smigrh the group of intelligentsia only one re-

turned. Except two teachers, he was the only real in-

tellectual living in Tepoztlin at the time of these ob-

servations. The substance of his life-history gives in a

specific case the experience passed through by that

type of individual who springs from the folk, is no

longer entirely at home in it and yet can never quite

leave it, and who suffers the conflict and disorganiza-

tion of his position, with one foot in one world and the,

other foot in another.1

R. G. was born in Tepoztldn about forty-six years ago. He is

apparently a pure-blooded Indian. His father was poor, but, like

the other Tepoztecans, had his milpa. He was a man of some

education, and, after the federal government had taken charge
of the pre-Columbian ruins above the town, he was made "keeper
of the monuments" at three pesos a day. The son, R., lived in

Tepoztl&i until he was nineteen years old. Up to that time his

only schooling was that of the little local public school In his

own words, he "lived like an animal," running about and having
a good time with the other boys but with no ideas or aims direct-

1 Dr. Robert . Park has called this type the ''marginal man" (art, "Migra-
tion and the Marginal Man").
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ed toward any other interests than those offered by the ordinary
life of the town. At the age of nineteen he was sent by his father

to school in Cuernavaca. A great many of los correctos have
studied in Cuernavaca. Because of the tourists and its position
on the railroad and the fact that it is the seat of the state govern-

ment, Cuernavaca is far more sophisticated than Tepoztlan.
R. G. studied in the secondary school there. Evidently his in-

terest in study was aroused, for he then went on to a normal
school in Mexico City.

In Mexico City one of the ruling passions of his life his in-

terest in the Nahuatl language had its origin through a friend-

ship he picked up with a North American priest and amateur

archaeologist. To R. G., Nahuatl had been with Spanish equally
the language of intimate home life. But through the archaeolo-

gist he received a Nahuatl grammar and from him he first made

acquaintance with the literature describing the past glories of his

Aztec forbears. The Nahuatl language became for him a symbol
of gradually developing race consciousness. He entered into dis-

cussions with the archaeologist on the ancient forms of the lan-

guage and studied it with the idea of'bringing back to use the

sacred pure original forms.

He had made only brief stays in Tepoztlan when the revolu-

tion broke out, and was of course in Mexico City all during that

period. He took an active share in organizing the "Colonia Tep-
ozteco," and entered enthusiastically into the plans for the resto-

ration and reform of Tepoztlan. All during this time he was em-

ployed at various clerical occupations. During the early years of

the revolution he met and married a mestiza woman, part Taras-
can Indian, part Spanish. Although he is apparently proud of his

pure Indian blood, he married a woman lighter skinned and
closer to the Spanish tradition than himself. At about the same
time he became acquainted with the authorities in charge of an-

thropological work for the government, and was employed in a
minor capacity in connection with the work of that department.
When he was asked to take part in an ancient Aztec pageant
which the department had arranged as a part of the deliberate

revival of the ancient cultural traditions of the folk, R. G. re-

fused indignantly to make himself ridiculous by dressing up in
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feathers. He offered instead to write and deliver an oration in

Nahuatl pointing out the beauties of the Nahuatl language.

By the time the revolution was over R. G. had four children.

Their situation in Mexico City was fairly comfortable. But he
was only one of a mass of low-paid white-collar employees with
little opportunity to gain recognition now that the Tepoztecan
colony was broken up, and he had felt more intensely than most
the desires to, as he put it, "lift up my homeland out of the sink

into which it has fallen." Just then his father, who was living in

Tepoztldn as "keeper of the monuments," died, and R. G. asked
for and secured the post for himself. He returned to Tepoztldn,
to the

job,
the house, and the milpa of his father. In spite of the

misgivings of his wife, who is a city person and had moreover her
own family in Mexico City, he transported himself and family, a

few pieces of furniture, and the Nahuatl grammar to the mud-
floored, windowless adobe house that had been his birthplace.
He launched at once into his efforts at civic reform, promoting
new roads, new street lights, and a school for the instruction of

Nahuatl. He met with the apathy and often open amusement of

his townspeople. The practical reforms ended with the installa-

tion of a few gasoline lamps. The school failed because, he says,
"it was opposed by the priest." In Mexico City R. G. had be-

come an atheist and anticlerical. He was equally out of sym-
pathy with the small radical political group, who are tontos.

By the end ofhis fifth year in Tepoztldn he was thoroughly un-

comfortable in both body and soul. His wife, suffering from the

hardships of the primitive mode of life, was an invalid, dragging
herself out of bed in order to do the necessary work about the

house. She was extremely isolated, for she had not been able to

adjust or interest herself in the life of the town. Her only desire

was to get back to Mexico City. Her husband, a more sanguine

person, was at times hopeful and passionately enthusiastic, at

times profoundly disillusioned. To himself he is a figure in Te-

poztlan, but one who goes unrecognized; and toward los tontos he

maintains an attitude which some of them feel to be patronizing
and critical, while he moves among them making elaborate

jokes in NahuatL He is a lively, agreeable person but sensitive

and proud. He is disillusioned, yet he continues to hope for the
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Tepoztecan millennium. At bottom his attitudes are those of

other Tepoztecans, but all is overlaid and colored by self-con-

sciousness, and by a consciousness of the world outside not shared

by his neighbors. During the sickness of one of his children he

put equal weight on folk and city medicine. He laughs at los aires,

but like his neighbors he thinks it unsafe to sleep out of doors;
for him, however, it is because "germs drop from trees."

In 1926 the death of two of his children and a minor revolu-

tionary disturbance in Morelos provided the occasion for his de-

parture for Mexico City. In so doing he abandoned his dreams
and forsook his status. But a partial transfer of desires has taken

place; he talks now of learning English and coming to the United
States. There one can make money, and there scientists are in-

terested in his language.

R. G. can be understood partly in terms of his par-
ticular temperament, but partly in the light of that

development of racial and national consciousness that

has so marked the last two decades in Mexico. As he

sees Tepoztlan partly through the eyes of a man of

the wider city-world, so are the folk of Mexico coming
to see themselves. His dreams and despairs, his crudi-

ties and his sensitiveness, are those of his country.



CHAPTER XIII

THE INTERMEDIATE COMMUNITY
The culture of Tepoztlan appears to represent a

type intermediate between the primitive tribe and the

modern city. It has, one would venture, its nearest

analogues in the peasant communities of the more
backward parts of Europe, of the Near East, and of

the Orient. To the extent that Tepoztlan is economi-

cally and mentally self-sufficient, to the extent that

its social heritage is local and is transmitted without

the use of writing, to the extent that all knowledge is

intimate and personal and is closely associated with

the ancient habitat of the people, the community re-

sembles a primitive tribe. But just to the degree that

Tepoztlan conceives itself as a part of the outside

world, and that the Tepoztecans define their personal

problems in terms of modern city civilization, it is un-

like a tribal society. The Tepoztecans are primarily

Tepoztecans, but they are also, if somewhat more re-

motely, Mexicans. Their society might be called a

"folk" community, in a more special sense than that

in which the term is often used.

So little, outside of the material culture, are ele-

ments ofpre-Columbian custom preserved that it pre-

sents small opportunity to a culture historian in-

terested in the character of the aboriginal society.

217
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Only from the point of view of history or of romantic

appreciation is Tepoztlan an "Aztec pueblo." The
elaborate ritual and philosophic scheme which dis-

tinguished the pre-Columbian culture was carried by
the priestly class; and these meanings were practically

extirpated by the conquerors. The society was, one

might say, decapitated. The ancient household tech-

niques remain, but the ancient values are gone.
But if the interest is not in depiction, but in study-

ing social change as it takes place in social anthro-

pology as contrasted with ethnology, in the terminol-

ogy of Radcliffe-Brown 1 then TepoztUn presents an
excellent opportunity. This opportunity is for the

study of the change whereby a folk community is

slowly becoming more like the city. This change is a

case of diffusion, occurring in an easily observed situ-

ation, so slowly as not to accomplish the disorganiza-
tion of the community, and under practical circum-

stances which liberate the student from responsibility
to record the fragmentary vestiges of a disappearing
culture.

The frontier of this change is between los correctos

and los tontos. This frontier is a geographical, not

merely a figurative, frontier. The diffusion of city
traits can be observed and expressed in spatial terms.

The point from which changes originate is the central

plaza. This is at first confusing to one accustomed to

examples of the diffusion process taken from tribal

1 A. R. Raddiffe-Brown, art., "The Methods ofEthnology and Social Anthro-
pology."
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societies. There the changes that originate in the cen-

ter of an area are those modifications locally devel-

oped in accordance with the characteristic type of the

area, while the changes that take place because of con-

tact with another culture take place on the periphery.
But here, with a paradox that is only apparent, the

periphery of change is at the center. This is because

the contact with the city takes place here. Here visi-

tors come. Here are trade, machinery, and print, so

far as these come at all to Tepoztlan. And here, by
a sort of selection, are drawn the tradespeople whose

r61es have been determined by urban competition
and who are familiar with city ways. These people

the tradespeople and other correctos on the one hand,
communicate by direct face-to-face relations with Jos

tontos on the periphery, and, on the other hand,

through their memories of tHe city, and by means of

letters, newspapers, and visits to the capital, com-

municate with the city. It is as though there were, in

this central zone where live los correctos^ two over-

lapping culture "areas": a culture of the folk, with

communication by direct contact, and a culture ofthe

city, which impinges on the other culture in another

dimension, by means of communication which tran-

scends space.

The ways of the city diffuse outward from the cen-

tral plaza. They are not carried outward by migra-A

tion, because the interests and activities of los correc-

* Of course there is no definite zone, but merely a tendency for los correctos to

dwell, and for city traits to occur, near the plaza rather than near the outskirts.
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tos cause them to live near the plaza and so keep out

los tontosy and also because people continue to occupy
the house sites of their ancestors. By spotting the

traits on a map of the community the distribution of

city traits as compared with folk traits could be in-

dicated. An example of such a distribution is given
on the accompanying map. Here are contrasted the

distributions of two sorts of professionals. Each letter

indicates the home (except in a few cases this is also

the place of business) of an individual with a recog-

nized specialty. On the one hand are those specialists

tradespeople and artisans who practice European

techniques and who mostly acquired their specialties

through economic competition. These are in general

found near the plaza. On the other hand are the mid-

wives, herb doctors, and fireworks-makers, who prac-
tice more ancient, traditional techniques and who in

more cases came into their r61es by birth. These tend

to be found toward the periphery.

The upper three barrios, San Pedro, Los Reyes, and
San Sebastian (and, to a somewhat less extent, Santa

Cruz), are the most remote from the plaza and are

barrios oftontos. These three contain the greatest pro-

portionate number of magical specialists and not a

single rational specialist of the sorts listed. The peo-

ple in these barrios have a different "mentality" from

those that dwell around the plaza. Racially they are

no different, but the experiences they undergo are

different. They are "timeless" for one thing; few up
there have watches, and they are too far away to hear
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the clock on the plaza. Illiteracy is greater up there.

The mailcarrier in the months of these observations

never delivered a letter to one of these three barrios.

These statements, and those that follow, need of

course the support of a more substantial body of ma-
terials and more careful exploration into the facts.

They are made merely to define a problem for further

work. In this sense it may be stated that the distribu-

tions of various aspects of city ways rather strikingly

coincide. Those elements of material culture which

were more recently taken over from the city and ar$

still exterior to the Spanish-Indian folk culture, such

as forks, felt hats, and metal beds, are to be found

in the inner zone of los correctos. Here also is most

marked the tendency toward secularization of holiday

celebration. It is los correctos who promote the carni-

val, with its strongly secularized, commercialized

aspect; while it is los tontos who control the religious

fiestas, with their greater detail of ritual and remote-

ness from commercial activity. The three most im-

portant fiestas commemorating santos occur respec-

tively in San Pedro, San Sebastian, and Ixcatepec, on

the peripheries of the community. It is los tontos who

preserve the most traditional ritual on practical oc-

casions of crisis, such as birth or death. One might
venture to guess that the nearer a birth occurs to the

central plaza the less the proportion of merely ritual-

istic, expressive behavior and the greater the propor-

tion of purely practical behavior which attends -the

occasion.
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If the difference between los correctos and los tontos

increases during periods of disorder, it decreases dur-

ing periods of peace. And during these latter times

the progressive advance of city ways, the influence of

los correctos over los tontosy can be observed. This proc-

ess, it has already been sufficiently suggested, is a

process of diffusion. It remains only to point out that

this diffusion process may be thought of somewhat
more broadly than is usually possible in the instances

of diffusion ordinarily considered by ethnologists,

where the bare facts have to be reconstructed or

learned at second hand.

In the first place, it may be supposed that the dif-

fusion is not merely the communication, between con-

temporary groups, of the traits usually listed, of

technique and ritual. There pass also what can rather

awkwardly be called "subjective" traits: mental form
as well as mental content. It is not merely that the

group comes to employ a new artifact or to adopt a

new attitude toward marriage or toward a religious

practice. It may be said that the whole mentality cor-

respondingly changes, if by "mentality" is understood
a complex of habits employed in meeting unfamiliar

problems. Mentality in this sense too is~an aspect of

culture. If the individual undergoes experiences of a

very different sort from those undergone before, he

develops a correspondingly new organ, a new mind.
The patterns of thinking of a city man, where a mul-
titude ofunfamiliar experiences are dealt with by rele-

gating them to convenient classes, are different from
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those of a remote rural dweller whose social objects
are all unique and known by their individual char-

acters. So, if it can be shown that los correctos tend to

reject traditional magical ways of curing disease, for

instance, aad accept instead the ways of modern life,

it might be that such a change be not entirely due to

the prestige of city cures but due also to a general

tendency to solve problems by means wherein the

mechanisms involved are understood.

In the second place, the diffusion is not merely the

borrowing of ethnological traits, because the diffusion

is accompanied by a change in the attitude which the

people have toward themselves. The just-preceding

chapter suggests that a study of diffusion here is not

merely enumerating elements of culture which the

group has or has not, but also involves a consideration

of striking changes in the type of personality to be

expected in the group. The sensitiveness, pride, and
zeal for reform which characterize the individual de-

scribed in that chapter are perhaps traits that typify
the culture of his group (los correctos), but they were

not borrowed from the city. They are changes which

have resulted in him out of the conflict between the

two cultures in which, mentally, he is living at the

same time. The way a people feel about themselves

and about other people is a datum which may be in-

cluded in a direct study, such as this might be, of the

culture process.



APPENDIX A
RELATIONSHIP TERMS

The terms in use in Tepoztlan, when Nahuatl is spoken, are

the same (with occasional minor variations) as they were in

ancient Nahuatl, according to the list extracted from Molina
(F'ocabulario de la lengua mexicana, 1571) by Paul Radin,

1 in the

following instances: "son," "father," "mother," "grandfather,"
"grandson" ("granddaughter"?), "son-in-law," and "daughter-
in-law." These ancient terms had the same specific connotation
in old Nahuatl. But where the old language made age or other
distinctions not recognized by European kinship terminology,
such terms disappeared and were replaced by Spanish terms in

modern Tepoztecan Nahuatl vocabulary, or else were extended
to cover the class represented by the nearest Spanish term. The
former change is illustrated by the use of Spanish terms for

"nephew," "niece," "brother-in-law," "sister-in-law," and "cous-
in" (general classifications which the old Nahuatl did not make)
and by the new (?) general Nahuatl word for "brother" or "sis-

ter" (icnihtK). The latter change is represented by the extension
of nonnantli to mean the husband's mother as well as the wife's

mother, and the corresponding extension of the word for "wife's
father." It is not clear why the Spanish words for "uncle" and
"aunt" appear to have superseded, in Tepoztlan, the old Nahuatl
terms. Perhaps these were individualizing rather than classifica-

tory. The modern words for "husband" and "wife" are likewise

different, but probably are also old terms (nozoa means simply
"my woman").
The terms in the following table are given as they appear when

standing alone. Actually they are usually heard with the pro-
nominal particle and hence without the suffix; but often with
the honorific suffix. Thus fiOi is almost never heard, but nopilt-
zin ("my child"), etc.; so nocihtzin, not cito&9 etc. So it is also
with Spanish terms used in Nahuatl discourse (but the honorific
is not added): nosuegra ("my mother-in-law").

1 "Maya, Nahuatl and Tarascan Kinship Terms."
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Engliah Tepoztecan Nahuatl Ancient Aztec Nahuatl

Stepfather. .

Stepmother.
Godfather. .

Godmother.

Reciprocal term used

between parents and

godparents, between
two godparentsofthe
same child, or, by ex-

tension, to any inti-

mate friend

Reciprocal term used

between the two pairs
ofparents-in-law [Sp.

consuegros]

Reciprocal term used
between individuals

who bear the same

baptismal name [I

hermanos de n<

Tlacpatahtli
Chakuemantli

"Padrtno," less com-

monly, toyotahtli
"Madrina" lesscom-

monly, toyonantli

"Compadre" (used in

both Spanish and
Nahuatl discourse)

Huexihtli

tocaihnihtli



APPENDIX B

TEXT OF RELACION
[The following is a part of the Nahuatl text of the relacidn,

used at thefesta Altepe-ilhuitl in September, which is spoken by
the actor representing "El Tepozteco." A somewhat different

version, including a short reply made in turn by each of the at-

tacking pueblos, has been collected and published by Robelo.1

The first line of the following extract is the text as I collected it,

suffering from the degeneration of long traditional use and the

errors of the collector. The second line is the text as "restored"

by Mr. John H. Cornyn, and the third line is Mr. Cornyn's
translation. Mr. Cornyn says that the text was composed in the

sixteenth century "on the model of the pre-Conquest Aztec met-

rical poetry (and) is written in the trochaic meter." He says also

that "the Tepozteco or Lord of Tepoztlin accompanied the wiz-

ards and wonderworkers of Cuernavaca summoned to Mexico

City by Moctezuma II, in the hope that they might prevent the

arrival of the Spanish invaders to Tenochtitlan. He was one of

the first converts to Christianity. For this reason the four cities

mentioned in the text, so tradition says, rose against him; but,

with the help of the Virgin, he defeated them and brought their

lords and nobles into the Catholic fold. This incident was taken

advantage of by Fr. Domingo de la Asunci6n, first missionary to

Tepoztldn, to convert the heathen autumn festival into a Chris-

tian feast with its accompanying miracle play to replace the old

ritual." The notes which follow the text were also kihdly fur-

nished by Mr. Cornyn. R. R.]

Aquin anmehuatin nican anhuattahque ahueli

Aquin amehuantin nican anhuallaque* [o-huallaque]? AhueF* [ca

amo]
Not even

Who [are] you [who] have come here?

1
Art., "Diccionario de mitologla Nahoa," pp. 2*8-34.

3
An-huallofue for oJiuaflaqiu. The poets frequently left out the sign of the

preterite.

3 Ahueli is dialectic for ca amo, "not even."
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antetlahpalchque; zan anhual cahcalactahque que anitzquintototin

antetlahpaloque; zan anhualcahcalactaque que' antiitzcuintotontin

did you give greetings; you came introducing yourselves like

little dogs.

quen huelima niahuia,

Quen' huelimanniahuia>
What time is this right now when I am enjoying myself,

nipahqui, nicochi, cenca antecochiwlohque;

nipahpaqui, 'huan nicochi? Cenca antecochzoloque;
when I am happy, and [when] I am sleeping? You have com-

pletely ruined [my] sleep;

cenca huel ante cochopahzolohque.
cenca huel antecochpahzoloque.

you have deeply troubled [my] sleep.

Nicno chicahua noyotto!

Nic-chicahua in noyollol*

I strengthen my heart [take courage]!

Maxihuala, tehuatl in /*', CuahnahuacatU
Ma xihuallauh) tehuatl in ti CuahnahuacatU

Come forward, thou of Cuernavaca!

tlein ipampa tinechtemohua?

Tlein ipampa in ti-nectiemohua?

Why dost thou come to seek me?

quemach huelima nican nicnoMhuiquixtililia^

right now when I am here celebrating my fiesta.

quemach huelincuac nican nicno-ilhuitomililia

Ofytenmach hueli icuac nican nicno-[i\lhuitomililia

Is it possible [you come] right now when I am remembering

* Nic-chic&hua in noyotto. The text is barbarous, influenced by the Spanish
construction. There is no necessity for the repetition in nicno and noyotto. The
exact translation of the text, as given above, is: "I fortify this heart of mine."
The classical poet would have agglutinated die expression thus: Nino yoUhica-
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yehuatzin Ichpochtzintli Maliatzine

in yehuatzin Ichpochtzintli Maliaztin-e-e1

her the Virgin Holy Mary [who]

nican nechmomaquilihtica no-ayochicahuilitf
nican nechmoyecmaquilihtica in noayochicahualiz
is here giving me fully my essential strength

ihuan no-ayotlahpalihuiz?
ihuan in no ayotlapalihuiz?
and my valor?

Mochicahua noyollo.
Nicchicahua in noyollo.
I strengthen my heart.

Maxihuala, tehuatl in //, Yahtepecatl,

Maxihuallauh) tehuatl in ti YahtepecatU
Come forward, thou of Yautepec!

tlein ipampa tinechtemohua?

Thin ipampa in ti nechtemohua,

Why dost thou seek me,

lea hueloncan nechmoyohualotica
ca hueloncan nechmoyohualotica

[where] are surrounding me here

nahui notepc, chicome tlatelli> chicome tlacomolH,

nahui in notepe> in chicome tlahtlatelli, in chicome tlacomolli

my four mountains, the seven hills, the seven,wells

hua ("I myself heart-fortify"); c.g., from the Cantarcs mexicanos: Nino yol-
nonotza campa ni-cuizyecfli ahuiaca xochitl("l myself heart-consult meditate

where I shall gather beautiful-sweet-scented flowers").

1 Maliatzin--t: The vocative , pronounced long, often served as a complete
metric foot, thus *-*.

a
Ayoy contraction for ayotl, the watery substance, the essence of anything.

Water, die gift of the Tlalocs, was essential for all vegetable growth; so ayotl
came to have the secondary meaning of "essential," which it has in the text.
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ihuan chicome tlamimilolli;

*huan chicome tlaltemimilolli?

and [the] seven stony hillsides;

no-ayochicahualiz ihuan no-ayotlahpalihuiz?
in no-ayochicaualiz 'huan no-ayotlapalihuiz?

they are my valor and my essential strength?

Nicnochicahua noyotto!

Nic-chicahua in noyollo!

I fortify my heart!

Maxihuafa) tehuatl ti Tlayecapanecatl!
Ma xihuattauh in ti Tlayecapanecatl!
Come forward, thou of Tlayacapan!

thin ipampa tinechtemohua?

Tlein ipampa in ti-nechtemohua?

Why dost thou seek me?

Cahuel nelli queh oquimohtlahui yehuatzin,
Ca-uel-nelli queh oquimo'talhu? in yehuatzin,
It is quite true as she, the aunt, said who shines

te ahuitzin, ompa ilhuicacxitoni,

te-ahuitzin? ompa ilhuicac-xitoni,

there in the heavens,

i, the tough, broken hill- or mountain-side; tlahttly "earth-

stone," a ball ofearth, clay, conglomerate, or volcanic matter found in abundance

on the mountain slopes of the valley of Mexico; mimiloa, "to extend," "to in-

crease," "to roll"

a Mo'ta&ui; itafoui, "to speak," "to say," "to explain."

s Te-ahuitziny the aunt (in general), substituted for te-ci, the aunt of one's

grandparents. Teci was the ancestor of gods and men and the antecessor ofOur

Lady of Guadalupe at Tepeyac (Guadalupe). As the wife of the fire-god, in the

older Mexican mythology, she was the goddess of birth and fertility and the

ruler, like her husband, of the three divisions of the universe, the superterrestrial

(all above the earth); die terrestrial (on the earth), and the subterrestrial (below
the earth). Teci was the "hare in the moon" and, by metathesis, the moon her-

self, who assumed all the attributes of the goddess. When the grain was gathered
in, the Mexican people held a great festival in (September) in honor of Teci

(identified with the moon). The Tcpozteco play seems to have been written to
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metotli oquimoxopchpechtihtzino.
meztli oquimoxopechtihtzino*

she, the moon, has made her dwelling [foundations].

matlactli ihuan ome cicitlaltin

Matlactli
y

huan ome cicitlaltin

Twelve stars she has

oquimo xochi-icpacuiltitzino.

o-qui-mo-xoch'-icpac-cuibitzino.

[like] flowers placed on her head.

omotlacempanahuilli ompa ilhuicac;

omotlacempanahuilli ompan in ilhuicac;

She has surpassed, there in the sky, all;

ihuan nican tlalticpac;

ihuan nican in tlalticpac;

and here on earth;

ihuan nohuiampa cemanahuac.^
ihuan nohuiampa cemanahuac.

and everywhere in the universe.

Maxihuala, Tehuatl in ti-Huaxtepecatl!
Ma xihuallauh? tehuatl in /*', Huaxtepecatl
Come forward, thou of Huaxtepec!

take the place of this old autumn festival. The reference in the text is to the old

heathen belief of the "old aunt" or ancestor, Teci, the moon, holding her court

in the sky, amid the stars. Teci was frequently identified with Chicome-xochid

("Seven-Flowers"), the goddess of birth, who had her home among the stars.

This is probably the reference, in the text, to the seven flowers and the seven

stars. The Indians associated the Virgin with the moon.

1
Oquimoxopcchtihtzino (rev. form), "has made her foundation," that is, all

that lies beneath her, over which she rules or has dominion. Xopecktli, "founda-

tion," is verbalized by the suffixing of-//*, "to make," and the prefixing of mo9

for "one's self." As verb it takes the objective pronoun ^*"has-it-for-hersel-
foundation-made."

*Ma xihuattauhy imperative of huaUauh, "to come toward." This word is

frequently written incorrectly because, in ordinary conversation, the uh-termina-

tion is not pronounced. This -uh formed one of the poetic licenses of the Aztec

poets, who pronounced it or not according to the necessities of the meter.
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tlein ipampa tinechtemohua?
Tlein ipampa in ti-techtemohua?

Why dost thou seek me; at this

quemach huelima; quemach huilihcuac;

quemmach in huelimman; quemmach in huel-icuac;

very moment; just at this time;

nican nicno ilhuiquixtililia;
nican nicno \i\lhuiquixtililia;
is it possible when I am celebrating myfiesta;

nican nicno-ilhuitomililia;
nican nicno*Ihuitomililia;
when I am remembering the year-day;

nicnotlatlanamictililia nonantzin,
nicno tlahtlanamictililia in nonantzin*
when I am remembering my mother,

ichpochchichibzintli ihuan

Ichpochchichitzintli ihuan
the roseate Virgin and

techalchi centeconetzin cencateoyotica^
te-chalch$-centeconetziny cenca-yecteoyotica^
the precious only son, altogether divine,

yectililoni icatzinco in Teotl

in yectililoni icaSteinco-[i]n Teotl

perfect as God

te-Tahtzin> in Teotl te-Piltzin ihuan in Teotl Teayotzin*
in te-Tatzin^ Teotl in te-Pihzin> ihuan Teotl^ te-Ihyotziny

the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Ghost,

quemach omique ilhuicac ihuan nican tlalticpac^

quemmach-ami in ilhuicac ihuan nican in tlalticpac^
ever blessed in heaven and here on earth,

ihuan nicnohuian cemanahuactli.
ihuan icnohuian cemanahuac,
and also everywhere in the universe.
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Nicnochicahua noyollo!
Nic-chicahua in noyollo!
I fortify my heart!

Maxihuala> ti Tlalmanacatll

Ma xihuallauhy in ti TlamanalcatU

Come forward, thou from Tlalmanalco!

tlein ipampa tinechtemohua?

Tlein ipampa in ti-nech temohua?

Why dost thou seek me?

Maxihualacan, anmonochtin!

Ma xihualcan^ anmo-nochtin!

Come forward, all of you!

xic-caquiqui tlein hue! nofenyoy notlahtoL

Xic-caqui-qui tlein-huel in notenyo> in notlahtoL1

Come to hear how great is my fame, my majesty.

Nepa ye huehca, canin anahuiaya anpahpactaya;

Nepa ye huecapa canin in an-ahahuia, an-pahpactiaya;
Far over there where you gloried [in your power];

1
Tenyo, contraction of tenyotl, "fame": tlatolliy "word," and, in a secondary

sense, "fame," "authority," "majesty." N*amcchy "I from you" ; huaLanilit'on,

anilia-tia, "to cause to take or bring" (with AIM/, "toward"); on, "here, from

there": "I have taken from you there and brought [them] here or caused them

to be brought here, the tlalpanhuchuetl and the tlalpanteponaztli" The former,

as the war drum, which could be heard for five miles, was the symbol of national

power and valor in battle; the latter was symbolical of the social side of life. It

was the favorite musical instrument of the poets, song composers, and musicians

of the courtsof the kingsofMexico and Texcoco. The taking of these drums from

the cities that made waron the Tepozteco symbolized their defeat in war and the

disruption of their social life. The poem closes with the command of the Tepoz-
teco to the court musicians to bring forth the war drum and beat the war music

(with its accompanying war chant), thus proclaiming the victory of the Tepoz-
teca and the humiliation of the warring cities. The panhuchuctl was a large up-

right drum; and the tlal-panhuchuetlwas so called because it restedon the ground
or floor.

The accentuation of words was somewhat different in the valley of Mexico

from that of outlying Nahuatl territory. In the valley every word was accentu-

ated on the penultimate; and the long compound words carried the accent regu-

larly on every second syllable thereafter. This gave a succession of trochees and

made the trochaic the natural Nahuatl meter.
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canin amo centlamachtihtaya,
canin ammo [anmo] centlamachtiaya^
where you had your pleasures; where you had your recrea-

tions,

amech hual anilihten anmotlalpanhuehuetl,
n*amech-hual-anilifon anmo-tlalpanhuehuetl,
I took from you your war drum,

ihuan anmotlalteponaz.
ihuan anmotlalteponaz.
and your teponaztli.

Nicnochicahua noyollo!
Nic-chicahua in noyollo!
I fortify my heart!

Maxiquin hualtzotzonilican in pinahuiz!
Ma xi-quin-hualtzotzonilican in pinahuiz!
Beat for them [on the drum] their shame [of having been con-

quered]!
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Atole, 40, 136

Augustinians, 27

Aztecs, 18, 24, 192

Ballads; see Corridas

Baptism: first, of inhabitants of Te-

pozdan, 28; when performed, 137

Barrios, chap, iv; patron saints of, 69-

70, 195; membership in, 72-73;

fiestas of, 77-79; Nahuad names

of, 80-81 ; differences of culture in,

220-21

Baskets, 36
Batea,yi
Beds, 37

Beverages, 4I-42* 86

Birth customs, 135-39

Books, 171

Brazier, 35

Bulc, 47

Cacique, 67

Calendar, 91, chap, vi

CalpoUi, 61, 76-78

Canastilla, 37

Candil, 38

Candlemas, 38, 107

Carnival: organized by barrios, 79; a

secularfiesta, 93-94; 'ecordatorio of,

107; described, 109-12

Cerahpa and Castiyohpa, 75, 99

Ceremony, 92

Cerriles, 62

Charcoal-burning, 80

Child care, I3^~39

Chinelos; see Huehuenckes

Chiquitoite, 36, 47, 141

Ctirimfaro, 96, 1 52, 1 54

Christianity, first introduced into

Tepozdan, 27

Christmas, 128-32
Church: description of building, 22;

use of, chap, vi

Cihuatlanque, 140

Cincolote, 33
Classes, the, 6

Clothing, 4*-43> 5 1

CM, 50, 122,150
Codexes (cited), 24

Comm^cation: of Tepoztiin with

other villages, 55-56; of Tepozdan
with the city, 219-20

Community: geographic, 54-555 nat-

ral,57, 59

Compadres, 141

Competition, i54~55

Complex, 10

Conversion, of Tepoztecos, 27
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Cookery, 39-41 ; 60, 85; festal, 95, 100,

101, 103, 105-6, 108, 109, 114, 116,

124, 125, 137

Copal, 38, 77, 104, 162

Corpus Christi, 122

Correct*^ 68-69, 90, 134, 151, i$2, 169,

205, 208-9, 2I2> 218-23
Corridori 33

Corridos, 8
? 180-93; defined, 8, 180;

distinguished from folk song of

primitive people, 9; and national-

ism, 9; musical form, 180; sung by
men, 180-81; subjects of, 181-93;
and news, 186; of revolution, 186-

92; classification of, 192; and writ,

ing, 192-93; compared with alaban-

zas, 195; about Zapata, 198-204
Cortes: entry into Tepoztlan, 27; son

of, in Tepoztlan, 205
Courtesies of the road, 56

Cradle-frame, 37

Crosses, 118

Cuetequitl, 113, 126-27, 146-47

Cueztomate, 34
Culture: of the Mexican folk, 13; dis-

tribution of, in Mexico, 16; of

Tepoztlan, a mixture of Indian and

Spanish elements, 30, 49-52; ma-

terial, chap, ii; Indian elements

persisting in the house and cookery,

31 ; ofmore sophisticated group, 39;
table of material culture elements,

52-53; differences in, between vil-

lages, 57-58; of barrios, 80-8 1; dif-

ferences in, between city and coun-

try, 205; intermediate type be-

tween tribe and city, 217; effect of

Spanish Conquest upon Indian cul-

ture, 218; change of, in Tepoztlin,

219-20; distribution of, in Tepoz-
tlan, 219-21

Curanderas; see Herb-doctors

Dances, religious, 101, 103-4, 106,

117-18, 120, 122, 123

Diffusion, 14, 219-20, 222-23

Disease: of the knees, 87; of eyes of
newborn children, 138; rational and

magical treatment of, 1 56, chap, ix;

concept of, 157; list of terms,

I57ff.; fevers, 158; treatment by
herbal medicine, 158-59; of Euro-

pean origin, 159; "folk diseases,"

159-66; classification and principal

description of, chap, ix; los aires,
162-66

Division of labor: between the sexes,

84-86; in general, chap, viii; distri-

bution of specialists, 220-21

Doctor, 166-67

Dominicans, 27

Earthquakes, 28

Easter, 117

EJUo, 63, 75

Elections, 66

Encomiendas, 20

Esprit de corps, 63, 65, 78

Ethnology: distinguished from "folk

lore," 3; as history and geography,
n; method of, 218

Evil Eye, 161-62

Expatriates, 209-11

Fairs, 80, 113

Families, 139, 141-42
Fiesta: in celebration of local santo,

64-65; organization of, 64-65; of

the barrios, 69, 77-79; offerings for,

74; cookery for, 87; calendric, 90,

chap, vi; "of the mole," 103, 105; of

the masons, 118

Fireworks, 75, 98, 99, 130, 142, 153,
J 54

Folk, the: defined, 1-2 ; in process of

change, 3; in the United States, 4;

not necessarily Indian, 13; and

folk lore, 172-73
Folk song and folk tale, distinguished

from popular song and popular

literature, 5-7; place of, in life of
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Tepozdan, 172-73; corridas, 173-

93; displaced by popular song, 193

Fowlhouse, 34
Franciscans, 27

Geography: of Mexico, 15-18; of

Morelos, 19-21; of Tepozdan, 21;

of the community, 54-59; of the

barrios, 71-72

Godparents, 137, 140, 141

Government; set Municipal govern-
ment

Griddle, 35

Guachas, 188-89

Guadalupe, Virgin of, 127, 187, 196

Hacienda: in Morelos, 20; land quar-
rel with, 63-64; people of Tepoz-
dan employed on, 109; corrido

about, 200-201

Hairdressing, 45

Hammock, 37
Harvest; see Maize, harvest of

Herb-doctors, 152
Historical method, 11-13

Holy Week, 91, 113-17

Honey, 36, 39, 58

House, description of, m Tepoztlan,

32-33
Huacal, 47
Huaraches; see Sandals

Huekuechihque, 100, 152-53, 154

Huehuenches, 94, 106-7, 109-12

Huehuetl, 47-48

Legends: about santos, 195-96; about

Zapata, 199-204

Icpalli, 37
Incense; see Copal
Ironworking, 31

Kinship terms, 224-26

Kitchen, 35-36

Lacandones, 2, 16

Lands, of Tepoztlan, 60-64, 75-76

Language, spoken in Tepoztlan, 30,

60, 184, 210

Lime and lime-burning, 48, 58

Ltmosna, 74-75

Linguistic revival, 210, 212-13, 215

Literacy, 170-72, 192

Loom, 49
Love songs, 181-84

Lullaby, 179-80

Machete, 43, 47, 50

Magic: 133-34, 153; and medicine,

chap, is; and ritual of crisis rites,

chap, vii

Maguey, 42, 48

Mail, 145, 172
Maize: distribution of production, 16;

grown on sugar lands, 21 ; storage

of, 33; cooking of, 35, 39; planting

of, 122; harvesting of, 126, 145;
sale of, 149

Malacatf, 49
Mafianitas, 179

"Marginal man," 213
Market: characteristic of the village,

19; villages dependent on, 54; or-

ganization of, 58-59; as ritual, 88;

periodic, 88-89; the village as, 89-

90; goods sold in, 90

Marriage, 38; and barrio member-

ship, 74; age at, 139; ceremony at-

tending, 140-41

Masks, 153; see also Huehuenches

Mass, 90
Masses, the, 6

Maxtlatl, 42

Mayordomos, offiestas, 65

Meals, 41, 85

Mecapal, 47
Medicine; see Disease

Metate, 35, 39, 85, 86, 87, 109, 151

Method, 10-13, 218

Midwives, 135-37, 152

Migration, 57

Mill, 154
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Mil-pa: defined, 19; described, 13; emi-

grants return to, 57; a part of the

local "fatherland," 6i; with at-

tendant sitios, 6i; de labor, 61-62;

ownership of, 75; of the santos, 75-
76, 78; beginning of work in, 91;
idle season in, 112-13; the' planting
season in, 122; harvest season in,

126, 127-28; owned by almost

everyone, 145

Molcajete, 36
Moles, 40-41, 86, 100

Moros, Los, 120, 123, 174

Morral, 47
Municipal government: first, in Te-

pozdan, 28; character of, 66-69;
and demarcaci6nes, 72; elected, 99;
and public improvements, 146

Music: played *tfiestas of santos, 97;
used for the Huehuenehes, 1 1 1 ; at

funerals, 143; modern, 151; local

character of, 174; of Los Pastores,

177; of corridos, 188

Musical instruments, 47-48
Musicians, 150-51

"

Myths, 199, 201-4

Nahuatl language, 30, 210, 212, 213-

15
Nationalism: and the corrido, 9; racial

aspect of, 192; developed among
expatriates, 21 1-12

New fire ceremony, 117

Newspaper: foot travel and news, 56;
little read in Tepoztldn, 171-72;
the corrida as, 186; once published
in TepoztUn, 206; of expatriated

Tepoztecos, 211

Ohuatlapil, 33

Oven, 41

Paisano, 65

Paper-making, among ancient Mexi-

cans, 26

Pastales, 62-63

Pastoras, Las, 120, 176-78

Pastores, Los, 101, 128, 131-32, 175

Patio, 32

Patriotism, 65, 80, 108, 191

Petate, 37

Pilgrims, 131, 196

Pitzcutitl, 46
Place names, 73

Politics, 66-69; war ^j J9

Popular literature: distinguished from
'

folk lore, 5-7; in Mexico, 7-10; dis-

placing folk literature, 10

Population: distribution in Mexico,
1 5 ; living in villages, 19; density of,

in Morelos, 20; of Tepoztlan, 170

Posadas, 128-30

Pottery, 36-37

Poultry, 34
Public opinion, and the corrido, 9

Pulque, 42

Race mixture, 29
Railways, and revolutions, 17
Rebazo, 36, 43, 45
Revolutions: originating on the pe-

riphery, 17; in Morelos, 21, 207;
and veteranos, 197-98 ;in Tepoztla'n,

207-9
Ritual: of the market, 88; of the

fiestas, 95, chap, vi; changed since

Conquest, 96; calendric, chap, vi;

at posadas, 129; at births, 135-39;
ofmarriage, 139-40; of death, 142-

44; of cuatcquitl, 147

Rockets; see Fireworks

Rojas family, 29, 206

Sacamisa, 107, 137-38
Sacred and secular, 92-96, 155, 180

,

Sandals, 42, 50
Santo: domestic, 38; patrons, 64, 194-

95; pledges to, 74~75> 99. ! 96 ?

milpas of, 75; miraculous appear-
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ance of, 78, 195; of Milpa Alta

brought to Tepozt&n, 119; songs in

adoration of, 175-78 ;unique charac-

ter of each, 178; compared with the

oeterano, 194 ;legends about, 1 95-96 ;

defined, 196-97
Saturnalia, 92
Schools, 170-71
Secular and sacred, 92-96, 155, 180

Self-consciousness, 209, 223
Sitiost 61

Social anthropology, n, 218

Songs: chap, viii; of love, 181-84;
about singers, 185; of war, 185-92;
classification of, 192; modern, 193

Spaniards, first enter Tepoztlin, 26

Spinning, 48
Streets: description of, 23

Sugar production, 20-21, 207

Sunday, 90

Table, 37
Taboo, 92-93, 114

Tamales, 40^ 93, 100, 101, 102, 117,

126, 162

Tarahumares, 2, 16

Taxes, 58, 66-67
Teachers, 149

Teething, 138

Tejoktc, 36
Tcmazcal, 34, 137, 160, 169

Teocalliy ruin of, near Tepoztlan, 24

Teponaztli, 47-48, 77, 78, 1 17, 121, 123

Tepoztecatl, 25, 27-28

Tiles, 32
TilmaMi, 42, 43

Time, measures of, 83-85

Tinaja, 34
Tlacololli, 62, 113

Tlahuica, 23

Tlequil, 35
Todos Santos, and Todos Muertos; see

All Saints' Day
Tompiato, 36
Tontos, 68-69, 90, 134, 152, 169, 205,

208-9, 2I2
> 218-23

Toros, 76, 78, 102, 106, 121

Tortas, 41, 86

Tortillas, 39, 41, 85, 87

Tradespeople, 149

Transportation, 46-47

Troje, 33

Veterano, 194; defined, 197

Villa, Pancho, 197

War: and song, 181, 186-92; and pol-

itics, 190
Water: storage of, 34; supplied to vil-

lages, 54-55

Weaving, 49
Week, 88

Windows, 32
Witches, 153, 156

Zapata and Zapatista, 186-91, 197-

204,207

Zarape, 42, 43, 45, 48
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